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PREFACE 

"You can not neglect human rights. It is like building a house 

if the foundations are not sound, the house lt'ill fall". 

(Jan Martenson, under-secretary General for Human Rights, 
United ~ations, at the International Cbnqress on 
HUman Rights organised by the Jawaharlal ~hru University, 
in 1990 at l'e"~~<' ~lhi) 
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Words with powerful connotations stir emotions, produce 

elaborate philosophic interpretations, inspire revolution and 

' 
reaction, encourage dissent and restraint, and fuel scholarly debate. 

'lhes e words include 1 iberty, freedom, justice and equality. Each 

of these terms, and many others, is directly related to the current 

dialogue on human rights. 

The diverse beliefs of nations and classes, the world 

divisions, and the racial rivalry reflected in various systems 

of law and policies all give changing meaning to such phrases as 

'human rights' and 'fundanental freedoms •. Hriting in 1789, 

Edmund Burke comrrented, "of all the loose terms in the world, liberty 

in the most indefinite". 

Thus, Human Rights have emerged as the nost paradoxical 

subject of international discourse. While it is impossible to 

find governrrents baldly advocating the aoolition of all human rights, 

it is also impossible to find a government committed to the full and 

free exercise of all possible human rights. The rhetoric of human 

rights provides a basis of agreement among nations to support human 

rights# but the range of definition of the term and the variety of 

examples illustrating restrictions on the rights of humans by b~ose 

same nations would lead even the most naive observer to level changes 
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of hypocrisy, fraud, chaos or simple confusion. It is not without 

cause that political cynicism arises among people dedicated to 

principles of hlli~n rights as they contemplate the state of the 

world a quarter century after the founding of the united Nations 

and the establishment of the Universal Declaration of Hunan Rights. 

There is, perhaps, no better current example of the paradox 

in international human rights discourse than the united States. 

I-bwever, the United States is not alone in the dilemma of human 

rights. Other nations have proclaimed support for rights while 

taking actions which trampled the very rights under discussion. 

Other nations have provided a public face of humantarian ethics 

while engaging in private acts of physical abuse, slavery and 

torture. other nations have attempted to act on principles which 

may be contradictory, definitions of human rights which are self

serving, and practices which have the unintended consequence of 

limiting human dignity. As imperialism, ethnocentrism, ignorance, 

and blunder are not limited to practical national l:o.rders or 

ideologies, so also magnanimity, morality, justice, wisdom and 

human rights are not the exclusive domains of any nation-state. 

Since the story of human rights is commensurate with the 

history of mankirrl on this planet, there is really~ place where 
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a documented account of their development can logically begin. 

However, its origin has been traced to the Anerican and Frendl 

revolutions of the late ei-ghteenth century, then further back, 

through the English Bill of Rights, a century earlier, to the 

Magna Carta of 1215, finally, stopping som~mere, in their European 

search for origins t-Tith plato and even his Hellenic predecessors. 

More recently, :rerhaps, origins have been sought in what professor 

Breasted called the 11 dawn of conscience" in ancient Egypt or the 

already ancient code chiselled on the stele of Hammurabi in 

Baybylonia. 

Nbtwithstanding its obscure origin human rights will remain 

an important subject in world politics as the worldwide humantarian 

. 
concern for human rights have transcended the differences arcong 

political and eoonomic systems. Though this issue was created by 

the UN in the 1940 • s, it has evolved into a rrodern •rooverrent of 

human rights •. 'Ihe modern world, though it is marked by poverty and 

authoritarianism, it is still oommitted to the concept and cause 

of human rights. 

The opening chapter of this project offers an analytical 

perspective of the principles, natures, justifications, corJstr?~ints, 
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goals and moralism of the US foreign policy rraking in relation to 

human rights issue, starting from President Trwnan the subsequent 

contribution of Eleanor Roosevelt, the elevation during Pre~ident 

carter's time, the reported clirrbdown of Reagan administration 

and finally the il'lJ)ortance it has come to occupy in thel990 's 'bJ 

the Bu..sh administration. This section has also thro":n light on the 

criticisms of the us foreign policy vis-a-vis human rights issue. 

The second chapter takes a look at the background, intricacies 

and implications of human rights question in the US foreign policy 

during Carter and Reagan times. I-bw the inclusion of this issue in 

the us foreign policy during their periods has been dubbed by critics 

as nothing but "a new form of rroralism", a form of messiai-:sm~' "not 

as matter of humantarian concern but as an instrument of policy as 

a tactical weapon in the conflict with cornm~nism", and "a simply 

a tactical camouflage to conceal pursuit of US intere~ts", have been 

dis cussed in nutshell. 

The second part of this section reflects on the role of human 

rights issue in the Indo-US relations during their times. An effort 

has been made to analyse how the human rights issue raised in the 

US in the context of Kashmir and Punjab has affected the relationship. 
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Although, the Arrerican scholarly community has devoted a great 

deal of attention on human rights in its various aspects, no serious 

study has been made on the impact ~f the issue on Indo-American 

relations. 

'Ihe third dlapter encapsulates the background of human rights 

issue raised by the congress and the ircpact of this issue in the 

us administration's policy towards India vis-a-vis alleged human 

rights violations in Kashmir and Punjab. It has been discussed 

hO"-' in the nineties, this issue has oounced back to the centre stage 

of the Indo-us relations and the constant ding-dong battle going 

on bet ... :•-een the administration and congress on this issue in the 

context of the Indo-us relations. 

'nle last chapter of this study, has highlighted the reactions 

of the Indian government, press, public opinion and politicians to 

this issue raised in the context of the Indo-us ties. It rings 

down the curtain of discussion after assessing and prognesticating 

aoout the possible impact of this issue on the Indo-us relation in 

the days to come. 

lbwever, an apology is in order. HaviiXJ manoeuvred from 

the safe haroours of analysing the established aspects like human 
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rights issue in the us foreign policy into the mcharted waters 

of a relatively ne..,.i area of study like discussing the human rights 

,issue in the context of Indo-US relations, the researcher 

accepts full responsibility. Hence, any errors ~hich remain, as 

well as the interpretations consciously presented, naturally rest 

at the researcher's doorstep. 

The last word: many concur with Irving Louis Horowitz that 

"the eventual interest in human rights in part reflects the absence 

of these rights'!? 



CHAPTER I 

INTRODUcriON : HUMAN RIGHI'S ISSUE IN 
AMERICAN FOREIGN POL ICY 

"It should be recognized that true r~pect for human rights 

is nothing less than a v'ay of life. 11 

{ Final Decurrent, UNESCO Oongress on Teaching 

Human Rights, September 1978) 



Till very recently, the study of international relations 

concentrated its attention on strategic issues and "Human Rights" 

was regarded as of little practical importance. DiscUssions of 

human rights by international legal scholars, philosophers, and 

moralists exercised only marginal influence. The issue of human 

rights has thus come to occupy a prominent place in international 

relations, a field that was once dominated by controversies over 

thrones and territories. A well known scholar working on human 

rights rightly pointed out that •this e100rgence of human rights 

as en international relations agenda item is part of a more 

general process through Which quality of human life has joined 

power in all its varied forms both as a dynamic of world politics 

. 1 
and as an issue which policy makers must deal". 

Evidence of the increasing importance of human rights 

as an international political concern is found first in the 

heavy and expanding volumes of international human rights 

agreements, l::oth general arxl specific. On the global level, 

various govemments have produced fifty-seven convenants, 

1 A. Glenn M:>wer, Jr., Human Ri~hts and .American 
Foreign Policy 1 !he carter a Reagan Experiences 
(New York, 1987), p.1. 
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resolutions, statements of principles declarations, and codes 

of conduct within the united N!.tions. 'ltlis herculean work at 

a global level through the UN has had spilled over to various 

regions. This has produced instruments originating in the 

Q:>uncil of Europe and the Organization of American states (CAS). 

These documents have given significant irq;>etues to the rrovement 

to provide international protection for human rights. 

Further testirrony to the burgeoning status of this issue 

in the world comnunity could be found in the expanding roster 

of organizations, both international and private, which are 

conmitted to the protection and prorootion of human rights. 'ltle 

UN and its satellite agencies such as the International Labour 

Organization (ILO), arXl the united Nations Educational, SCientific, 

and CUltural Organisation (UNESCO), head the list of such 

international bodies, in addition to the well-established regional 

organisations. The adoption of 11 African Hwnan Rights Olarter" 

sugqests that the Organization of African unity (OAU) may become 

another regional organization serving actively the cause of 

human rights. A Plethora of private human rights organizations 

has sprung up since the mid-twentieth century to support this 
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great and noble cause. 

Again, the prominence of human rights as an international 

relations issue is attested by the place it has come to occupy 

on the agenda of the bodies besides UN, whose primary concerns 

are political rather than functional. The finest e:x~le is the 

conglomeration of the thirty-seven-nation conference on Security 

and Cooperation in Europe (CSC!:). The final act of its original 

meeting in Helsinki in 1975 has contained a section concerniDJ 

with human rights under the 'Basket-three • of its statute, giving 

a big push to the cause of human rights. 

Finally, the growing importance of human rights as an 

international relations issue is seen in the increasing tendency 

of the various governrrents to incorporate this concern in the 

substance of their foreign policy formulations. As one state 

departrrent official observed, • It is not just the united states 

that is interested in human rights, more countries now have 

2 
human rights offices in their foreign ministeries•. In a similar 

statement, Jerome ~estack, former us representative to the UN's 

Human Rights Cl:>mmission, noted that, many governments have made 

human rights an integral part of their foreign policy. Ahd 

he cited the examples of ~therlands and !ibrway to buttress 

2 Ibid., p.2 • 
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his view points. 

And, oo wonder, the u.s. does not lag behind in this 

context. The u.s. has been a leader in this m:>vernent to make 

human rights an integral part of the machinary arrl substance of 

f . 1' 3 oreJ.gn po J.cy. This leadership role was assumed during the 

presidency of Jimmy Carter, whose election in 1976 set the 

pace for what could y_·ell be described as a "cruantum leap forward" 

in the ongoing movement to incorporate this issue into his 

country's foreign policy framevork, giving a big fillip to the 

cause of human rights. ():!rtainly, president Jimmy Cartner's 

human rights diplomacy has played a part in bringing human 

rights alive as a focus of o::>ncern politically and intellectually 

in u.s. in particular and the world in general. 

Thus, we find the phrase 'human rights • has made a remarka-

ble sudden entry into our cornrron political vocabulary. Increa-

singly, the wrongs and injustices of various governments 

perpetuated on their citizens are referred to as violations of 

human rights. And a concern for prorroting arrl preserving respect 

3 z.nwer, Jr., no. 1, p. 3. 
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for human rights is no"' a highly publicized rredia blitzkrieg 

goal of u.s. foreign policy postures. 

r-bst people agreed vdth Hans :t-brgenthau that "the purpose 

of u.s. foreign policy is not to bring happiness to the rest of 

the world but to take care of the life and happiness of the 

American people". 4 But by the late 1970s, political behaviour 

and praxis had changed significantly, reflecting a broader sense 

of responsibility for others outside one•s own country. '!his 

\-las ~ly reflected in the statement of Patricia N. Derian, 

u.s. Assistant secretary of state for Human Rights and Human-

tarian Affairs, in 1980, when she said, "the concept of hurran 

rights is a concept of world order. It is a proposal for 

restructuring the vrorld so that every individuals human rights 

is realized and every individuals dignity is protected•. 5 And 

in the same vein Arthur; SChlesinger, Jr. wrote that, "the u.s. 

was £ounded on the proclamation of "unalienable rights" and 

human rights ever since have had a peaculiar resonance in the 

4 Kenneth w. Thompson, Tensions between HUman 
·Rights and National Sovereign Rights (ws Angeles, 
19 80 ) 1 P .131 e 

5 us Dep~tment of state, "H\.Un;:\n Riqhb~ and tn-rCI!~:>-t:ioni'\1 
Law, nelartment of State Bul.letin {Washington,D.c), 
vol.8tr9a1), pp.21-23. ·-
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American tradition".6 

The AIIericans in the Western tradition think of rights 

as belonging to individuals, something with which all persons 

are e mbodi-edby their creator. And the state has a duty to 

protect, promote, preserve, respect and defend their rights, 

which constitute the lifeline of all individUals. The nnst 

basic of all individual rights are civil libPrties, such as, 

the right to say, hear, and believe ~~at one•s choose, the 

right to privacy, the right to own property, to the equal 

protection of laws, to a fair trial, to freedom from torture. 

In addition, the state must guarantee certain political rights, 

which constitute the arch of a denncratic and republican 

government. . SUCh as, the right to vote in honest multiparty 

elections, to belong to organisations, to petition the govern-

ment, to run for off ice etc. All these rights are protected 

by the u.s.constitution. Their application has widened greatly 

since the nation was bounded mainly by the inclusion of non-

whites, the ending of property qualif !cations for voting and 

6 Arthur schl es inge r, Jr. , "Human Rights and the 
American Tradition", Foreign Affairs (~r York, N.Y), 
no • 57, ( 19 7 8 ) , pp • 50 3-52 6 • 
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and the granting of the vote to the women folk. 

such individual rights also have international standing. 

They are spelled out in the farrous Universal Declaration of 

Human Rights adopted by the UN General Assernb~y in 1948, giving 

a big boost to the cause of human rights throughout the world 

and acting as a bulwark against totalitarian and autocratic 

governments, who are trampling upon the human rights of their 

citizens with impunity. 

'lhus, according to the late philosopher, Charles Frankel, 

"Human rights are not the only item on the American internatio-

nal agenda. A desire to maintain conditions conducive to peace 

and the prevention of bloOdshed is not an irrm::>ral desire, 

and the consequences of protest against human rights violations 

7 
should rightly be weighed against it•. 

In a sense, "'·e find that American foreign policy has 

long derronstrated, albeit, . uneven! v, a pendlant for ethical 

tradition. From the American Revolution to the Pre~idency of 

Jii1liTl'J carter, many Americans have sought for clubbing ethics 

7 \Alallace Irwin, Jr., America in the World1 
A Guide to u.s. Foreign Poli~ (New York, 
1983), p.183. 
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and power together. For sorre, this tie-up was to be comnuni

cated to the v..<>rld by passive examples. In this category, 

come George washington •s Farewell Nldress and the moral 

isolationism of the 1920s and 1930s, sayit'XJ old world politic~ 

are evil aoo the u.s. should stay out. For other Americans, 

the linking of ethics and power would be conveyed to the world 

by active involvement. Leading examples here are the American 

rationale of anti-imperialism itl the Spanish-American war, 

Woodrow vlilson •s crusde to make the 'WOrld safe_ for denocracy 

and the ideological anti-communism of the late 1940s and early 

1950s. 

Thus in its two basic forms, the ethical tradition is 

a fact of the American heritage. In addition to avoidirr.J war 

and o-pposing cormnunism, DX>st Americans seem to want roore 

affirmative and positive values in their nation •s foreign 

policy framework. And not surprisingly, among these, none 

strikes an umblical chord in the hearts of the people than the 

prorootion of human rights. 

Although their inclusion in foreign policy is a recent 

. phenomenon, human rights draw on a loD;;J tradition running 

fx:an the ~saic code and the philosophy of the ancient Greece 
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Ultimately to the Age of Enlightenment. With it came the 

"natural law• concept, that, rights are universal, the 

"inalienable" possession of all men everyWhere as expressed 

in the Declaration of Independence by Thonas Jefferson. And 

before him by such thinkers as John U:>cke in 'civil government • 

in 1690, Charles Louis Montesquieu in 1De L 1Esprit des Lois' 

in 1748 aoo the authors of English 11 Bill of Rights• in 1689, 

which is popularly described as the 'Magna Carta • of English 

people. 

According to Louis Rene• Beres, "the u.s. has always 

been oorrunitted to the idea of a higher law, codified in both 

the D:!claration of Independence at the ronstitution, this idea 

is based upon the acceptance of certain principles of right and 

JUstice prevail because of their own intrinsic merit". 8 Thus, 

·one finds that"out of the czadle of liberty has arisen the 

u.s. 's greatest gift to the .... :orld and to itself,T·hou::rh it is 

sometimes troubled by evolving system of social and ~olitical 

8 Louis Rene• Beres, Reason and Real Politik: 
U. S• Foreign Policy" and ~'/drld Order 
(New York, l984), p.82. 
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freedoms, , .. ·hich have been clearly enshrined in the u.s. consti

and 
tutionLin the hearts of their people'! 9 

Despite their irrportance to the country's political 

heritage, human rights didn't figure prominently in American 

foreign policy until this country's participation in world war II. 

But as the war revealed the horrors of Nazi Germany inflicted 

on helpless civilian populations, there groundswell support 

for the formulation of human rights standards to be incl wed 

in the country •s policy :fowa.rds other nations. J...merican concern 

for human rights on a global scale was first expressed soon 

after the world war- II, when the u.s. played a major role in 

the develop~nt of human rights program for the u. N. 

And we find that an early demonstration of Arrerican interest 

in human rights was given by President Franklin Roosevelt in 

the"Four ·Freedoms" section of his ·January 6, 1941 state of 

the union Message. The President said, "An enduring peace 

not 
couldloought by other peoples freedorrs, rather, the world order 

which we seekis the cooperation of the free countries, "'rorking 

together in a friendly and civilized way. Therefore, "''e look 

9 Schlesin~er, Jr., no.6, pp.S03-526. 
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forward to a ":orld founded upon four essential freedoms, 

such as, freedom of speech and eypression, freedom to worship 

as one chooses, freedom from want ~nd freedom from fear of 

aggression and these freedoms were to prevail everywhere in the 

world" • 10 

Thus, in this brief but specious rressage, President 

Poosevel t did include at least three points which have been 

central to discussions of human rights in u.s. foreign policy. 

Firstly, human rights everywhere would be an American concern, 

secondly, the rights to be served were both civil-political, 

and economic-social, and, lastly, international peace and 

security was itself a human rights. 

All these th:)ughts ,.·ere substantially inoorporated in 

the 'Atlantic <llarter •, a jOint set of post "''ar aims announced 

on August 14, 1941 by Roosevelt and Britain Prime Minister 

Wintson s. Churchill. 

10 Ruth B. Russel, and, Jeannette E. Muther, A Histo:EY 
of the united Nation •s charter (Washington, D. c., 
l958), p.29. 
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In the United Nation's declaration of January 1, 1942, 

prelude to the UN1 s establishment in 1945, the signatocy 

countries promised adherence to the Atlantic charter. s:> the 

Charter of the united N::ltions in Article 55 and 56, states that 

the international organization "would prorrote human rights and 

fundamental freedoms for all without distinction as to race, 

sex, language on religion" and would require all· member nat'ions 

"to take joint and separate action in cooperation with the 

organization" to do so. Thus, this salutary declaration set 

the tone for the rest of the organizations to prmoote hurren 

rights world wide. 

And as a coincidence, it was Roosevelt •s widov;, Eleaoor, 

who made the greatest contribution toward bringing human 

rights to the forefront of UN activities. President Truman 

named her to the American delegation at the first organizing 

session of the UN General Assembly, which was convened in London 

in Decerrber 1945. one year later, she was elected as Chainna.n 

of the newly established permanent "un comnission on Human 

Rights". I£r task was to foster agreement among representatives 

of diverse cultures on a human rights document. And as a result 
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her sustained efforts, the universal Declaration of Human 

Rights was approved by the General Asserr.bly on December 10,1948, 

with only the s:>viet bloc countries, South Africa and saudi

Arabia abstaining. 

Eleanor Rossevelt resigned in 1952 after five years on 

the Human Rights Cbmmission. During this period, she also led 

the drafting of a human rights treaty, ~rhidl was intended to 

give greater force to the declaration. 

And with Mrs. Roosevelt's departure from the UN, Ushered 

in an era of relative non-involvement by the us in international 

human rights affairs. A concern for world stability and better 

relations with communist-bloc nations gradually pushed the 

human rights violations of these regimes into the backburner. 

With Duight n. Eisenhower's election that year as President, 

human rights ceased to hold an important place in American foreign 

policy. With the intensification of cold war, the existing 

differences in interpretation of the concept bet~reen East arrl 

West was heightened, ~rithout any possibility of meeting grounds. 

Secretary of State John Foster Dulles "dthdrew u.s. supnort 

from the un efforts to d~aft a human rights treaty. 
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Since no single treaty was acceptable to all UN rrembers, 

the Human Rights cormnission drew up separate convenants in 

1954. One convenant dealt with civil and political rights, 

as emphasized by the Western democracies, and another conven

ant concerned with the economic, social, and cultural rights, 

in defence to the wishes of the Soviet Union and many developing 

countries including India. After years of prolonged debate 

and discussion, the General Assembly approved bot}) on Decerrber 

17, 1966, four years after Mrs. Roosevelt's demise. Since 

then 59 countries have adopted the convenant on Economic, 

SOcial and cultural rights, 58 the convenant on Civil and 

Political Rights. In addition, to the b-o convenants dra";n 

up by the HUman Rights O:>mmission, the UN itself and its speci

alized agencies have written several other human rights conven

ants, including one on Genocide, which the General Assembly 

adopted on December 9, 1948. .And it also adopted the political 

rights of women, in 1950, giving a big fillip to the cause of 

human rights. 

The Kennedy and Johnson administrations spoke of the 

need to prorrote derrocracy, especially in the Western hemispher, 
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·diluting further the concept of human rights. "The Alliance 

for Progress", technically not under the O~anization of 

American states (OAS) but billed as the hemispheres answer 

to poverty and repression, continued the pattern of giving 

priority to anti-communism, giving tertiacy attention to 

human rights" •11 Yet this approach "fashioned by u.s. lil:eral 

state-capitalism floundered on the illiberal state capitalism 

that dominated Latin America at that timeM.12 

However, in larger perspective, if we analyse, we find 

that the Kennedy administration was too short lived to have 

much of an irrpact. And the Johnson administration was "consumed" 

by the Vietnam war, which estranged the us from the UN, where 

US policies were under trenchant criticism not only from the 

majority of states but from Secretary General, u-'lhant, When 

other nations took the lead to improve the functioning of the 

UN Human Rights amrnission to get UN action on private petitions 

11 Robert A. Pakenhan, Liberal America and the 
Third World (Princeton, 1973),p.24. 

12 Richard Fagen, "The Carter Administration and Latin 
Americas Business as usual?", Foreign Affairs 
{~w York), no.57, {1978), pp.652-669. 
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about human rights violations, "the US was only supportive 

without showing leadership. But, the US didn't play a 

leadership role in the 1960s on multilateral human rights•. 13 

During President Nixon's term, human rights continued 

to take a sharp nosedive in the Arne ric an foreign po 1 icy. The 

Nixon-Kissinger team further downgraded human rights as a 

separate issue and multilateral diplomacy. Secretary of state 

Henry Kissinger in particular has left a written record 

arguing against "the intrusion of human rights into the calcu-

lus of geostrategy".14 He argued that the traditional approach 

to foreign policy resisted concepts of power, equilbriurn, and 

stability in favour of debil.itating moral and legal principles. 

Human rights fit:' under these later categories, he did argue. 

lbwever, latter on "he tried to reformulate his views in the 

face of considerable criticism". 15 And during his second term 

13 

14 

15 

David p. Forsythe, "The· united N:ttiona 
and Human Rights, 1945-1985", Political 
Science ouarterly O~w York), Tsummer, 1985), 
no.lOO, pp.249-270. 

Henry A. Kissinger, American Fbreign Policy: 
Three Essays ( N!w York, 1969), p .6. 

Henry Kissinger, "Q)ntinuity and Olanqe in 
American Foreign Poilcy", AbaUJ. A.. 5aid ed·., 
HUman Right~ and World Order ( ~w Brunswick, 
1978),pp.l54-167. 
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he became an ardent supporter of human ric;tlts and tried to 

put it in his country 1s foreign policy. 

So it was npt surprising to find KissiD;Jer saying in 

1973 at the United Nations that ~we strive for a world in 

which the rule of la\oT governi and fundamental rights are the 

birth~ights of all".16 However, the first of the Kissinger 

period was widely perceived as lacking ethics in both rhetoric 

and reality. But in 1976, his last year of office, Kissinger 

went to an OAS meeting in santiago, Chile and said, "Hwnan 

rights must be preserved, cherished and defended a peace and 

prosperity are to be more than hollow technical achievements ••• 

Human rights are the very essence of a meaningful life, and 

human dignity is the ultimate purpose of government •••• Respect 

for the dignity of man is declining in too many countries 

of the hemisphere. There are several states where fundarrental 

sta~dards of humane behaviour are not observed •••• the condition 

of human rights as as~essed by the OAS Hurran Rights COmmission 

has imnaired onr relationship with O'lile and " .. ill continue to 

16 Henry Kissinger, "United Nations Speech", 
us pepartment of state (Washington, D.C), 

19 October, 1973. 
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17 do so•. In the same year, Kissinger said, "This administration 

has believed that we must bend every effort to enhance respect 

for human rights" • 18 Thus, we find a big somersault in the 

stands of Kissinger on human rights during the last year of 

his office, in sharp contrast to his earlier positions saying 

the intrusion of human rights is the "impotence of American 

foreign policy". 

However, Kissinger also resisted congressional pressures 

on implementation of human rights ~-<n-:s at the end of his tenure 

under president Gerald Ford. For example, US congressional law 

reauired the state departrrent to submit reports on human rights 

conditions in countries receiving US security assistance. 

Kissinger refused to release those reports to the congress 

until just before leaving office, when he released several 

short and superficial notes. It is also worthwhile to rrention 

here, during Gerala Ford's presidency, US record on human 

rights was lackluster as it was in the subsequent years. 

17 David p. Forsythe, Human Rights and World 
Politics (Lincoln & London, 1983), p. 

18 Ibid, ,' ' 
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However, this issue carne to the centrestate of US 

foreign policy during Jimmy Carter period reversing the 

'backgear driving policy • on human rights in the preceding 

years. 'nlis issue got priority status under his presidency 

and his administration embraced this concept as a fundamental 

objective of its foreign policy. The prOlonged debate over 

the moral implications of us involvement in Vietnam had 

heightened many Americans • sensitivity tov1ax:d the issue of 

human rights. President Q3.rter inclooed it a.rrong his top 

foreign policy priorities from the beginning of his adminis

tration in 1977. 

His successor President Ronald Reagan soft-peddlled 

this issue and disavowed the use of human rights issue as 

a "visible instrument• of foreign policy giving priority to 

fighting the international menace of terrorism and illegal 

drug. -trafficking. But, nevertheless, he never pushed it 

to the background. 

But tl"lis is~ue once again bounced back as one of the 

iteiTB on the rre.in agenda of u.s. foreign policy in the 19g0s 
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capturing the epicentre of u.s. foreign policy with President 

George Bush and secretary of state Jarres Baker taking avowed 

renewed interests to make the world more humane and civilized. 

we will discuss the human rights records during Carter, Reagan 

and Bush administrations threadbare in the succeeding chanters. 

However, on a critical analysis we find that always "u.s. 

pictures itself as the leader of the free world and a city 

19 on a hill to be emulated by others". But its hunan rights 

records in its multilateral diplomacy has been far from encoura-

ging till 1977, not .withstanding its claim of being the cradle of 

liberty. Its multilateral diplomacy, as a matter of fact, 

has been far from the forefront lof the efforts to create 

international regimes on human rights. 

On a closer analysis, "''e find that from 1945 to 1952, 

u.s. had verv "limited support" to the cause of human rights 

prorrotion. The years from 195< to 1977 \IoTas a "sheer neglect" 

19 Tammi R. Devis, and,Sean M. Lynn-Jones, 
"City upon a Hill", Foreign Policy, 
(Spring 1987), no.66, pp.20-38. 
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on the part of u.s. on the furtherance of these hurna.n rights. 

But the years from 1974 to 1981 ma.rked a considerable "renewed 

interest" on the part of u.s. adrninistratioM to fur'tt"':ler the 

caUse of hwnan rights. And the years from 1981 to 1988 were 

characterized as "exceptionalism triumphant" on the part of 

u.s. administrations as to the prom:::>tion of human rights. 'lhe 

Reagan admi.'1istration's policies on human rights were initially 

almost a caricature of American exceptionalism-cum-cold war 

politics. · In::leed, one scholar has rightly mentioned that 

"If one views US policy on this subject in terms of these four 

periods, three of them have been dlaracterized by varioUs forms 

of foot-dragging on human rights in multilateral diplomacy".20 

It is traditional as well as convenient to speak of u.s. 

foreign policy and human rights strictly in terms of an adminis-

tration.... and its rnul tilateral and bilateral policies. 1-bl-•ever, 

for a fuller understanding of u.s. foreign policy necessitates 

considerable attention to congressional impact, certainly in 

20 David p. Forsythe, MThe United States, the 
United Nations, and Human Rights", in,Margaret 
P.Karus and Karus A. Mingst, ed., The United 
states and Multilateral Institutiofts: Patterns 
of Chang~ng Instrumentality and Influence, · 
(Ibston, 1990), pp.261-~89. 
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the 1980s. Hence, for a student of u.s. foreign policy, it 

is imperative to discuss and analyse the role of congress in 

this human rights issue for a cozrplete and coherent knowledge 

and understanding. AS we know, congress plays a "co-eq-ual" 

partnership role with that of the President in the makin;r of 

the u.s. foreign policy postures. It has the primary responsi

bility for the determination of the substance of foreign policy. 

of the eighteen po,.,ers assigned to the cotx;Jress in Article-1, 

section-8 of the u.s. constitution, seven related directly to 

the foreign policy functions and responsibility of the congress. 

As the "first-arrong-equals", the congress has a nurrber of conti

nuing opportunities to influence policy in the direction of . .a 

more active concern for human rights. 

It is found that human rights concerns became publicized· and 

prominent part of u.s. foreign policy as the result of a rroverrent, 

which began in congress in 1973. This is the result of a combi-

nation of historical factors that brought the abuses of 

its own and other governments around the world increasingly to 

u.s. public attention. 'lhuq, this human rights rrovement was 

an offshoct of natural reaction to a series of exposures and 
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revelations. 

Escalations of u.s. involverrent in Vietnam ~rere matched 

by heightened public concern about u.s. responsibility for 

causing havoc and sufferin;:r there and else"'here in the world. 

As intelligence operations aimed at controlling the domestic 

politics of other countries were exposed, the u.s. public 

learned that its own central Intelligence Agency (CIA) had 

attempted sorretimes successfully to bring to power some of the 

\vorld •s most repressive governments by overthrowing popular 

democratic governments in order to achieve evil designs. Finally, 

the exposures of watergate and cases of domestic spying proved 

to be the la~t nail in the coffin, which revealed the extent to 

which official respect for human rights and traditional civil 

liberties, even domestically, had declined in the u.s. 

This neH-found a·Fareness generated a human rights ll'l::)Vement 

in the u.s. And am::>ng it'3 leaders one could find many veterans 

of the civil rights movement and the opposition to the ":ar in 

Vietnam. With its high rroral tone, combined "'Ti th a growing 

disrespect 
disrespect for politicians and . ·.·_.-~of American foreign policy, 

the human rights roovement was quick to firrl expression in congress. 
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As a result, in 1973, the HoUse Sub-Committee on International 

Organizations and fuverrent began to study the hunan rights condi-

tions in countries receiving u.s. aid. It held an initial series 

of fifteen hearings and adopted a report entitled, 11 Human Rights 

in the World Cbmmunity a,: A call for u.s. Leadership". This report 

called upon the state Df2I?artment "to respond to human rights 

practices of nations in an objective manner without negard to 

whether the government is considered friendly, neutral or unfrie-

ndly by taking such actions as private consultation with the 

ge>vernment concerned, public intervention in UN organs and agencies, 

vrithdra.,l of militar.· assistance and sales, withdrawl of certain 

economic assistance programs11
• This "tangible evidence of 

congressional concern about u.s. support for foreign governments 

that engaged in violations of human rights was introduced in a 

variety of respects into foreign assistance legislation11
• 
21 

The basic legislative tactic was embodied in "Section 502~ 

of the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961. It calls upon the President 

to reduce substant:!ally or terminate security assistance to any 

21 Falk, Legal Order in a violent world 
(Princeton, 1968), pp. 324-335. 
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country which engages in a consistent pattern of gross 

violations of internationally recognized human rights. There 

is an unspecified .. exceptional circumstances" provision that 

enables a president to overlook human rights abuses if so 

inclined by cth er considerations. 

However, congress gradually became more vigilant and 

in 1975 enacted a revised "section 116" to the International 

' 
Development and Food Assistance Act that eytended approach of 

Section 502 B to the area of economic assistance. According to 

the Section-116 of the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961, as amended, 

economic assistance could not be provided by the u.s. unless it 

"will directly benefit the needy people in such country". I-ere, 

again, in effect, the responsible part is the governmental 

bureaucracy. In this case, the Agency for International Develop-

ment has got great discretionary powers to determine whether 

the 
reeormnended assistance is for the benefit of/"needy people". 

Another major focus of concern for human rights is the 

leverage that attaches to large amount of foreign assistance. 

The conqres~ has not attached many human rights strings to its 

foreign assistance programs. These amendments define human rights 

violations in identical ter~. In each case ·they call for assistance 
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to be withheld, or for a negetive vote on a loan reauest "to 

the government of any country \-7hich engages in a consistent 

pattern of gross violations of internationally recognized 

human rights". 'lliese violations include "torture, or cruel, 

inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment, prolonged deten

tion without changes, or other flagrant denial of right to life, 

liberty, and the security of person•. 

'fue congress has directed the state Department to enforce 

the human rights provisions in these new laws and to report 

to congress about hwnan rights conditions in the countries 

receiving us aid or buying u.s. arms. It also asks the state 

Department to see the steps being take-n to inprove these c0ndit

ions where they are precarious. The conqress also continues 

to hold hearings, ,.·hich help it eavaluate the state Departrrent '~ 

judgement. 

Huch a£ the u.s. economic assistance to other countries 

is administered multilaterally through the International 

Financial Ins ti tuticns {IF Is), which include the World Eenk, 

the Inter-lurerican Developnent Bank and others. As congressman 
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Harkin e/:plains, "the one heavily supported by congressionally 

appropriated u.s. funds but are operated with virtually no 

congressional control beyond initial decisions about level of 

appropriation". The u.s. Directors of the IFis receive specific 

instructions from •White lbuse" and report to its and state 

Department. As of 1977, as a result of a bill that congressrr.an 

Harkin coauthored u.s. Directors of the IFis are instructed 

to determine their vote ~n specific loans by the human rights 

condition..s in recipient countries. A stronger bill, which 

would have given congress more direct control over IFI loans 

by adding as a condition~of u.s. allocations that specifically 

named countries "'ould not receive World Bank funds was opposed 

by World Bank President Robert Mcnarma and by President Carter. 

And this was eventually defeated in congress in 1977. Similar 

to 
but weaker human rights amendlllE!l ts have been attached/bills 

appropriating u.s. funds for the International Monetary Fund 

(IMF) and for Export-Izpport Bank. 

lbwever, these initial congressional efforts "'ere substan-

tially thwarted by the Kissinger-Ford dislike of any effort to 

bring human rights factors to bringon the foreign policy process. 

President Ford refused to cut aid to such hunan rights violat~rs 
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as Argentina, Haiti, Indonesia, Iran, Peru and the Philippines. 

However, the carter administration gave a green signal to congress 

on these human rights amendments. 

But, nevertheless, there has been going on a constant 

ding-dong battle between u.s. Presidents and Cl:>ngress on this 

human rights f rtlnts, ,.:ith congress becoming nore vocal and 

assertive in pointing out human rights abUses throughout the 

world and the administration taking different stands. But one 

thing is crystal clear the congress will continue to play a 

major role in shaping the u.s. foreign policy on this human 

rights fronts. With a statutory basis for attention to hurran 

rights having been laid, with a human rights o::>mmittee on the 

House side, with the publicity to be gained by members of both 

parties, through attention of human rights, with private secular 

and church groups prepared to work with attentive members, with 

expanded congressional staff with expertise. On the subject, 

it is inconceivable that congress would run a"'•ay from this subject 

in near future. Short of an administration that comes up with 

a near perfect hwnan rights policy and especially given the 

political socialization that has occupied within. congress on 

human rights since 1973, congress will remain an important maker 
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policy and sorretimes takers of influence from international 

rights regimes. In this connection, a scholar has opined 

that n If true that in the history of the Republic Congressional 

assertiveness on foreign policy ran in cycles of about a 

generation, the· end of this cycle is not yet in sight 11
• 
22 

Even some scholars claim that congress have been stealing the 

show from the presidency since 1973. 

lbwever, some critics of this human rights roovement 

in congress have charged that human rights has merely becorre 

the latest banner which the u.s. is attemptiD;J to make the 

\-rorld conform to its ":111. Even the critics level charges 

saying it is becoming another therre to use both to cut back 

on foreign aid programs, which have long been unpopular with 

the public and to critise America's traditional communist 

adversaries. 

But congressman like Harkin argues that the aim is simply 

to institutionalize a· legitimate moral objective, so that 

22 David p. Forsythe, "Human Rights in u.s. Foreign 
Policy", Political Science Quarterly, vol.lOS, 
no • 3, ( 19 9 0 ) , p • 4 50 • 
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concern for human rights \-Till not depend entirely upon the 

priorities set by any administration. A truly moral goal 

deserves bilateral support, he adds. 

However, some scholars have said that this human rights 

issue in American foreign policy lacks coherence and charity of 

expression. According to Cecil crabb and Pat HOlt, "the issue 

of human rights become possibly the most tangled web in Ar.rerican 

foreign policy•. 23 Joining the Chorus_. with them, Lincoln 

Bloomfield remarked, "what can be doubted is whether the u.s. 

government will ever be able to express those (human rights) 

values in its foreign policies in any form that is either 

o::>herent or sustained". In the same vein, sandra Vogelgesang 

adds that "there is no sirrple or enduring domestic consensUs 

behind concern for human rights in u.s. foreign policy-by the 

executive branch, the cOngress, o~ the American people•.24 

).nd the last \-Iord comes from Elliott Abrams, normally the 

23 

24 

Cecil v. crabb, Jr. to 
strugg 1 e: -Cl:>~;..:.;;;r..;;e;.;;:s;.::s:;.c._.....,;..~..;;;.;;;~~~=a.-~=-----...,;;.---= 
Policy (Washington, 

Sandy ~gelgesang, American Dream Global Nightmare: 
'!'he Dilemna of u.s. Human Rights Policy (New York,, 
1980), pp.lll-ll2. 
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personification of self-assurance, •the human rights problem 

is so complex that mistakes will enevitably be made .. ~ 2 5 

Nbw after dissecting and deliberating ove~ the genesis 

of u.s. human rights policy and the zig-2lltg cour~ of this 

policy, it would be fruitful for us to ·xlash some light on 

the factors and processes of human rights policy in a nutshell. 

And among those factors and process, of US foreign policy making, 

as we know, •Lobbying• plays a pivotal role in tailoring the 

policies of the US government. And,alas human rights does 

not escape from this lobbying-nettle. And hence, it has got 

to be grasped and grappled with in its proper perspectives to 

romp home with the point 

The well-known American Cblumnist James. Reston has 

rightly opined that • special interest groups • exert much power 

in the formulation of American foreign policy. It is claimed 

in certain circles that the serpenttne co.urse of Arrerican 

foreign policy on human rights and its failures to fully mt'f(!'t 

human rights with security and economic concerns are the resUlt 

25 Elliott .Abrams, •Speedl at Georgeto'lr'n university, 
12 October 1983", in,Dav.id P. Forsythe, Human Rights 
and US Foreign Policy: Cbngress Reconsidered, 
C'FI"Onlda, 198A), p.1s2. 
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of pressure from various lobbies operating within and outside 

America. lb~1ever, the literature in political science throws 

up a different picture. ll: suggests that, • In fjeneral, public 

opinion and lobbying are weak influences on officials, the 

personal views of officials are the chief determinant of foreign 

26 policy". 

But in the 1960s and 1970s there was mushrooming of public 

interest groups formed to influence American foreign policy. 

For example, the Friends committee on National Legislation -

the QUaker Lobby, the Washington office of Amnesty International, 

the International Commission of Jurists, the Freedom fbus e, 

Members of congress fer peace through law, the Ad-hoc committee 

on the human rights and Genocide treaties, the American civil 

, Liberties union, the Amalgamated .Meat cutters and Butcher 

"TOrkman union, Paraguay watch, Helsinki watch, Asia Watch, 

Americas Watch etc. are some of the profit and non-prof it lobbies 

groups which set the ball rolling on the making and unmaking 

of u.s. foreign policy on hunan rights. 

26 William p. Avery, and,Dapid p. FOrsythe, 
• Jlwnan Rights, National security, and u.s. 
Senate", International studies Quarterly 2 3, 
no.2, JUne (1979),pp.303-320. 
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However, among all these human rights organizations 

"Annesty International" tops the bill. It iS the rrost largest 

human rights organization in the world,, w·ith worldwide ne'b-.-orks. 

Because of its size and access to information, Amnesty interna-

tional is a prominent source for the State Departments annual 

country practices report. 

Lobbies rarely convert the opposed or constitute an 

independent and dominant force in policy making. 27 It has been 

empirically argu~d that "Human rights nonprofit lobbies can 

•tum around • policy or take state department officials or 

members of coD]ress where they 'don •t want to go • on foreign 

1 . n 28 po ~cy • 

1:-breover, one scholar has remarked that, 11 .Hwran rights 

lobbies and many for-prt>f it lobbies lack the raw materials of 

. 29 
'hardball-politics • namely rroney and votes". But, neverthel~s, 

various studies have damonstrated, that, these groups have 

27 L.Hanoon ziegler, "The Effects of lobbying: 
A Cbfl!>arative Assessment" ,in, !'brmnn R.Luttberg, ed, 
Public Opinion and Public Policy{lbmewood, 1968),p.186. 

2 8 ~nton Berkowitz, et al., The Politics of American 
Fore!~ Policy (Englewood Cliffs, N.J, 1977), 
pp.27 276. 

29 Harman ziegler, and, G. Wayne, Peak, Interest __ group::; 
in Americnn Society (Englewood Cliffs,NJ, 1972) 
2nd ed., pp.28l~. 
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exerted not-insignificant influence on the making of u.s. 

human rights policy from 1973 to 1979, and till date thro'U(]h 

congress and its satellite wings, which in fact, help human!-

zing American foreign policy. 

:tbw it is widely said that human rights is. a subject 

-, 
that many other governrrents can not avoid, even in their own 

domestic politics, under the grab of so-called "national 

sovereignty" and under the cloak of "internal matters", and it 

could not be dismissed out of hand. International groups that 

are concerned with human rights have gain~ wider audiences and 

covered varies constituents. And political opponents of 

repressive governments are increasingly willing to speak out 

about human rights condition in their own countries, gamblin:J 

that international publicity and the importance of their govern-

ments of maintaining friendly relations "'ith the united states 

have created a climate where it is now S'Bfe for them to express 

their grievances. Whether they have guessed right in taking 

this gamble i.s often difficult to determine and 'lldll deoend on 

the extent to which u.s. will back its rlletoric by u.:iing what .. 

leverage it has to bring about changes by other governrrents. 
/ 

If the policy IJerely givel!l high visibility to human rights but 
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low priority to actions that promote them, it may prove counter

productive. 

~·n~, all in all, human rights iss:ue is continuing to hold 

a prominent place in the Bb8aic of u.s. foreign policy since 

Carter •s · times. Now it has beex>me a •cup of tea • for both 

legislative arxl executive branches of governnent aoo has been 

institutionalized through legislat.:bnr and bureaucratic structure. 

As we ·find, human rights is strongly seated in the life and work 

of international organizations of which the u.s. is a member, 

the UN in particular and the people in general seem tp be 

increasingly concerned with the quality of human life and this 

concern carries with it the requirement that the basic economic, 

social, civil, political rights and freedom of all people 

every"t--here be respected. BeiBJ the kind of country that it is 

and e....-:posed it is to all the currents and demands of international 

1 ife, the u.s. can harclly ignore this human rights irrperative 

in its foreign policy canvas. 'lttis has been Lucidly echoed in 

the sentiments of an American poet Archibald Macleish, who said, 

•the cause of human liberty is now the one great revolutionary 
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M:>reover, at a time, when u.s constructs the basic 

framework for building "the ~w International World Order", 

this human rights has became one of the •premises" in the 

e~rging world ol:der, which aims at bullding a "HUman Space" 

in the world, where basic hunan rights and dignity is maintained 

and respected. American leadership at this particular historic 

jmcture, is trying to bridge the gap between "two 

civilisations•, where one lives in e:xcess of humanism" and 

the other lives in "excess of hunger". ·A century ago, Abraham 

did 
Lincoln .· proclaim this view by saying that no nation would 

long endure 'half-slave and halfe-free• and it stirred the 

conscience of the nation. With a combination of lofty idealism 

and ts>.ugh nifty pragmatism, he saved the freedom of his country. 

In otherwords, America can not live upto the reality where there 

are slaves and non-slaves. N:> wounder, this is what being 

e~ in the proposed new world order. And hence, it should 

not be a mere slogan for a 'Great America • or: 1Pax-Americana • 

N:::>w this aspect is dominating the agenda of the new world order, 

where mind will be free without fear and head will be held high, 

as we find there are no 'd'losen people • in this 1o10rld arrl every 

single individual is a •chosen people' making a difference. 
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And in the post~l990 and post Gulf \'lar, when the u.s. and 

its allies celebrate their cold war victory and with the emergence 

of a Pax-Americana, the CapitO:l Hill ~eworlts and reorients its 

policy options on two points: tacklirg nuclear proliferation 

and protection to human rights- And not surprisingly, this issue 

has become the m::>st potent and powerful instrument in the 

armoury of u.s. foreign policy, which changes the vecy perspe

ctives of its foreign policy agenda and the discourses of its 

high-tedl diplomacy. By incorporating this issue as a CO!ll>onent 

of its foreign policy, the u.s. is playing the role of a 

'Globe-cop • as being alleged by sone critics, to punish the 

erring countries through the 'cloak and dagger diplomacy• ,. 

~hat •s \-Thy, the distinguished Junior Senator, M:>yniham, is right 

in stressing that, human rights should be not simply a hunan 

tarian p~gram but a political component of American foreign 

policy. 

But, ho"t>.~ver, this country has no greater contribution to 

make in the service of its ideals qf peace and freedom than to 

help the world find its way from an era of fear- into a time of 

hope and fre-edom for livitXJ in a better world. N:>w US is well

placed and has got opportunities to ftllf ill the hopes as well as 
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the necessities of a peacefUl and humane world. And u.s. 

in this present era can be a champion and defender of the cause 

of human rights and liberty, given all the resources, clouts 

and wills at its command, where the people of the world could 

bask in the ·sunshine of peace and freedom. 



CHAPTER II 

HUMAN RIGHI'S ISSUE m CARTER-RFAGAN ERA· 

(US AND HUMAN RIGHI'S ABUSES IN INDIA ) 

''All human beings are born free and equal in dignity and 

rights. They are endowed with reason and conscience and 

should act to.rwards one another in a spirit of brothe.thood." 

( Article I, universal Declaration of Human Rights, 

10 December 1948. ) 
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The hu.n1an rights issue has been both a problem and a 

concern for the .American people and their government. As a 

matter of fact, both are seen to have long wrestled and grappled 

with the q11estion of the relationship between morality and public 

policy. This issue has arisen in the specific area of foreign 

policy, \-!here much controversy has raged over the place and status . ' 

of moral principles including respect for human rights in the 

process of arriving at decisions. The great debate has ranged 

"realists•against "idealists" with the former emphasizing cons!-

derations of national security and objecting to the introduction 

of moral principles into the foreign policy making process in 

any determinative way. On the otherhand, idealists have not 

denied the primacy of national security in foreigR policy making 

but have insisted this goal is capable of differing definitiOns~ 

'!hey argue that it can be served through injecting sone moral 

principles to foreign policy~ 

When President Jimmy Carter contested the u.s. Presidential 

electian in 1976, he made much of previous American Presidents 

neglect on the issue of international human rights as his campaign 

concern for these rights even to the extent of risking the aliena-

tion of allied nations and complicating u.s.-Soviet relations 
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taking strong exception to the human rights violations in 

soviet Union aoo other European countries. 

H:>wever, this issue is not a new one, rather, it is of 

a similiar one waged by America during the early post-war era by 

u.s. •s UN Representative Eleanor Roosevelt. The expansion of 

American human rights endeavours in the 1970s reflected the 

renm.Jed concern for this aspect of foreign policy. This was due 

to primarily th~ advent of carter to the presidency. But his 

spokespersons like Charles w. Maynes, Assistant Secretary for 

International Qrganization Affaris, While addressing the National 

united Nations Day Comnittee of the UN Association of the USA 

in Septenber 9, 1977 said, that • in giving hwnan rights a high 

foreiqn policy priority, this administration was not embarking 

on an unchanted ground.... (but) simply asking that the united -

States return to that period of forward, balanced, and determined 

leadership in the field of human rights that we associate with 

Eleanor lbosevelt". 

One thing is clear and unambiguous that the Carter admini

stration •s vigorous offensive against human rights violations 

could be seen as the beginning of a ne~· era in American foreign 

policy and a long-range shift in emphasis. 
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It is said that the unprecedented place given to human 

rights in u.s. foreign policy during his period was as historical 

accident. fence, it is claimed that "it was a natural product 

of t~~ factors, such as trends· and elements in his country's 

political history, and the personality and character of Jimny -

1 carter". 

Taken together, these two factors one said to have played 

a very important role in rooulding and making it a distinguishing 

feature of the Oirter presidency. Even these two factors prope-

lled the us human rights policy to such an extent that it. became 

a 'foreign policy element • that the next Ronald Reagan •s admini-

stration could not ignore it. 

Hence for a comprehensive understanding of these t~~ elements, 

it would be imperative to delineate it in nutshell. 

It is said that "the emphasis on human rights under the 

carter administration can be understood as a stage in a long 

1 A. Glenn M:>ver, Jr., Human Rights and American 
Foreign Policy: The Carter and Reagan Experiences 
(New York, 1987), p.7. 
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struggle to give moralism or idealism a more prominent place in 

the making of American foreign policy, long dominated by realism•~ 

Over the years it is found that the thread of moralism has 

run through American diplomatic history alongwith a feeling that 

u.s. foreign policy should embody and express the values and mores 

that constitutes the nation's philosophical foundation. Seen 

in this context one can say that the nation's pre-carter history 

set the tone for his campaign for human rights. Hence, by furth

ering the cause of human rights, Carter did not inject any altoge

ther ne"V! note into his country •s foreign policy making process, 

rather he annointed himself as the twentieth century successor 

to all who in the spirit of the early nineteenth-century proponents 

of Anerican support for revolutionary France have argued that 

this country's foreign policy should be based on higher considera

tions than those of a narrowly de£ ined national interest. 

Viewed against this background of American diplomatic history, 

Carter has emerged as a national 1 eader whose unprecedented and 

unparalleled attempt to give central place to human rights in us 

foreign policy. It was easier for him to articulate these causes 

2 ibid, P• 7. 
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as it was in line with an approach that bad long been clam:>uring 

for recognition. 

The stage for Carter •s enq;>hasis on human rights was trigge

red off by trends and events not only in the first 150 years of 

this country •s diplomatic history but also in the era from the 

1930s through the Nixon presidency. In these tumultuous periods, 

the world in general and the US in particular witnessed the 

harrowing and horrible persecution of Jews by Hitler •s N3.zi -

Germany and the subselj\lent incorporation of human rights in the 

UN Charter to arrest the growing trend of the basic human rights. 

In addition to these factors, the Vietnam war, watergate 

scandal and the attitudes of Nixon and Ford administrations • paved 

the way for Carter •s emphasis on human rights. 

This is clearly vindicated in the statement of Ernst B.Hass 

who has rightly opined that •the Post-Vietnam era was one of 

disillusionment with the ability of US to proiOOte its way of life 

by force of arne and the e:xercise of economic power. In a period 

like this, it is understandable that it would seek to hold out to 

the American public and other nations an attracti~.re symbol to 

leg! timate foreign policy, free from the stigma of dupl !city, 
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domination and defeat". 3 

The trauma of the 1960s and 1970s created a "new m:>od" 

in the US and there was appearance of a perceptible "changes in 

the coiiposite Anerican psyche0 which were fawurable to the kind 

of leadership Oirter gave. O:>ming close on the heels of these 

events, President Carter announcing his candidacy said, •it is 

time to reaffirm and strengthen our ethical and spiritual arXi 

political beliefs". And no m::>nder, these pioUs sentiments were 

thUJil>ingly validated in the results of the voting in the 1978 

primaries, a run-up to the US elections. 

One finds this changing m::>od of the American people with 

a desire for giving a new orientation to their country's foreign 

policy, which oould be aafely attributed to the NiYon-Kiss inger 

approach to policy, t,;ho steadfastly erased the human rights from 

the Mosaic of US foreign policy. 

Besides, these developnents, the US congress enacted a 

series of laws giving central place to such moralistic principles 

3 Kenneth A. Oye, tonald Rothchild, and Pobert J., 
Lieber, ed., Eagle Entalaled1 u.s. FOrei'n 
PolicY in a Cl:>mplex wor d, (New York, 19 9), 
p.168. 
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respect for human rights expressing its dissatisfaction with 

the Cavalier attitudes of Nixon-Kissinger team. The human rights 

legislation that congress adopted provided the final and most 

tangible eXplanation for the fact that human rights got the high 

priority position in policy making in the late 1970s. Because 

of this congressional action, Jimmy Carter assumed office under 

a clear legislative mandate qiving central place-to human rights 

in policy decisions. 

The Americans desire for a value-based and ethical politics 

to be embodied in their country's foreign policy cleared the 

decks for carter to bring human rights to the centre-stage of US 

foreign policy. And because of this deep-rooted aspects of this 

country's foreign policy which attracts the values that have long 

been considered to be the essence and strength of the u.s.,earter•s 

call for a princip~ed policy with a prominent place for human 

rights struck a familiar chord in the hearts of the Anerican citizens. 

In addition to these factors, the personal character of 

carter played a pivotal role in purrping soma moral values into the 

foreign policy, introducing and infusing a particular value system 
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which he took serioUsly as a guide to personal corrluct and public 

policy. 

He was such a person ~o had a strong conviction that the 

country's foreign poli~J should express its moral values. He 

also had a profound religious experience and a clear concept of 

the relation between religion and politics had a long background. 

Carter expressed his commitment to a value-based foreign 

policy in numerous. statements during his campaign for the 

presidency. In December 1974 he declared that he had a dream 

•tlllt this country set a standard within the conununity of nations 

of courage, companion, integrity and dedication to basic human 

rights and freedoms~ Speaking more directly to the issue of what 

this country's foreign policy should be and of the presidents' 

responsibility to represent his country's basic beliefs, he said 

an another occasion that "our foreign policy ought not to be 

based on military might nor political pm·'er oor economic pressure. 

:rt ought to be based on the fact that "'e are right •••• honest •••• 

decent •••• truthful •••• and respectful. lh other \>.'Ords, that 

our foreign policy itself accurately represents the character and 

ideals of the Anerican people. But it does not. We have a diffe

rent standard of ethics and morality as a nation we have in our 
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own private lives. And that ought to be changed. The president 

ought to be the spokesman for this country and when the president 

speaks, he ought to represent as accurately as he can what our 

people are. And that's bbe basis, I believe, on which a successful 

foreign policy can be based". 4 

He also said, "our greate~ source of strength has always come 

from basic priceless values, our belief in the freedom of religion 

(and of) speech, and expression, our belief in human dignity(and) 

in the principle of simple justice. These principles have made 

us great, and unless our foreign policy reflects these principles 

we make a mckery of the celebrations of our two hundredth birthday 

as we look back to the ideals and hopes of those \1-ho fourxied our 

country". 5 

The religious faith that carter carried with him into the 

\-!lite fbuse had its origin when as he said, "he accepted Jesus into 

(his) he_art", as an eleven-year old boy and joined the plains, 

Georgia, Baptistt Church. Dl 1967, he underwent what he described 

4 Jimmy 03.rter, Keeping faith 1 Memoirs of 
a president ( ~\>.' York, 1982 ) , p .14 3. 

5 Jimny Carter, A Government as Good as its 
People, (New York, i977),p.t66. 
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as "a deeply profound religious experience that changed my life 

and this led him subsequently to refer to himself as a born-again 

Christian" • 6 

Thus, What he did "out of a combination of politics, charac-

ter, and commitment, was to renounce the politics of po~~, embrace 

m:>rality and elevate third world problems to the level of high 

policy. The new president had decided to make a concern for _..,..._. 

7' human rights the cornerstone of his foreign policy". '1ft 'the 

same note, President carter said, •that carter believed that 

the US had been damaged by watergate scandal, Vietnam fiasco, 

and the startling CIA revelations and the best thing the country 

could do it to change its image as a nation with no m:>ral values 

or with m:>ral values that it had forgotten, ~uld be to deal 

fairly with the world's downtrodden, persecuted and abused, 

under the aegis of freedom, democracy and hUll'E.n rights". 8 

6 David Kucharsky, 'fhe Man from Plains (~· York, 
1979), pp.14 and 43. 

7 John Stoessinger, Crusaders and Pragmatistss 
Movers of American Foreign Poli~, (New York,1979), 
p.262. 

8 Interview with President carter, Plains, 
Georgia, 18 April, 1983, Frances Printer, (London, 1984). 
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The col'mlX)n thread that runs in carter•s philosophy in his 

belief that the continuing practices of intimidation, terror, 

and brutality mark the distance yet to be travelled before the 

world can claim true civilization. In this context, he has 

rightly remarked that the terrorism and ideological contention 

weakeQ funds of social cohesion. 'lhe yearning for order, even 

at the expen9e of liberty often results in the violation of 

fundamental standards of human decency. 

Thus, the carter administration's vigorous offensive against 

human rights violations can be said as "the beginning of a new 

era" signalling a long-range shift in empha~i~ in US foreign poli~r 

during Carter•s regimes, \>.•hich is popularly called the "Carter Era" 

who "sought to rekindle the beaccn.of human rights in American 

foreign policy and promised to speak out when individual rights 

are violated in other lands". 

One can say with same level of confidence that though the 

circumstances of the times such as the impact of the immediate 

and more renote elements in the Airerican political experience were 

conducive to a change in orientation of American foreign policy 

in the 1970s, this development would not have occured without the 
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presence of the second key ingredient to change, that is the 

appropriate leadership which president carter gave. 

Carter signed both u. N. Human Rights convenants on 5th 

October, 1977 during his first year in office but t-ras unable to 

win Senate ratification on the 30th anniversary of the UN's 

adoption of the Human Rights reclaration on December 10, 1 978, 

he said in a television address to the nation that "I have sought 

to rekindle the beacon of hwnan rights in American foreign policy". 

~ even promised to speak out when individual rights are violated 

in after lands citirq the ~upremacy of 'natural law • over 'civil 

law', 03rter said that "no nation can draw the cloak of sovereignty 

over torture, disappearances, officially sanctioned bigotry, 

on destruction of freedom within its 0"'11 borders ••• Hurran rights 

is the soul of our foreign policy. And I say this with assurance, 

.'because human rights is the soul·. of our sense of nationalized"~ 

He appointed Patricia M. Derian to head the State Department 

Bureau of Human rights and Hu.rrantarian Affairs, which congress 

9 
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created in 1977. On the same occasion Carter spoke, Derian 

described how American support for human rights ~ould be imple-

mented. She said that "in our bilateral relations we discUss 

human rights issues formally with Presidents and Prime Ministers. 

This is a chante. It used to be that this happened quietly in the 

hall or over a glass of ~randy or between sets on a tennis court, 

because hwnan rights things were not generally thought to be 

possible to discuss in diplomatic formal negotiations that has 

changed when there is no response to quiet expression of human 

rights concern and when there is no response to a symbolic speaking 
0 

out, our law and our policy demand that we examine our ass !stance 

relationships, both economic and military". 

The moral tone of the Carter administration was reflected 

in the attitude of key personnel, as eYpres sed, for eYample, by 

National Security Adviser Zbigview Brzezinski who said, "we "'rere 

determined to demonstrate also the primary of the moral dimension 

of foreign policy• •10 Joining the Chorus with him, Secretary 

of state Cyrbs· Vance saw the need for "harnessing our foreign 

policy to the basic values of our founding fathers and the cha~i-

oning of human rights as a requirement for a nation with our 

------------------------------------10 Zbigniew Brzezinski, Power and Principle 
(New York, 198S),p.81. 
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heritage.11 And finally, the Assistant Secretary of state for 

Homan rights and Humantarian affairs, Patricia Derian articulating 

the foreign policy postures of carter administration said, •you must 

also operate in a principled way" reflecting the concern and prio-

rities for human rights. 

One finds very refreshing because, in Carter's human rights 

policy in "1hich he had accorded a very high position 1:o it in 

which socio-economic rights figure prominently in the hierarchy 

of carter •s human rights concerns. Secondly, the human rights 

policy of carter was linked to self-interest, ethics and expediency 

which were perfectly combined in one • Thirdly, carter •s human -

rights policy was effectively tied to international law and organi-

zation as he believed that an unilateral and purely ethical approach 

to human rights in world politics is not very effective. Otherwise 

American diplomacy would be characterized as pushing a strictly 

Atrerican view to which other countries don •t agree and are not 

obliged to follow. Should the US make such a push, the policy could 

11 cyrus:· R. vance, Ha.Dd <lloices aCritical Years in 
America's Foreign Policy, (Ne"' York, 1983), pp.28 and 421. 
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be precisely described as "nnral imperialism" •12 

Fourthly, carter administration's emphasis on human rights 

had it~ obvious domestic ramifications and congress played an 

important role in this aspect of foreign policy. His adminis-

tration •s concern for human rights was primarily rooted in dome-

stic politics in, addition to having concern for the application 

of ethics about this also provided the basis for building 

consensus about foreign policy in addition to carter's personal 

and his electoral calculations about appealing rhetorics. 

Last but not the least, this new component in American 

foreign policy acted as an antidote in fighting the fo~r Soviet 

Union's ideological tirade. Though the rroral values tone was 

predominant in the rational for the Carter admini~tration•s 

human rights foreign policy, the utilitarian or progmatic elerrent 

was not amiss in it. It was amply clear in the statement of 

Brzezinski who said that "we felt quite strongly that a major 

emphasis on human righ·ts as a component of US foreign policy would 

12 Sandra Vogelgesang, "What Price Principle?" 
FOreign Affairs 56, no.4, (summer, 1978), p.831. 
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enhance America's global interests by demonstrating to the 

emerging nations of the Third Y.brld the reality of our derrocra-

tic system in sharp contrast to our political system and practices 

of our adversarie~. The best way to answer the Soviet's ideologi-

cal challenge \'.:OUld be to comnit the united states to a concept 

1 "· which most reflected America's very essense". ~ 

carter's human rights policy had its greatest impact in 

Latin Arnerica, where military takeovers had taken place in Brazil 

in 1964, Unuguay in 1972-73, Chile in 1973 and Argentina in 1966 

and 1967. According to historian Lars Schoultz, "those militacy 

Juntas, or bureaucratic-authoritarian regimes were m:>re interested 

than their predecessors in eradicating a perceived threat to the 

14 existing structure of socio-economic privilege". 

While it is difficUlt to assess the impact of carter •s 

human rights policy on the condu:t of South American military 

regimes, many scholars believe that it did .t:educe the sufferings 

of tens of thousands of political prisoners arrested and tortured 

in violation of accepted human rights principles. For eyample, 

13 Brzezinski, Power and Principle, p.l24. 

14 Lars sehoultz, Human Rights and United states 
Policy Tbward Latin America, (New York, 198l) 1 

p.7. 
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Jacolx> Timerman, a~ Political prisoner of AJi'.gentina attributed 

his eventual release from an Argentina prison cell to the state 

Department pressure on his behalf. Since the restoration of 

democratic governments in Brazil in late 1982 and Argentina in 

Decemer 1983 numerous voices have been heard in praise of Carter's 

human rights policy. carter was warmly received when he visited 

Argentina in October 1984. 

H::>wever, carter's policy of pressing for human rights was 

less succe.ssfUl. outside the western hemisphere. In the wake of 

the Helsinki Acrords, he tried to condition improvement in US.

Soviet relations on Moscow's conduct toward Soviet citizens. This 

attempt of linkage of human rights "'ith bilateral super po"t-,·er 

relations proved counterproductive as Mosco"' stenped up its 

repression of ~lsinki nonitors and other dissidents and slowed 

the rate of emigration of Soviet Jews. 

And also Carter was accused of applying his human rights 

policy unevenly. Ga.ry Sick, a member of the National Security 

Council in his book "All Fall !Own: America •s tragic encounter with 

Iran"during the Iranian Revolution and the 1979-81 hostage crisis 

has criticised the administration for continuing the policy of 

Richard Nixon of unquestioning support for the Shah of Iran, despite 
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the Hell-known abuses of Human rights by his secret police. 

in Iran, Gary Sick has said that Carter clearly placed perceived 

us security interests before human rights. 

It has been criticised that Carter's human rights policy 

was discriminary in nature. He was using tt<'O yard sticks to judge 

the human rights situation prevailing in other countries. It is 

and 
said th2t Carter's policy "'-'as guided by self-righteou~ness/cold-\arar 

orientation. Even he failed to examine violations in America and 

the \'!est itself. 

It i·s nointed out that Jinmy carter did not invent the concept 

of human rights. Rather it is the domestic political considerations 

that constituted the overriding factor behind the emphasis of the 

Carter administration in particular arx:l the united States in 

general on human rights abroad. 

carter's human rights policy has been criticised on the 

_ground that his administration's policy was based on rnetoric than 

any concrete actions. His administration also failed to apply this 

human riqhts policy cofrl)rehensively in the line ,.,fth that of the 

United Nation's declaration of HUman Rights. 
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There are also many critics who have criticised the 

pragmatic element in the Carter human rights policy includir.g 

historian Walter Laqueur. He has said that carter administration 

had started with a •wonderful concept • and the 'best intentions •, 

but observed that "in real world one has to make concessions •••• 

but there has to be limits to concessions. I thil".k there are 

too many concessions". 

1-b".·ever, in general, the carter administration •s human 

rights policy \-Tas criticised not for its pragarratism but for 

what some observers sa'\'.r as the lack of realism. Ernst vi. Lefever, 

for example, felt that Carter suffered from a "vague romantic 

o~timism with an excessive confidence in the power of reason 

and good will •••• understimating the totalitarian threat and 

overestimating the US influence abroad, and ignoring the perils 

of rPform interventionM. 

1-bwever,. carter's spokespersons have justified it on the 

grounds that his human rights policy combined both idealism and 

real ism. For eYampl e, Edmund s. Muskie, cyrus va nee's successor 

as secretary of St?.te in Carter's cabinet declared that "we do all 
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this (prorrotioo of human rights) not'._ out of naive idealism and 

not only because it is right (but) •••• we are also convinced, 

in the most hard-headed and practical sense that emphasis on 

human rights serves our national interests". And in support of 

this proposition, Patricia Derian cited the cases of Greece, 

soviet oppreJ!siQn of Eastern Europe, Eatista •s CUba, the Shah •s 

Iran, Park •s Korea and Som:)sa •s Nicaragua. 'lbese in her opinion 

were examples of the fact that "we tried taking the 1 ine of 

least resistance on human rights: iaaue, and as a result of this 

ignoring of human rights violations, in the interest of short-term 

expediency •••• we have paid a long-term price". 

All in all, we f ioo that while holding a strong corrmitnent 

to a human rights foreign policy the carter administration also 

expressed a determination to be flexible in dealing with specific 

situations. Therefore, dedication to the caUse of human rights 

did not produ::e a rigid absolutism throtgh which this issue 

would take preCedence over all other foreign policy concerns 

in all cases. Secretary of state, vance, asserted that "we had 

to be flexible and pxagmatic in dealing with specific cases that 

might affect our national security and •••• had to avoid rigid~". 15 

15 Cyrus vance, Hard Oloices 1 Critical years 
in America's Foreign policy,p.33. 
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lhis was also endorsed by the Deputy Secretary of State, Warren 

Olristopher who expressed the same view. lb'\o.oever, the critics 

find justified in viewing it as a cynical explo•itatiOn . of a 

moral principle. 

It is said that _President carter and Secretary Vance shared 

"a conmitment to "''eave the defense of human rights throughout the 

16 
fabric of American foreign policy". one observer ~bile n0ting 

that the problem of "how to integrate human rights into foreign 

policy has confronted every president since the universal 

Declaration of Human Rights was adopted by the UN in 1948 and 

and no president has tried harder than Jimmy carter to achieve this 

17 inoorooration". This human rights policy of Carter administration 
~ . 

successively integrated it into national·;·security policies avoiding 

the doctrinaire approad'l, which could be best aJrticulated by the 

the remarks of Michael Armacost of the State Department that "we 

have tried to recognize the need to integrate the security concerns 

of the United states with our human rights concerns" • 18 

16 ibid, p.46. 

17 Donald L • .Ranard, in Caleb Rossiter, Human Rights:~ 
carter Period, the Beagan Reaction, (washington,D.C.,1984), 
p.i. 

18 u.s. Congress, HoUse of Representatives, Committee on Foreign 
Affairs, "HUman Rights in Asia1 Non-communist Countries": 
Hearings before the Sub-Q:)Inmittee on Asian and pacific Affairs 
ana in International o:;ganizations, 96th Cbng. 2nd Sess., 
February 4,6,and 7, 1980, ('Washlngton,D.C.,1980),p.l82. 
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carter's human rights policy has been criticised on the 

graund that he subordinated human rights for achieving national 

security interests. 'lhe noted scholar has said"military, ecnnomic, 

and strategic oonsiderations were the final determinants in the 

formulation and application of foreign policy. Human rights 

became a subordinate factor When measured against the perceived 

imperatives of national security obj ectives• • 19 In the same note, 

Michael Klare and cynthia Arnson asserted that "in (his)final 

years Carter abadoned iauch of his earlier oonmitment to human rights •••• 

(so that) by the end of carter's term it could well be asked i£ the 

20 administration had a human rights policy at all~ Joining the 

Chorus with them, William Goodfello\--•CODc:tl.IS ~··ith them alleging 

that • carter lost faith in the possibility of prorroting both 

human rights and security interests". 21 

1-bwever, this allegation has been flatly denied by the NSA 

Chief Bzrezinski who strutly said, •carter deeply believed in 

human rights and this commitment remained constant during his 

19 David Heaps, Human Rights and U.S. Foreign Policy: 
-The First Decade, 1973-1983, p.26~ 

20 Michaelt, Klare, and cynthia Arnson, Suoolying 
Repress ion: US support for Authoritarian Regimes 
Abroad, (~lashlngton, D.c., l98l}, p.85. 

21 A.Gleun Ma"Jer, Jr., Human Rights and American Foreign 
P~licy: The carter ancr-Reagan E,;periences,p.31. 
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administration".22 

And also at the other end of the spectrum, some critics 

even felt that the prominence of the human rights elements in 

the Carter administration •s foreign policy was carried too 

far. ~ne such critic, Lt. ~n. sumner, Jr. contended that "US 

security interests have been sacrificed on the altar of hUI'!Bn 

rights without regard for the strategic consequences". ~Jhile 

others accused the administration of "injecting a discordant 

note in US policy deliberations and jeopardizing other foreign 

policy objectives•. 23 

. This criticism stands invalidated in the opinion of 

Stephen o:>hen, who is of the view that "the charge that its 

pursuit of human rights was 'single-minded' and to the exclusion 

24 of other interests was far wide of the mark". 

In sharp contrast to the high-profile and high-visible 

human rights foreign policy of Carter, his s~essor, President 

22 

23 

24 

Zbigniew Brzezinski, Powe~ and Principle, p.49. 

Edward J. Derwinski, U.S.Cbngress, Human Rights 
and US FOreign Policy(New York, l979),p.it6. 

stephen O:>hen," ~~ itionJ__n~-_!!~ • __ ~~~ 
Assistance on Human Kl.gnts Practoce", 
American Joumal of Intez:national La.,.•, no. 76, 
(January-Apri1,1982),p.270. 

\ 1 
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Ronald Reagan quickly arrl swiftly changed the gear and soft-

pedalled this issue disavo\oling the use of human rights issue 

as•a ~isible instrument of foreign policyM and in its place 

gave high priorities to fighting the international menace of 

terrorism and illegal drug -trafficking. Secretary of state 

Alexander Haig signalled the Reagan administration's new appreach 

to human rights on January 28, 1981 shortly after becoming 

Reagan •s secretary of state, saying, • international terrorism 

will take the place of human rights in our concern, because 

it ls the ultimate of abuse of human rights• •
25 

The downplaying of human ~ights issue was nnst clearly 

demonstrated during the visit to washington of south Korean 

president Chun Doo Hwan. The Reagan administration requested 

the state Department to delay releasing its annual report of 

human rights violations to avoid embarrassio;;:r the Korean leader. 

According to state Department officials, Haig opposed 

keeping "report Cards• on foreign countries in the area of 

25 Editorials on File, no.&, vol.l, (New York) 
February 16-28, 1981, p.258. 
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human rights. They said, the secretary preferred to handle 

human rights problems "through diplomatic channels•. Even 

Ernest Fefever, the assistant secretary of state for human 

rights and hurnantarian affairs also preferred to put less stze.ss 

on human rights. He told a congressional conmittee in 1979 

that he favoured using human rights against adversaries refe-

rring to the USSR instead of lobbying for human rights observances 

in "friendly states•. Even he went a step further saying "we 

have no m:>ral mandate to remake the world in our own image. 

It -is arrogant .'of us to attenpt to reform the domestic behaviours 

of allies and even our adversaries•. 26 

• Thus, the Reagan administration restored the cruiet-diplo-

• macy as a means of encouraging the respect for human rights by 

friendly authoritarian regimes-those in control of nations 

considered to be of strategic interest to the us. At the same 

time, the President and American diplomats have denounced 

human rights abuses of "unfriendly totalitarian regimes•, notably 

the soviet Union and its allies. 

26 ibid, p.258. 
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For example, the publi.Sled texts of the official statenents 

made by Max M. Kampelman durin;J his three-year term as us 

ambassador to the Madrid a:mference on Security and Human Rights 

make virtually no mention of human rights abuses outs ide the 

Soviet union. 

President Reagan himself justified this thesis saying; 

• in some of these nations, which have authoritarian governments 

but friendly ties to the US, and the community of deroocratic 

nations, qUiet diplomacy has brought about humane and democratic 

change" while addressiDJ the celebration of Human Rights Day on 

December 10, 1984. He repeatedly pointed to the restoration of 

freely elected governments in several countries of Latin America 

as well as •pr_ogress• in others such as Olile, · as evidence of 

his success. At that time President Pinochet lifted the state 

of siege he had imposed in Chile in N::>vember 1984 _-

' 
The most significant challenge to Reagan's human rights 

policy arose over South Africa. Both the lt>uae and Senate voted 

to apply economic sanctions against South Africa's minority white 

govemnent for its racist policies. The Reagan administration 

construed this congressional action as a repudiation of •constrUctive 
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engagement•, the administration's policy of maintaining friendly 

relations with South Africa ~rhile quietly tryitx;J to persuade the 

country's leaders to ease restrictions on non-whites. Ibwever, 

finally, Reagan administration gave in to the c0ngressional 

action against South Africa as his veto \>·as overridden. 

Human rights advocates look upon this constructive engage-

ment as a variant of quiet diplomacy and they condemn both. This 

was articulated by no less a person than Patricia Derian who said, 

11 I believe U.S. foreign policy interests have been severely 

aamaged by the record of the last four years, as have the people 

who have suffered deprivation of their rights at the hands of 

their goverrurents,". 27 She ,also g,ave little credit to her sv.c:cef:tsor 
Elliot Abrams saying his record on this score· 
is as dismal as the rest of the administration's because of his 

findings of improved human rights conditions in such strategically 

important anti-communist allies as Pakistan, South Rorea and 

Philippines". 28 

Abrams rejected this criticism of the Reagan administration •s 

human rights performance and insisted that human rights remained 

27 Patricia Derian, "How to make Dictators Look Good," 
The Nation (Washington, D.cly February 9, 1985,p.l48. 

28 ibid, p.148. 
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an integral ingredient of American foreign policy objectives. 

He said the Human Rights Bureau is now totally established 

in the State Department and also claimed that "this institutiona

lization has the double benefit of allowing us to conduct ongoing 

conversations with countries, about which we have serious human 

rights concerns, without necessarily damaging bilateral relations 

that our effectiveness is drastically reduced". 

If one would go by the rhetorics. of Reagan administration, 

one would certainly find nothing amiss in his policy in co~riscn. 

with that of his predecessor, not,.·ithstanding the hazro realities 

of his ~uman rights policies. 

one finds, like its predecessor, the Reagan administration 

~aw human rights something inl>ortant which deserves a place in us 

foreign policy because it is in line with the country •s Pl9 

cherished values and nores. '!his was vividly stated in the 

State Department~ Annual Cbuntry Reports, which reads, "human 

rights is at the core of American foreign policy because it is 

central ~o America's conception of itself •••• Human Ri~hts is not 

something added to our foreign policy, but its ultimate purpose: 

the preservation and prorrotion of liberty in the "-orld •••• This· 

administration believes that human rights is an isRue 6£ central 
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importance •••• to link foreign policy with the traditions of the 

American· poople" 29 

In the same vein, Walter ;;s. Stossel, Jr._~under Secretary 

of State for Political Affairs said, in 1981 that "we need to be 

an eyample to other nations - both of strength and prosperity -

and of our vibrant derrocratic institutions. For we can not call 

on others to meet high human rights standards unless we do so 

ourselves. President Reagan has captured this concept clearly in 

speaking of the united States as a city upon a hill". 

This statement speaks volumes about Reagan •s conc~ns 

for both domestic as well as international human rights and 

wanted to set an example for other nations to emulate in the 

field of human rights. This was further buttres~ed by the 

statement of secretary of state George ~U:'ltz "'•ho declared that 

"the pre~ ident •s philosophy is that ••• •"-•e find in our ideals a 

\\ ,, 
"star to steer by .. ~' $tatementslike these suggest that rroral values 

were included in the reasons for building human rights into the 

oountry•s foreign policy. However, moral values as such do not 

29 US Departme~t of_ state, Cbun~ Report's 
on Hwnan~Rights ·Practices forT992,,, ··-i 

·(Washington, D•~·'#t;i983 Lp. 7. , --;re.t-~· .-u .. ~u .. : _., 
·-- .. 
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appear to be nearly so prominent in the rationale for the 

Reagan •s human rights policy as the struggle against cornnunism 

in general and us-soviet rivalry in particular. 

But one thing is clear that Reagan administration placed 

human rights within a geopolitical context. This administration 

found syrrmetry between prorroting human rights and prorroting the 

geopolitical interests of the us. And for the Reagan administration 

Soviet Union was the overri~ing issue and saw communist countries 

as synonynous with human rightsviolations. This was substanti-

ated by the assistant secretary of state for human rights and 

humantarian affairs Elliott Abrams that "the conclusion ~ 

have to draw is that the East-West stl':U;Jgle matters a great deal 

for human rights. let me acknowledge right now that I hake the 

comment that this administration puts human rights policy in 

an East-west framewrk to be descriptive than critical. To 

prevent any country from being taken over by a co~unist regine 

is in our view a very real victory for the cause of human rights~ 

he said this while addressing a press conference in Washington, 

DC. on October 12, 1983. 

The administrative personnel in the State Department have 

noted this fact that Reagan administration •s policy was str0D;Jly 
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anti-communist and this ideology was a major part of the 

administration •s human rights policy. '!his was crystal clear 

in the introduction to the state Department's country Reports 

on Human Rights Practi~es for 1981 .,..,hich stated "it is a 

significant service to the cause of human rights to 1 irnit the 

influence the USSR (together "1ith its clients and proxies) 

can exert. A consistent and serious policy for human rights 
\ 

in the world must counter the USSR politically and bring Soviet 

bloc human rights violations to the attention of the world over 

30 and over again•. 

1-bwever, this ideological, aoo geopolitical basis for the 

Reagan administration's human rights has invited vociferoUs 

criticism from these who see it as a disservice to the cause 

of human rights and an approach th'b distorts policy. For 

eY.ample, one critic complains that•the country's foreign policy 

has been captured bya boarding party of ideologues. Everything 

is viewed through the Russian prism". 31striking the same dissent 

\-----------------------ho u.s. Department of state, • o:>untr~ Reports 
'on-Human Rights Pract4ce for 1981 , p.9. 

Arthur M. Schlesinger,Jr., Quoted by Jerme Shestack 
in, us COngress, »:>use of Rfcresentativest comnittee 
on Foreign Affairs, 8Polit cal Killings y the 
Governments of their citizens" 1 Hearings before the 
sub-corrmittee on Human Ri<jlts and International 
Organisations 98th Co~., Ist Seas., ~vember 16 and17, 
1983, (Washington, D. c., 1983) ,p.215. 
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note, another scholar notes that "the human rights .policy of this 

administration is based on ideology, rather than law. Communism 

is seen as the worst human rights violations and to prevent that, 

other abuses will be endured".32 

And also another critic has the last wora- asserting that 

"to our Western European allies, us policy seems anti-Soviet 

33 not pro-human rights"• 

Thu..c:;, after discussing and debating over the human rights 

policies of both earter and Reagan administrations • it '"'oUld be 

interesting to prewent similiarities as '\o1ell as differences of the 

policies of both the administrations. 

The comroonality of approach and action of both the adminis-

tration strikes a degree of continuity in US human rights foreign 

policy. 

32 

33 

David carliner, in u.s. eong~.s, lbuse of 
Representatives, Cbmmi ttee on Foreign Affair~ , 

"Review of u.s. Human Rights Policy•'. Hearings 
before the Sub-Committee on Human Rights arid 
International 0rganizations, 98th CQng. Ist Sess., 
March3; ·Jnpe 28, Septerrber 21, 1983 (Washington, DC, 1983), 
p.48. 

AJ!ericas Watch, Helsin)si watfh' Lawvers O>mmittee for 
International Human Rights, The Reagan Administration's 
HUman Ri(jlts Policy 1 A Mid-term Review*', (Washington, DC, 1982), 
p.4. 
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Firstly, there is a general orientation that placed human 

rights with in the context of broad, overall foreign policy 

interests and demands with human rights subordinate to national 

political and security interests "''ith an assertion of the 

co~atibility of the 'b<> areas of foreign policy. 

secondly, we find a mixture of hwnantarianism and pragrratism 

in the nationale for a human rights policy by both the administra

tions. 

Thirdly, there is an apparantreadtles.s· to take advantage 

of loopholes in national human rights laves in order to extend 

aid to countries with poor human rights records for political 

and security reasons. 

Fourthly, we find a S-U·sceptibility to congressional 

influence concerning human rights policy in forms of legislation, 

presurre to act and support for pro-human rtghts actions and 

procedures. 

Lastly, we find a willingness by both the administrations 

to use all available £actics and stratagems to implement 

policy such as quiet and open diplomacy, pressure and inducements, 

bilateral and multilateral aid programs, careful preparation of 
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annual reports on human rights practice of other countries, and 

promotion of democracy and democratic institutions abroad~ 

The differences between the carter and Reagan human rights 

policies emphasize the significance of the identity of the person 

who occupies the presidency. lh summary, th.-e differences could 

be manifold. These are as follows :-

Firstly, While both adrrdnistrations were officially committed 

to human rights, this commitrrent was stronger and rrore consiste

ntly present in the Carter administration than in that of Reagan, 

whose support for human rights at times developed only as a 

result of pressures from domestic sources and developments in 

other countries. 

secondly, while both the administrations related human

rights to the East-West political con£ lict, anti-coamunism 

dominated Reagan •s foreign policy and hence human rights policy 

to a greater extent than it did Carter's. Reagan •s human rights 

policy consequently was less even-handed and credible than 

carter's. 

Thirdly, Carter • s de£ inition of human riqhts was ltk)re 

comprehensive and more in conformity with international human 
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rights lew than Reagan •s as Ca,:ter included economic and social 

rights in the human rights basket which Reagan didnot. 

Fourthly, carter was nnre active than Reagan in seekio;r to 

extend US hwnan rights policy into the area of adherence to 

international human rights conventions and convenants. 

Fifthly, while Carter began his tenure by displaying a 

determination to establish and implement a human rights policy. 

Even he went to the point of precipitati~ conflict with the 

foreign policy bureaucracy. But Reagan's first notes indicated 

an !ndifference if not hostility to human rights, a difference 

whose significance derives at least in part from the assumption 

that an executive's first actions are the most reliable indicators 

of his attitudes and priorities. 

Last but not the least, carter made greater use of the 

procedures of international financial institutions to e:xpre~s 

concern for human rights situations than did Reagan, who \dth 

some later exceptions, tended to resort to this tactics oStensibly 

when loans to leftist governments were being considered. 

Although, this human rights issue in Indo-u~ relations is 

basically a post-1990 phenomenon, but neverthless, this had been 
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there in the Indo-US friendship basket since 1970s. Before 1990, 

this issue had been underplayed both by us and India •s policy 

makers, since the us administration was precocupied in maintaining 

the balance of power in the wake of the "new cold war". 

In the early parts of 1980s, the US O:>rgress was scrupulously 

examining and nnnitoring the human rights policies of the us 

vis-a-vis India since president Reagan put this issue in the 

coldstorage. lh 1984, the US congress raised much hue and cry 

over the alleged human rights violations in India in the after

math of the "Blue Star Operation" in Punjab in 1984 to flush out 

terrorists from the sacred sanctorum of the Golden Teitl>le. This 

issue raised a hackle and hullabaloo as some congressmen tried 

to exploit this issue to bring the Indira Gandhi government to 

task. Even some congressmen blew this issue out of proportion 

and labourQd hax:d to take this matter to the UN. But the Reagan 

administration ignored misplaced pleas of congressmen and allowed 

Indo-US ties not to get strained as Reagan had a very special 

understanding with Mrs Gandhi at that time. 

In Kashmir, the u.s. Cbngress have had also complained 

about large scale abuses of human rights of the civilians by 

the Indian security forces, but this had never hampered Indo-US 
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relations, thanks to the good personal equations which Mrs Gandhi 

and Rajiv Gandhi established with President Reagan, In a sense, 

the fragile roller-coaster character of Indo-US relations looked 

up in the early parts of 1980s, '\o:ith president and the State -

Department giving "clean-chits" to India on the human rights 

practices in its annual country reports. 

During President carter's period, a similiar hue and cry 

was raised· in 1976 about the alleged human rights violations in 

India particularly in PUnjab and Kashmir. /Ia we all know, much 

of the information is in the forms of reports from the field whicg 

the State Department gets and on the basis of these reports it 

prepares its annual ritual country reports. There were sone 

story pro-Pakistani lobby and anti-India organisations which 

constantly feed the State Department with false and rrotivatEd 

informations about alleged abuse of human rights in India. 'lhese 

were ndistorted, one-sided, ao::l in many respects misleading. 

This was stated by United Methodist Bishop James K. Mathew 

who testified before a coD;Jressional committee al:out alleged 

incidents in India. He was sneaking from his experiences as a 

recent lt.esident in India returning to the us•. 34 

34 Human Rights in India, Hearings before the 
Sub-Committee on International Organizations, 
l-buse O:>mnittee on International Relation.CJ, 
JUne and ~ptember, 1976, (~lashington,DC;,1976},p.12. 
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In the US there was criticism galore, against Mrs D'ldira -

Gandhi she imposed national emergency on 26 June 1975 suspending 

all fundamental rights and suppresing all dissents, criticism 

and discussions in India. In doing so, she ordered the arrest 

of hundreds of Indian citizens, suspended civil liberties and 

imposed strict censorship on the press. Although Mrs. Gandhi 

in her official message to the nation· expressed hope that a 

speedy improvement of internal conditions would allow her to 

revoke the emergency proclaimation 11 as soon as possible", the 

decree remain in effect till March 1977. The measures enacted 

under the emergency have markedly changed the "system of govern-

ment in the \o.JOrld •s 1 argest deroocracy, and they raised questions 

as to whether the word 'democracy' still applies". 35 

This declaration of the emergency roused "WOrld\-!lqe reaction. 

In the West, aliOOst all of the public response was negative. 

Headlines and editorial conment d•~rying the end of democracy 

greeted the initial news and that which followed. On JUne 26, 

the government announced 676 arrests and the inposition of 

3 5 Mac Leepson, "India under Authoritarian Rule", 
Editorial Research Rmrts, no.2 2, vol.1, 
(New York), ll JUne 19 6, p.425. 
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what a western corresporxlent termed "the toughest Press censorship 

36 in the 28 years since independence". 

It is also said reports of the numbers arrested varied 

widely. By June 28, the government officially listed ~ound. 

1,100 arrests. These arrested were described as right-wing 

political opponents of Mrs. Gandhi, rrembers of the congress party 

who opposed her, journalists, university students and teachers. 

J:bwever an American dail:y reported that "informed sources said 

the arrest had reached 4,000". 37 

Once the emergency was decreed, foreign journalists were 

told to submit all stories to censorship except those based on 

two daity government press briefings. It was scathingly criticised 

in the US media, which reported that "the Indian press was initially 

ordered to clear stories with official censors before publication 

and latter was issued, 'Press guidelines• by the government. 

Then on July 21, the governrrent distributed guidelines for the 

foreigs press. 'lhe new rules ended prior censorship but required 

36 ~"'! York Times, 28 June 1975. 

37 \-Elshington Post, 29 JUne 1975. 
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foreign reporters to pledge they would not, anong other things, 

38 quote opposition remarks in parliament". 

'Ihe official explanation of the crackdown as the foreign 

press was that some newspapers continually distorted the situation 

in India, ignoring the achievements of the government and eyagger-

ating its shortcoming. Mrs. Gandhi said in an interview, "a section 

of the world p~s has always belittled India and her actions and 

misrepresented what is done here". 39 

Mrs. Gandhi was also vociferously pooh-poohed by the 

Western press for extending the emergency further and postponing 

the impending parliamentary elections on some pretexts or other. 

She was criticised "for violating all basic human rights and 

trampling upon all democratic and parliamentary infrastructures~ 40 

Hith the clamping of emergency provisions in India, there ~as 

seen some impending changes in foreign policy. The Soviet Union 

38 Leepson, no.31, pp.427-28. 

39 Editorials on File, "state of Emergency Declared 
In lhdla, Leaders arrested", voll.. VI, oo.12, 

(New York),June 15-30, 1975, pp.684-690. 

40 Editoria1s on File, "Indian Emergency Rule 
EXtended, Parliamentary Elections Delayed", 
vol.VII, no.l, January 1-15, 1976, pp.44-47. 
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had generally supported Mrs. Gandhi's emergency. "The United -

States, on the othethand, has refused to comment officially, 

but US-India_relations can be characterized as Chilly". 41 

Mrs. Gandhi contimie<l to denounce the US for alleged 

influence of the Central lbtelligence Agency (CIA)in India's 

internal affairs and criticized American newspapers for their 

treatment of the emergency. Her criticism prompted the Ford 

administration to drop a proposed $65 million economic aid package 

for India in fiscal year 1976. But, however, congress considered 

President Ford's request for $197.3 million in economic and food 

aid for India during fiscal year 1977. 

Ho~~ver, according to the observati0ns of Westerns in 

India, Mrs. Gandhi, despite .. her autocratic rule, remained popular, 

especially in the thousands of small villages were 80 percent 

of the people live. one reason is that India •s fortunes had taken 

an upturn. M::lst reports from India since the emergency note that 

the Indian civil service, which was known for its inefficiency, 

developed a new spirit of punctuality, had work and cleanliness, 

1-breover, economic conditions improved. The inflation rate 

of 30 pPrcent in 1974 dropped to near zero by September 1975 

\ttas relatively s table. Prices in N:!w Delhi •s restaurants were 

41 Leepson, no. 31,p.429. 
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lowered and tax cut was given to middle-income groups, The 

price of rice, ,..,hich had been rising rapidly, was stabilized 

by the government, and sugar and bread prices fell sharply. 

Some of the fawurable economic factors are attributed to the 

discipline of Mrs. Gandhi •s authoritarian C()ntrol and her ne\-' 

policy emlx>died in a 2D-poiot programme she outlined to the nation 

at the times she declared the emergency. . Two of the 2D-points 

were intended to liquidate rural indebtedness and to speed the 

distribution of surplus land among the peasants. M:>reover, during 

this time, ·She attempted to deal with the country's over population 

and though systematic family planning prograrrme she wanted to halt 

India • s population explosion. 

The Oirter administration, coming to office in early 1977, 

at approximately the same time as the Desai regime in India, deve-

loved a policy of supportive of the Janata Government headed by 

Prime Hinister, tbrarj i Desai. Address il"XJ the Indian Parliament 

in early January, 1978, President Oirter congratulated the Janata 

government for restoring civil 1 iberties and fundamental rights". 42 

42 Ralph Bultjens, "Human Rights in Indian .Political 
CUlture", in Kenneth \'l. Thompson, ed., The M::>ral 

eratives of Human Ri htsa A World surv , 
Washington, o.c.,1980, pp.120-12. 
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There are sone Western scholars who were supporting the 

emergency provisions of Mrs. Gandhi and advocated that there was 

still dem:>cracy in India during this trawnatic period. One such 

scholar is of the opinion that, •such policies and statements 

reflect a serious misunderstanding of the lhdian political culrure 

and do not enhance either the cause of hwnan rights or longer term 

united states inrerests. They ignore, arrong other things, the 

fact that the Janata Party was able to win an election only 

because a free and fair election was held by the government of 

Indira Gandhi - a fact that Prime Minister Callaghan recognized 

in a similiar address to the Indian legislature in early February 

1978". 43 

sorre congressmen supported this erre rgency period on the 

ground of economic justification. It is said tnat .Mrs.Gandhi •s 

vision was to make India modern, bring about rapid economic 

growth, and as well as protect the autonomy of India against 

a hostile and unpredicatable outside world by acquiring these 

emergency powers. While a congres.•donal committee was hearing 

witness, two witnesses assex:ted that "the India of Indira Gandhi 

has respect for the opinion of the rest of the mankind and that 

43 Ibid, p.l21. 
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it was not unmiooful ~or unaffected by "WOrld opinion". 44 sut 

this was somewhat counterbalanced by the testim::>ny of another 

"who called attentionsto Indian government's refusal to permit 

funds to enter the oountry for the legal defenses of individuals 

accused of subversive activity•.45 

lb"'-ever, the President carter had urged Mrs. Gandhi to end 

the emergency soon and release an political ~etenues restoring 

the fundamental rights of the citizens soon after taking over 

the presidency in 1977. Dl that years• oountry reports, the 

State Department had charged India of violating basic hwnan rights 

during the promulgation of national emergency. 

lbwever, the "victory of Human Rights" in India, the 

end of the state of emergency and open elections which broUJht the 

defeat of Indira Gandhi and the congress party with the restora

tio.n of a popular elected government and restoration of hunan 

rights could be attributed to the human rights mo •s in India, 

who had ·fought a relentless battle "'ith Mrs. Gandhi during the 

black years of emergency period. 

44 Human Rights in D'ldia, pp.21 and 50 and 162. 

45 ibid, p.152. 
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President Carter threatened of curtailing aid program to 

India during emergency, but it did not have much impact. Because 

government's receptivity to American human rights initiatives 

is to no small extent dependent on vulnerable it is to such out

side pressures. In thecase of India, the US did not have any 

leverage at that time. 'Ihe opinion emerging from discussions 

before a congressional corrrnittee vias to the effect that "any 

change in the lhdian governrrent 's behaviour would come about through 

internal pressures, that foreign aid for example, not only was 

no longer crucial to India's internal social changes but there 

'~~''as no desire for as~istance from the US". 
46 

During the later state of Indira ~ndhi 's tenure in office 

in India, tvo potential levers available to the US to induce 

Inc ira Gandhi •s government to be rrore respectful of rights were 

food aid and economic assistance. But president carter did not 

use this strategy as he thought "to use these leverages was to 

subject the American government to the charge of using food and 

economic help as political weapons, thereby, displaying a callous 

47 indifference to the real needs of the people". 

46 Ibid, p. 35-F. 

41 Ibid, p. 7 
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At that time, the US had important political differences 

with India. It could not expect to have any significant !nt>act 

because of the strained or even antagonistic political relations 

prevailed between the two countries. Hence, during Mrs. Gandhi •s 

period, US had little influence with India because of its coolness 

toll•ard the us. This attitude was explained in terms of the "tilt" 

of American foreign policy against Dldia over a period of years 

and especially in the 1971 war which produced an independent 

Banglade~h and the alleged or real work of the CIA in India. 

Hence, the carter administration was of the view that while 

the vorld community could be rrore persua·sive in dealing with 

Indira Gandhi than the US acting alone, the fact that lhdia had 

the support of the communist and the third world countries virtually 

ruled out •any possibility that the US could muster the votes 

ne~ed to get the UN to act" • 48 

Hence, in respect to the Indian situation under Indira -

Gandhi, for example, it "'·as suggested that the US could take soiM 

positive diplomatic steps which ~~uld increase American influence 

with India, to be then exercised on behalf of human rights. 

48 Ibid, p.28. 
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These measures included a loosening of the American alliance 

t-:ith Pakistan, abandoning the Al'terican plan to build a military 

base on the island of Diego Garcia and the including of the 

Indian government among the half-dozen or so with which the us 

habitually conferred on international issues. 

The state Department resorted to "Private approach" in 

dealing with human rights situations in India. Thus, as a State 

Department official pointed out that, it would have been inapp

ropriate for the US to go public with its opinion concerning the 

human rights performance of India's government under Indira Gandhi 

"since a principal complaint on our part concerning the Indian 

conduct toward the tB has been the tendency of the Indian government 

to address problems through public polemic"~g 

One of the advantages of the bilateral approach is its 

potential for effectiveness. In situations when another government 

is strongly dependent on the US for political, military or economic 

support, there is a possibility that the US will be listened to 

when it talks to that regime about its treatment of citizens. or 

the potential for effectiveness may exist for such reasons as 

advanced Jill .l.-.;.,_,..\ HOmer Jack in contending that the US did, in fact 

have influence with India in the Indira Gandhi era". There is a 

49 Ibid,p.l50. 
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legacy of goodwill towa.td America which selectively can be 

called upon, a goodwill born partly of Anerica •s response to 

India's food needs and partly of the ideological congruity in 

the political eYperiences of the t""'O nations". 50 

There was sorre criticism, when India exploded a nuclear 

bomb in 1974 and utilized this technology for peaceful purposes. 

In an amendment to the International Development Ass !stance Act, 

1974,,1 which "authorized and directed the us governor of the 

World Bank to vote against any loan on other utilization of 

funds for the benefit of any country which develops any nuclear 

or explosive device or unless the country becomes a party to a 

51 treaty on non-proliferation". 

Even there was some criticism when India intervened in 

what is now called Bangladesh in the early 1970s bo stop the 

slaughter of young Bengali males by the Punjab! of West Pakistan. 

The brutal repression of Bengali nationalism in 1971 by the 

West Pakistani Army posseged a genocidal character. However, 

India • s motives for intervening were undoubtedly a complex 

50 Ibid, p.9. 

51 Ibid, p.152. 
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mixture of geopolitical considerations and humantarian concern. 

However, it was one of the human rights violations which 

triggered the intervention. But when Pakistan brought a claim 

to the world court against India concerning human rights in 

anned conflicts, the court decided that it could not handle the 

case because India had not given its consult to be sued on 

this point. However, the allegation of Pakistan -against India 

concerning violation of human rights was puerile and motivated. 
" 

After the emergency, the human rights situation once 

again glo"'·ed and the Janata government restored all the funda-

mental rights and civil 1 iberties to the people "'hich "·ere 

snatched a"'ay during the emergency phase. Even, Anmesty 

International had praised the human rights situation inindia 

after the year 1977. On 10 April 1979, the Indian govern.nent 

ratified the International convenant on civil and Political 

Rights and International convenant on Economic, Social and 

CU1 tural Rights. India was the second Asian country after 

Japan to ratify these two convenants. On 20 April, 1979, Amnesty 

Intern*tional cabled the foreign minister, A.B. Vajpayee and 

warmly welcomed the goverment 's decision and said "th.ls was 

an important step towards ensuring the long-term protection of 
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fuooame ntal rights in Dldia". 52 

This fact was also eooorsed by the state Department in its 

country reports for 1979. on the government's attitudes and 

record regarding international and non-governmental intervention 

of alleged ~iolations of human rights said, "Amnesty International 

sent a mission to India from December 31, 1977 to January 18, 1978 

to obtain a first-hand account of the many aoo serious human 

rights violations during the energency period (JUne 1975-M3.rch 1977) 

.and to acquaint itself with the measures announced by the new 

government for the restoration of the rule of law. In their 

report of January 10, 1979, the mission delegates 'indicated that 

they received full cooperation from officials throughout their 

t .. 53 s a:y • 

· 'nlis report has appreciated that India has a vigorous democra-

tic political system, an independent judiciary and a flourishing 

free press. It also said, fundamental rights are guaranteed in 

the constitution and discrimination on the grounds of religion, 

race, caste, sex or place of birth is prohibited. It al~o pointed 

out that "one prevent! ve detention law, the maintenance of 

52 

53 

Amnesty International, •Amnesty International Annual 
Report 19791 , (LOndon, 1979), p.ag. 
us state Department, Report-.on- Hwnan Rights 
Practices in:-o:>untrie~ Rece~inq us Aid , 
(washington,. o.c., 19 9}, P• 48': ·, . · 
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Internal security Act (MISA) was repealed in July 1978, the 

86 persons being held under its aut]fority at that time were 

released. 54 

Thus, one fil:ldS th'at although there was many allegation of 

abuse of human rights by Irxlia during carter •s presidency, the 

State Department and president Carter did not take any visible 

action against India except expressing their stroncj exceptions to 

it. The Carter administration, in fact, refused to succumb to 

the pressures exerted by the anti- Indian elements there. 

And also during President Reagan •s t'I-·O year stillts, his 

administration did not contemplate any action against India over 

the alleged violations of human rights in India in the \<rake of 

the operation. Blue-star in Punjab. Ho,,ever, the State Department 

in its annual country reports had taken serious exception to the 

violation of h\.Ulla.n rights in Punjab and Kashmir by the seeurity 

forces. It also expressed dismay over Indian government attitudes 

of not permitting the Iondon-be.sed Amnesty International and other 

human rights groups to visit the trouble spots of Punjab and 

Kashmir for an open assessnent. It also urged the Indian 

54 Ibid, p. 544. 
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government to allow such team to visit these areas as India 

"had nothing to hide~ when there is an ever-vigilant independent 

judiciary and free-play of democratic institutions exist in 

India to ameliorate the hunan rights of its people. 

When ~~s. Gandhi was assassinated in 1984, the Reagan 

administration reiterated his country • s support to the unity 

and integrity of India. lk>¥1ever, some congressmen criticised 

India for violating the human rights of the innocent Sikh 

aftermath the killing of Mrs. Gandhi. But the 00 administration 

and media "con:lenfled the Sikh militants for killing the Pri.Ire -

55 Minister". 

The State Department in its country report said "there were 

no major new development in the human rights situation in 1988. 

Observance of human rights varies significantly from state to 

state in India/ India is a basically denocratic polity with 

strong and legally sanctioned safeguards for individuals, and 

a vigorous free press. Nevertheless, Dldia •s many social tensions 

continue to generate significant human rights abuses. In 1988, 

the most serious human rights problems included terrorist killing 

55 Editorials on File," Indira Gandhi Assassinated", 
vol.15, no.21, (New YorkT, November 1-15, 1984, 
pp.1262-127 3. 
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and retaliatory killing 'by security forces in the PUnjab" .56 

'Ihe state Department has admitted that the government does 

not sanction political killing. In 198g, stringent law and order 

measures were taken, particularly in the state of Punjab to curb 

political violence, it added. 

It also said, "in May, during an exercise code-named 'Operaf:ion 

Black Thunder•, security forces killed over- 20 sikh militants \o.'ho 

had taken anned oontrol of the Golden TenJ>le O:H~lex in Amritsar 

and arrested 75 others. 'Ebth Hindu and Sikh observers credit the 

governrrent vdth showing restraint in contrast to the 19P4 'operation 

Blue Star• in ~:hich over 1,000 peopl.e died and heavy damage was 

57 caused to the G::>lden Temple shrine itself". 

It could be recalled that a nUJT'ber of corpuses ,._•ere discovered 

by security forces inside the complex, giving rise to charges that 

the militants had tortured and killed the people they had captlured 

56 US Department of State,.. Country Reports- on ; ""' · ·· 
HUman Rights Practices for 1988 (Washington,D.C.,1989), · . 
. p.1328. 

57 Thid." pp.1329-30. 
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there. During the year the government released 178 Sikhs 1r.Jho 

had been arrested in the Golden Temple in the June 1984 Blue-star 

Operation, charged with waging war against the state. The 1987 

Mishra Commission on the anti-Sikh riots, which took place follo

wing Indira Gandhi • s murder in October 1984, recommended certain 

actions against those responsible for the riots. 

All in all, the Reagan administration, in fact, condemned 

the terrorist activities in India and supported lhdia 's policv 

to deal. with this terro:J;ist menace, as the President Reagan was 

according highest priority to fighing international terrorism, 

considering it as the biggest violation of human rights in the 

world including the border stat~of lhdia. 'lhis fact is eloque

ntly established in the country reports on India brought out 

by the state ~partment from 1982 to 1988. 

Now, it could be concluded that, though the ~rter and 

Reagan administration "''ere not happy with the human rights 

record of In<!ia, but nevertheless, this issue was not allowed to 

hamner the Indo-us relations. 



CHAPTER III 

IN THE NINETIES 

(a) (X)NGRESS TAKES A DlFFERENT STANCE 

(b) ADMINISTRATION GUIDED BY O'rnER 
CONSIDERATIONS 

"on human rights, our conscience is clear and hands clean, 

we must judge · ourselves before someone judges. us from a 

distance. We will set up our own human rights comnission." 

( P. V. z.arasirrha Rao, the Prime Minister of India, 

in New Delhi on 30 June 1992) 
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~ter the successful victory of the US and its allies 

in liberating Kuwait by defeating and deterring the aggresive 

conquest of Iraq in Janua.cy 1990) where the recalcitarant 

Iraqi President Mr. Saddam Hussein was humi.litated militarily, 

humbled politically, harassed economically and above all hounded 

out from Kuwait, which he had shamelessly grabbed this tiny 

independent and sovereign neighbouring country because of its 

sheer military prowess over it, l the US has errerged as the super 

military power in the 1990 •s.) 

\C N::> worXier, v.ith the collapse of communism throughout the 

world and break-up of the erst"•hile Soviet union,. it has paved 

the \-.•ay for US to emerge the sole key player in the "·orld affairs 

soon after the Gulf "''ar j ... •here it abundantly eYhibi ted its 

military power and political will power, whidl even the former 

Soviet Union, the then super power silently acquiesced it. 

As already it is mentioned, ~n ~ post-1990 era, the us 

administration concerned about two things on India, such as, 

nuclear proliferation and human rights issues in regard to its 

relationship with India. As it is already stated, these t~~ 

issues, coincidentally, constitute the major paradigms and 
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components of the much-talked new world order, which the 

Bush administration adroitly sketd1 ing the architecture. 

In this post-Gulf war phase, the issue of human rights 

in Indo-US relations has reached its cre~cend~ and sonetirnes 

it appears, it would be threatening if not jeopardising the 

very essence of Indo-US ties, ~rith the oongressrnen and some vested 

interests in US are taking active interest in the human rights 

record of India concerning its policies towards Kashmir and 

Punjab, and compelling the US administration to take actions against 

India for its alleged human rights violations' However, the us 

administration understandably refusing to play to the galleries 

and get _ · _ sHayed by these allegations. (But nevertheless, it 

has diplomatically taken up this issue in right earnest with 

India and urgin;r it to tone up its human rights record in Punjab 

and Kashmir. 

An us O:mgress ional Research Service (CRS) renort ilas 

launched a broadside against India saying the broad pm·•e.ISgiven 

to the security forces deployed in troublespots 1 ike the 

PUnjab and Kashmir have become "key factors" in the abuses of 

human rights in India. It stated, "the broad po ... ·ers granted to 

security forces, under various security legislations and a lack 
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of accountability reportedly have led to widespread abUse of 

human rights in India that exceeds the provisions of law" •1 And 

also it alleges that, "more over, although never proclaimed 

as emergency powers, such laws have had the effect of establishing 

a continuing state of emergency". 2 To drive the point hone, it 

says that tl1 e Armed Forces (special powers) Act has been in 

ef feet in some north-east areas for 33 years. J 

This report has also documented the major legal provisions 

used by the lhdian government in responding to problems of 

regional, ethnic or ideological dissidence. These provisions are, 

the president •s rule under Article 356 of the constitution, 

National Security Act ( NSA) 1980, Terrorist and Disruptive 

Activities (Prevention) ACt, 1985 (TADA), and Armed Forces 

(special powers )Aet. 

It had been prepared to provide basic information to us 

congressmen on India's security laws and the debate in India, 

and internati,;nally, on the government's use of law. 

It has acknowledged that since the gaining of independence 

in 1947, India • s as the large9tderrocracy has generally earned 

1 Times of India (~w Delhi), 19 Auguc;t 1991. 

2 Thid., 
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high marks for its constitutionally sanctioned safeguards of 

individual rights, its free and vigorous press, and its indepen

dent judiciary. 

1 This report while acknowledging these accomplishments points 

out that India has significant evidence of reported human rights 

abuse, much of which is related to the response of authorities 

to corrununal tensions and separatist violence. It complains that 

various internal security laws provide a means for suspending 

constitutional guarantees and the safeguards provided by an 

independent judiciary.)) 

Coming on the heels of this report, the Uni.ted ration's 

Human Rights Committee (HRC), on 18-member l:x>dy of 1 egal eyperts 

monitoring the implementation of the UN convenant has e:xpress ed 

concerns that rights guaranteed under the convenant are being 

violated and that certain provisions of the special security 

legislation currently in force are incompatible with Indian 

ronsti tution as well as the provisions of the convenant. 

\ Quotir¥] human rights observers the rommi ttee concluded that 

the security forces-often ethnic and religious outsiders with 

1 ittle svmpathy for the people of the affected area-at times go 
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berserk violating the legal framework, resorting to excessive 

force, arbitary arrests, and detention, torture, rape, arson, 

kidnapping and extra-legal executionsJ 

While berating Indian government for its dismal human rights 

performance, this HRC has also condemned the various terrorist

outfits operatiD;;r in these areas for violating the hunan rights 

of the ordinary people by resorting to kidnappings, killings, 

issuing threats and extortions. 

This HRC has also noted the response and reaction of the 

Indian ~vernment on its alleged human rights violations in 

stating that the Indian government has responded to criticisms 

of its internal security legislation, in part, by noting that 

certain border areas of the country are suffer!~ terrorist out

rages, including attacks on trains, looting, abductions, intimi

dation of security personnel, and their family members, as well 

as attempts by terrorist o~anisations to set up parallel govern

ments. It further says that"of more than 3,000 civilians killed 

in various separatist-related incidents in Punjab in 1990, the 

government attributed most of these deaths to terrorist menace". 3 

3 ibid. 
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In 1991, a congressional study alleged that "there is 

significant proof of ongoing human rights abuses against civilians, 

by Indian security forces". 4 Two California congressmen, ~ ... ,David 

-Dreier (Republican), and .·.-c·_'.Vic Faz:to (Democrat) released this 

report prepared by the congressional research service outlining 

human rights abuses in India. 'Ibis report indicated that the 

overall human rights situation had deteriorated rather than 

improved in the past year. 

~iting the cases of the Punjab, Kashmir and the north-east, 

the report notes that separatism and civil rights have played 

a significant role in the growing £ragmentation of Indian politics) 

(It also states that in response, normal constitutional guarantees 

have been suspended in Kashmir, Punjab and the north-Bast1 ft 

states, •the governrnent•s reaction to the violence ln Punjab has 

led to violation of fundamental rights. security forces have 

often overreacted to incidents by using excessive force, preventive 

arrests, detention, torture, encounter killing and other means of 

5 repress ion." 

4 Gautam .Adhikari, "US Cbngressional study:Rights 
Abuse in India•, Times of India, 11 August 1991,p.1. 

5 Ibid. 
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(r'urning to Kashmir it speaks that the human rights situation 

in Kashmir valley had deteriorated.) It. noted that in Decent.er 

1990, a delegation from Amnesty International met with the senior 

officials from :tew Delhi but was denied access to Punjab, Kashmir 

and the north-east on grounds of inadeouate security conditions. 

It says harsh £actics and actions by the police are 

understood to lie at the heart of much of the growing alienation 

of m:>derates am:>ng Sikhs and Kashmir is. 

E:bupled with these reports, the co~ress in general and 

some congressmen like David Dre.ie~, Vic Razio, Burton in particular 

have been orchestrating their anti- India tirades on this alleged 

human rights abuses by Irxlia in these areas, on the basis of 

reports released by Amnesty_ International annually, the Asiawatch, 

reports of the UN O::>mmission of Human Rights (UNCHR), reports 

of Beople's Union for Civil Liberties (PUCL), citizens for democracy, 

Manav Adhikari Samiti, and above all the various anti-India lobbies 

taking place in us and UK. 

For e>:ample, ~e London-based Amnesty International has been 

releasing report!'; annually on human rights conditions in Irrl ia 

criticising the largescale human rights violations taking place 
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in India. It alleges that the security forces armed with 

special powers are engaged in abusing human rights in Punjab, 

Kashmir, north-east states and other naxal-belt areas. This 

body is preparing these reports on the basis of some newspaper 

reports, anti-India elements operating in these terrorist-infested 

areas and some vested interests. These reports come handy to 

some congressmen to launch their diatribes against India as its 

human rights record' 

(so also the Asia-watch, a us-based human rights organisation,) 

has taken the curious position that security forces in Kashmir 

. and Punjab are legitimate military targets, subject to direct 

attacks by mil it ants and that such killings do not violate the 

laws of war if they occur in combat or ambush and are not resUlt 

6 of perfidy". This human rights body alon~·ith Amne~ty Internati-

onal is willy-nilly being carried a"-ay by the propaganda materials 

supplied to them without understanding or judging the ground 

realities prevalent there. These bodies are still inisting on 

treating the terrorists operating in Kashmir and Punjab as 

6 Subhash Kripekan, "Asia Watch Report 1 An 
Attempt to Legitimite Terrorist Killings", 
Times of India, 10 February 1992, p.l. 
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"political prisoners" and criticising the special powers granted 

to the security forces to enforce law and order there. And 

not surprisingly, these annual ritualistic reports are serving 

the interests of some vested congressmen who have their own 

grists to grind in attacking India on human riqhtsfront playing 

to the gallery of anti-lhdia lobbies. 

~orne con:}ressmen are also carried a"·ay by the allegations 

made by (Pakistani propaganda machine and its agpnts "tl il e 

participating in the annual session of the UN Commission on 

Human Rights {UNCHR)) Though these tendenti0us allegations and 

insinuations are refuted point-by-point by India, some congressmen 

are buttressing their criticism against India on the basis of 

the debate taking place in UN:HR. 

(rn addition to these agencies, there are sorre Indian human 

rights agencies like PUCL, Citizens for Democracy, Manav Adhikari 

Samiti wh-il-e criticisi~ the government for its alleged human 

rights violations in terrorist-infested states~ have maintained 

studied silence over the violence and human rights abuses peroet-

rated and P'='Toetuated by the terrorists. These self-styled 

Indian humsn ri~hts organisations are pleading for giving the 
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so-called "right to self,- determination" and 'holding of plebisci

te • in Kashmir and Punjab for solving these problems there. And 

, obviously, sorre anti- India.:dnformat.,±on-hungry congressmen prepare 

their reports condemning the human rights abuses in India basing 

their conclusion on the Indian press reports, comments of some 

noted Indians like Justice Raj inder Sachar, Justice V.M. Tarkunde, 

Swami Agn_i¥esh and various DldianL·':-human rights organisations. 

(And to top it all, there has been mushtt)orning of anti-India 

lobbies operating in us and UK, who are constantly and ceaselessly 

marUJfacturing false stories about India •s human rights abuses 

and poisoning the minds of the American public opinion and 

congressmen.) They are constantly fed "rith information as well as 

resources by lobbyists opposed to Dldia. 

Last year, the ~Sbtional Journal•s recent survey of compaigtJI 

donations by major Washington lobbying firms with the biggest 

individual donations during 1989-90, two_ ·worked ceaselessly 

against India's interest, one was Pakistan lol:::bying, :t-l!ill and a:>., 

which distributed $105,427, the other was mack, Manafort, stone 

and Kelly, the lobbying firm for the Kashmir American Council \o.-hich 
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contributed $98,888.A 7 

(This Kashmir American <l>uncil (l<AC) is demanding an 

independent Ka~hmii~~hese lobbyists aDe influencing these 

congressmen to attack India and for legislating in congress 

incorporating hard measures cutting aid benefit to India. And 

also recently, this us-based Kashmir. separatist group had taken 

out a more than $42,000 full-page advertisement in the popular 

and largest selling ~w York Times alleging repression in the 

state and asking president, · _ C£orge Bussh, to ,.JOrk for the 

cessation of hostilities, especially human rights violations in 

Kashmir by India. ) 

(The sustained carrpaign of these organisations, the regUlar 

reports in prominent US newspapers and a new focus on India by 

the US human rights organisations have contributed to a clinate 

where India's dezrocratic and seculc.r credintials are increasingly 

under question. They are working in tandem 11 o flash India on the 

human rights screen while many congressmen can easily dismiss 

the Khal istanis and KAC as agents with a political agenda, they 

7 Gautam Adhikari, "Rethinking Foreign Policy: 
Change N:!eded for Indian Sake", Times of India, 
2 September 1991, p.A. 
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are likely to pay rrore attention to allegations made by Annesty 

International. If it is not countered, this issue may well 

•turn into a long-term problem for the Indian government given 

the new focus on the rights of small nations and minorities in 

the eyes of the world". 8) 

Sirn'\lltaneously, another group released copies of a letter 

on 15th Nbvernber 1991, sent to the secretary of state, James 

Baker askin;J him to encourage the United Nations secretary-general 

to immediately designate a personal representative to report on 

the situation or convene a Security Cbuncil Yeeting on this issue. 

(~ese groups in their bid to step-up anti-India campaign 

are also sending letters to the ambassadors of various countries 

in the UN making wild allegations and aski~ them to pressurize 

India to respect human rights of the Kashmir people and allow them 

to have their self-determination. These groups have been, in 

fact, carrying out this propaganda blitzkrieg and ad-~·ar against 

India on this human rights front sUllyirg the image of India 

abroad.) 

8 ~ema. Si..rohi,_ "Militants Ca.rtJ>aign against 
India in the US" , The Telegraph, { N!w Delhi) , 
16 May 1991. 
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The KAC is a high-power lobbying firm and has a budget of 

$500,000 for a six-nnnth period. This firm is headed by acting 

Republican National Oommittee Chairman Charles Black, and wields 

considerable influence with US legislators aril the media. 

Last year it pushe1 a resolution through a Senate Foreign 

Relations aomnittee that was critical of ~ Delhi's policy on 

Kashmir. This resolution urged all parties to the Kashmir issue 

to enter into negotiations to guarantee the protection of human 

rights and to ensure the ethnic integrity of its people. 

And no \-,•onder, senior Senator Hot·Tard M.~tzenbaum (Denncrat) 

deplored the human rights violation in Kashmir and called for direct 

negotiations among India, Pakistan and Kashmir. 

This resolution introduced at the behest of this firm urged 

the Bush administration to provide humantarian assistance to the 

civilians of Kashmir during the ongoing crisis and also urged 

Washington to encourage other governments to assist in relief 

efforts. 

- Ghulam Nabi Fai, KAC's executive director, said that 

•the resolution was a result of a concerted effort by it and its 
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lobbying firm .. ~ And less than two weeks before the Senator 

introduced his resolution, the lobbying firm successfully 

managed to get published an editorial page article on Kashmir 

in a respected Cleveland newspaper castigating the Indian 

government for human rights abuses and urging the Bush administra'!" ~- ·. 

tion to break its silence on the 'atrocities• in Kashmir with 

the warning that "longer the sta~s quo of death and brutality 

continues the stronger the militants \>dll becorre as people lose 

hope for a peacefUl settlement" •10 

An aide to the Senator while, acknmdedging the lobbying 

effort by the I<AC and its public relations firm said that they 

also looked at what the human rights groups like Asiawatch and 

Amnesty International had said in their reports and also they 

were also prorlded with very critical reports of New Delhi 1s 

action in Kashmir by Indian human rights groups, which were 

submitted to the UN. 

Thus, it is found that constant anti-D'ldia propagands is 

being intensified in the US and the UK by these firms with 

9 Hindustan Times (New Delhi), 29 April 1991. 

10 Ibid. 
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active assistance from Pakistan. And the annual reports of Amnesty 

International and Asiawatdh reports prepared by patricia Gossman 

come as grists to their mill. These reports based on newspaper 

clippings and unverified direct complaints suggest that the political 

killings, torture, and murder of governtrlE!lt opponents is routine 

in India. It also gives the infonnation that the country backs 

in any legal on judiciary system. 

And to cap it all, Dan Burton, the Republican ~nator from 

Indiana sponsored an amendment in the congress last year seeking 

termination of development assistance to India in view of its policy 

on visits by human rights groups. HO\-.rever, the US administration 

prorrptly expressed its opposition to this bill. In 1990 also, the 

administration had also opposed a sirniliar bill moved by . Burton. 

Dan Burton introduced these amendments saying "there could 

be little progress until all groups insides regained the basic freedom 

that people all over the world were striving for. 'ltlis goal might 

be impossible as long as India continued to bar human rights organi

sations at its borde ;a" •11 

11 Indian Express (New ~lhi), 3 February 1991. 
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Another Republican congressman wally Herger had once almost 

succeeded in getting a similiar legislation through the house, 

and only a determined effort by congressman, Stephen SOlarz, who 

often defends Indi·a against assaults by his colleagues, retrie

ved the situation: On that accasion Indian embassy was ~light 

napping and the persistent one-man anti-India lobbying on capitol 

Hill by G.S. AUlakh, president of the so-called 'council of 

Khalistan •, alm::>st succeeded in the bid to get :te"'~ Delhi penalised 

for alleged abuse in the Punjab and Jamnu & Kashmir. The lhdian 

embassy, however, criticised Dan Burton for calling into question 

India's human rights reooi:d. It called, "it is based on a "'rong 

premise and a gross misreading of facts•. 12 

However, "the US HOuse of Representatives passed an anti

India amendme!;lt on 26th JUne, 1992, sponsored by . _ Burton, by 

210 votes to 200•. 13 The amendment would reduce development aid 

for all countries by $24 million, "'i th • Burton declaring that 

he has done this to voice his criticism of the human rights 

situation in India. Although he did not specify India, "he hoped 

12 The statesman (New Delhi), 22 February 1991. 

13 Times of India, 2 7 JUne 1992 • 
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that the administration ~~uld see his intent and act accordingly"~ 4 

'!he Indian press were virtually up in arms against Burton 

for introducin:J an anti-India in 1990· "If US congressman Burton's 

resolution to deny development aid unless it permits Amnesty 

International to monitor alleged human rights violation in India, 

it only proves that all practising dem:>cracies have a nuisance 

fring. Burton's move in oo mre than a nuisance. :It is at a 

certain level a clumsy attempt to bluff the upholders of the 

cause he is supposedly chanpioning-that of I<halistan" •15 

Even a booklet published by the cormlittee for the defence 

of human rights in India (CODHRI) detailing alleged human rights 

violations in India has "further compounded the adverse publicity 

India receives in Washington". 16 

Though there are some anti- India elements galore in the 

congress, there are also some India-friends aplenty in the 

congress too, such as stephen SOlarz, Matthew F. Mchugh,Bill 

14 Ibid. 

15 Hirrlustan Times ( ~w Delhi), 16 May 1990. 

16 The Newstime (Hyderabad), 18 March1991. 
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Mccollum and Jim Bacchus. 'lbese four congressmen urged their 

colleagues to reject the BUrton amendment a day before the 

ultimate passing of this Bill. In a letter the four congressmen 

a.x:gued that • it makes little sense to try to send a signal to 

New Delhi by cutting back of AID's prevention, child health 

programmes and other essential development pmj ects in Africa, 

17 
Latin America, and Asia". 

fbw this Bill was fought lock, stock and barrel, though 

unsucceesfully, these congressmen have been more considerate and 

reasonable of India's ground realities than the India-baiters 

like · Burton. They pointed out saying •even if this amendrrent 

was an appropriate vehicle through which to express displeasure 

at Ind.ia, it would fly in the face of efforts to build a rrore 

cordial relationship between India and US, and the amendment is 

18 strongly opposed by the Bush administration•. 

This letter also added saying "although our development 

assistance to India is only al::out $24 million, which represented 

17 Times of India, 26 June 1992. 

18 Ibid. 
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a tiny fraction of US development resources, it has an in;x:>rtant 

impact on develonment in India, which has 100re of the world's 

poor than 19 any country on earth" • 

They said, "we are not aware of any case in \-tlich the 

congress has enacted legislation to reduce or eliminate develop

ment aid to a country that is a constitutional denocracy". 20 

These congressmen have understood the importance and significance 

of India's de100cratic and constitutional means of remedying the 

human rights abuses. In their a:>nsidered view, this amendment 

has become partisan and del~erately ignored the constitutional 

and other democratic methods and resources available in India 

to improve its htunan rights situation. In their opinion, the 

proposed amendment fails to recognise that India is a functi~nal 

derrocracy with legal safeguaJ:ds, an independent judiciary, a 

vigorous press and active local human rights community which 

m::>nitors coooitions and publishes reports. 

According to them, "this amendment is also one-sided as 

it fails to address systerna.tic abuses of hurran rights by terrorists 

operating in several parts of Irxlia. SUch terrorists have been 

19 Ibid. 

20 Ibid. 
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responsible for the killings and kidnapping of thousands of 

persons in recent years as well as the destruction of property, 

and other abuses. This. is not to argue that human rights issues 

in India and elsewhere are not the appropriate roncern of the 

coD:Jress. We believe, however, that this measure is a ex>unter-

21 productive way to express US roncerns ... 

Congressman have also strongly and unequivocally flayed 

this amendment saying this amendment ignores recent significant 

improvements in Indo-US relations and threatens to cast a dlill 

over the bilateral dialogue that could threaten progress in a 

number of important areas. 

Also they stated that the two countries have also worked 

in concert in the UN Security Chuncil as reflected in a state

department report that •the two ex>untries bad a Security Chuncil 

voting coincidence of 100 per cent in 1991".22 

They were very forth:r:!ght in saying this !1.1 considered 

and partisan amendnent l-7111 throw a spanner into the wheels of 

recently improved Indo-US relations and also will fail to achieve 

21 Ibid. 

2 2 Ibid. 
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the desired result. According to this letter, .... rhich says that 

"withottt any discernible benefits, the Burton amendnent would 

introduce serious tensions into this developirg relationship 

and threaten: continued progress on these issues, not to nention 

into commitment to an already under funded, humantarian progra

mme that deserves strong bipartisan support".23 

India • s time-tested friend, Solarz and other congressmen 

have also maintained that India should not be clubbed with 

other countries in this amerXiment as it is busy liberalisiD:;J 

and integrating its economy with world market and also the fact 

is that the us is the R:>.l investor of India. 

They also said that Burton and others neglected to focus 

on the atrocities of the militants and the support Pakistan is 

providing them. In an eloquent though unsuccessful effort to 

his colleagues not to vote "·ith the India-hater Burton, Solarz 

maintained that the amendment would send wrong signals to India 

at a time when India and the US are becomin;J closer than before. 

But nevertheless, Solarz has been urging the Indian government 

to permit a team of the Amnesty International to visit Punjab 

23 Ibid. 
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aQ.d Kashmir as • it would help Dldia tell the world that it has 

nothing to hide".24 

lbwever 1 the passing of this Burton amendnent bill has not 

begun sendin::r trenors anong Indian diplomats and leadership. 

Reacting to this Bill, an Indian spokesman said that "it is our 

understanding that this amendnent does not in any affect US · 

assistance to this countryn.25 

Though this bill seeks to irrpose a cut of $24 miltion for 

developed assistance programms without naming any country but 

coincidentally this is the precise amount of aid US sign to India. 

The Indian official spokesperson also noted that during 

the debate on the amending legislation, the chairman of the foreign 

operations sub-cornmittee1 David Obey, has clarified that the 

Burton amendment will not have any impact on US assistance to 

India. In fact, this measure would result in an across-the board 

reduction of $24 million in the development assistance allocation 

available to all the recepient countries including India. 

24 Ibid. 

25 Times of India, 2 7 JUne 1992. 
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The official spokesman also stated that "India is fUlly 

aware that Burton has used this occasion to engage in some India

bashing as the congressman's sources of information are '\o•ell

kno"rn". 26 

How in the us, the Pakistan lobbyists have comnissioned a 

professional firm for a million-dollar campaign on human rights 

violations in Kashmir and the right of self-determination for the 

Kashmir, has been vindicated by Kanaiya Lal Kaul •s, executive 

secretary of the Indo-Arrerican Kashmir Forum and President of the 

Kashmir OVerseas Association, and Hiralal Fotedar•s, President 

of the Indo-American Kashmir Forum, statements during their offi~ial 

visit to Kashmir last year ol) 15th lbvember to assess the conditions 

of the Kashmiri refugees and to document facts to be nresented 

to the world community. 

They "·ere shocked to find out the miserable inhuman conditi

ons the Kashmir! refugees are subjected to by the tPrrorists. 

They have become refugees of their own country. According to them, 

"the terrorists killed 1, 000 pandits. The rest were forced to 

26 tbid. 
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leave their homeland. Their houses are being systematically 

burnt down. The Kashrniri Hindu's rights have been flatantly 

violated. A community which produced people like ~ru has 

27 had to pay for its exellence". 

They also said, the Pakistan-based organisations in the 

us and Britain are trying to project alleged human rights 

violations by Indian in Kashmir deliberately ignoring other 

human rights abuses by these terrorist organisations. And not 

surprisingly, congressmen like Burton gives in to their 

fales and baseless propaganda and indulges in India~bashing time 

and again. 

From the above analysis, one finds that, the congressmen 

are divided with two major spectrum of views emanating fz:om them 

regarding the human rights situation in India's Jammu & Kashmir 

and Punjab. Dan Burton is leading the pack of anti-India 

elements within congress to step us their ca~aign against India 

on this issue, which is primarily influenced by the Pakistani 

propaganda machine operating there in us. At the same time, 

27 Times of India, 15 Nbvember 1991. 
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congressmen like Solarz is spearheading a campaign against 

these Burton-cohorts, and supporting and understanding the 

human rights problems in India. Solarz and his colleagues have 

prevailed upon the Bush administration to appreciate India's 

denocratic-mechanisms available to redress and improve human -

rights. At the same time, they have made the Bush administration 

understand that India's human rights abuses are taking place 

due to the separatist and divisive forces operating in the troub

led states actively aided and abetted by Pakistan. Even they 

have driven the point hone saying that in Iriiia the terrorists 

are the main perpetrators of the violations of human rights of 

the civilians. And as a result, they urae the administrttion to 

take a objective assessment of India's human rights abuses and 

not to slap any aid-cut on India. 

The conqressmen are divided over thi.'3 issue. And the most 

h~artening feature in the 1990 •s is that many congressrren barring 

Burton and his combine have realised the ground realities 

pr~sent in Punjab and Ka~hmir, and the accompanied human rights 

abuses arising out there. This 'tvas clearly vindicated whP.n on 

26th June 1992, the Burton-Bill was passed in the congress seeking 
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aid-cut to India voicing criticism of the human rights situation 

' in India. This bill was passed by 210 votes to 200 in the 

congress. so, this was a narrow win for Burton-group. M;,re 

so, the congressmen decided to approve this bill as India's 

name in particular was not rrentioned in it. In fact, ·· . Burton 

lost out in the rules committee to cut the proposed $24 million 

development aid to India, since he had specified India •s name 

there. And then, he moved another amendment cutting $24 million 

without mentioning India and this Bill would have general 

appl ic at ion. 

So, of late, more and more congressmen are appreciating 

India •s human rights problems and hence, it .... :ould not be true 

to say that congress is putting up an united front condemning 

India for its human rights abuses. Ho .... -ever, those congressmen 

are in fact, being influenced by the powerful anti-India lobby-

f irrns functioning there in US. Hence, a positive factor on this 

issue to be underlined here is that in the post-1990 era, the 

congress has become consideral:le enough understanding India's 

colll'lex human rights problems and not accepting the biased 

materials and feedbacks provided by anti-India elements as 
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gospel-truths v:i thout proper verification. And also those 

congressrren who are making all the hullabaloo in the congress 

regarding India's human rights problems, have their own problems 

and compulsions as they have got some influential sections of 

anti-India elements present in their respective constituencies. 

And obviouRly this campaign against India reaches its feverish 

pitch and they make lots of hue and cry generating rrore heat 

than light, during election tirres. And this trend is also true 

in British elections, -when some labour party leaders 1 ike 

. Gerald Kaufman, the shadow foreign secretary, makes noises 

breathing fire arrl brimstone against India on its human rights 

fronts to please some sections of his constituency. And after 

the election, this anti-India campaign cools off and fizzles out. 

How~ver, such congressional studies and congressional 

research service reports oo not have any legislative value 

through they dra,; attert ion to problems which the sponsors of 

the studies feel requires congressional notice. Moreover, 

"one such congressional study in its concl~~ion titled •options 

for US policy' has ackno· ledged that the US administration •s 

nolicy . towards India has been and would be guided by a variety 
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of other considerations•. 28 

1-bv~ever, one finds a veneer of truth in saying that in the 

1990's the US administration •s policy to"':ards India has been 

influenced by a number of other issue. vlith the rrajor shifts 

taking place in the US foreign policy towards India on Kashmir 

and Punjab. 

This perceptible change of policy of the US ~dministration 

towards India could be noticed when the administration rejected 

the "Burton-Bill" seeking termination of development assistance 

to India in view of its policy denying ·access to human rights groups 

and human rights abuses in 1990 and 1991 consecutively. The 

administration's stand was articulated and conveyed by the 

assistant secreta~r of state, Janet MUllins to Solarz, chairman 

of the 1-buse Sub-committee on Asia and pacific affairs, and 

also a good friend of India. 

After learning from his failures of not being able to slap 

India by terminatin;r development-assistance to India for its 

28 Gautarn Adh ikari, "US O::>ngressional Study: 
Rights Abuse in India", Times of India, 
11 August 1992, p.l. 
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human rights records after naming specifically in 1990, 1991 

and this year too, : Burton moved another amendment for this 

purpose without mentioning India specifically. In the last 

two years, the Bush administration had rejected such type of 

amendments since it had rrentioned Irx1 ia in particular. But this 

year, since the proposed amendment has not named India in parti-

cular, the administration may not reject it outrightly. As it 

- is already mentioned, this Bill would not affect the US develop-
0 
-:::r ment aid to India. 

I 

:t:' t- AlthoUgh a ping-pong battle has been going on between the 

us congress and administration on this human rights front v•ith the 

congress becoming rrore vocal and assertive in pointing out the 

human rights abuses in India, the state Department has become 

rrore understanding of India's human rights problems than some 

congressmen and Senators are.~he Department of State has been 

giving clean-chits to India in its annual country reports on 

human rights is sues except making some reservations about the 

overall law and order problems taking place in Kashmir and 

Punjab. 

For example, in its country reports on human rights 

practices for 1990, the state Department has acknowledged that 
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• India, the world:'s largest democracy, is a secular republic 

with a multiparty political structure based on Indian political 

traditions and aspects of the British parliamentary system, free 

elections are held regularly at national and state levels. 

India is a functioning democracy with strong and legally sanctioned 

safeguards for individuals, a vigorous free press, an independent 

judiciary,· and active civil lif>eties organizations. NJnetheless, 

significant areas of human rights abuse remain, many of them 

generated by. severe social tensions related to violent ethnic, 

caste, communal, and secessionist politics and the authorities, 

reactions there to. The severity of abuses varies from state 

to state. In 1990, problem areas included: security force excesses 

against civilians, particularly in Kashmir during operations 

against militants, separatist terrorism in Punjab including 

political murder and kidnapping, as well as extra-judicial 

actions (harassment and beatings) by the police, in communicadQ 

detention for prolonged periods without charge under national 

security legislation, political kil ~ ing on an increasingly "Tide 

scale, torture and deaths of suspects in police custody, inadequate 

although increased prosecution of polite and security forces 

implicated in abuse of detainees, inclooing custodial rape, 
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uneven implementation of la".rs affecting women •s rights, infrequent 

prosecution of 'do\o?ry deaths • ('\odfe murder), the ,..idespread 

exploitation of indentured, bounded, arxl child labour and wide-

29 spread inter caste and oonmunal violence". 

Turning to Punjab, this country report says that despite 

government efforts to bring a political solution to the intractable 

problems of ethnic strife, violent activity by militants demanding 

a separate Sikh state and the lawlessness, the number of deaths 

escaleted to 4,987 for the year 1990. This report also notes that 

•various Sikh organizations are continuing to complain about the 

government •s failure to prosecute those responsible for the deaths 

of over 3,000 Sikhs after _ , - Indira Gandhi's assasc::ination in 

1984". 30 

On Kashmir, it says that in 1990, the human rights situation 

deteriorated markedly in the disputed terrirory of Jammu and Kashmir, 

· Indie• s only Muslim-majority state. It says that • the Jammu and 

Kashmir Disturbed Areas Act, which was adopted on JUly 5, 1990, 

29 

30 

us Department of State, o:>untq Reports 
on Human Ri ts Practices for 990, 

washington, D.C., 1991 , pp.14251426. 

Ibid., p.1426. 
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significantly strengthened the hand of the security forces in 

using force against persons suspected of terrorist activities. 

A compilation of press statistics of deaths in Kashmir from 

January to the end of December showed, 2,293 killed, inclu:iing 

1,214 civilians, 890 militants and 189 security force members. 

Security forces in sorre instances used excessive force in con£ ro-

nting mass demonstrations and in retaliating against armed 

militants" • 31 

It is found that, the state Department in its 1990 report 

has rapped the Indian government for human rights abuses in the 

Kashmir and Punjab by the paramilitary forces. It has said the 

paramilitary forces •armed to the hilt by extraordinary powers 

go on abusing the rights of the people in the India ~s borde..r 

32 states•. The state Department has put India on the dock blaming 

it for not repealing these extraordinary acts which •go against 

the basic freedoms and human rights of the oeople in the Punjab 

and Kashmir". 33 

The State Departrrent in i.ts country reports for 1991, 

has praised the Indian government "for following strict law and 

31 Ibid., p.14 33. 

32 Hindus tan T irres (New Delhi), 3 February 1991. 

33 The statesman (New Delhi), 3 February 1991. 
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order policies to control growirig political and terrorist vicblence, 

though there has been no reduction in the scale of killings". 34 

It says that the militants in Punjab and Kashmir continue 

to carry out politically-notivated killings, targetting government 

and police officials and their families, members of the press, 

and members of rival factions. This report said that "some 

killings could be attributed to excesses by individual security 

force members in encounters with terrorists, while in some cases 

government security forc~s have killed civilians in apparent 

rel2tions for terrorist attaCks". 35 

This report has also noted 23 candidates in Punjab were 

killed by militants during the spring election campaign last 

year. At the end, this report speaks that 11 both para-military 

and police forces have been responsible for significant human 

rights abuses in Punjab and Kashmir". 36 

This assessment of the Departrrent of State has been a pat 

on the back of the Indian goverrurent, for implementing the 

34 us Department of State, Country Rwrts on 
HUman Rights : Practices for 1991 (Washington, 
o.c., 1992), pp.f39R-13e9. 

35 Ibid. 

36 Ibid. 
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rule of law strictly and administering justice reasonably". 37 

If one critically examines these country reports, one 

"-"'uld find a conmon pattern of allegations made by the us admini

stration against India on human rights situation that the broad 

powers granted to security forces under various security legis

lations and a lack of accountability have led to widespread 

abuse of human rights in India, particularly in the voilatile 

states of Punjab and Kashmir. It is alleged that the broad 

powers under the cloak of several legislations like National 

security Act (NSA), Armed Forces (special powers) Acts, J&K 

Disturbed Areas Acts, Terrorist and Disruptive (preventive) Act 

(TADA) have been sole factors in the violations of hunan rights 

in India. 

The us administration also urges the Indian government to 

permit the Amnesty International and other human rights groups 

to visit Punjab and Kashmir to study the human rights situation 

there. The BUsh administration feels that since India has nothirkJ 

to hide in these states, the human rights groups should be allowed 

37 Hinduatan Times (New Delhi), 7 February 1992. 
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to assess the alleged violations of human rights. Hot-1ever, 

the Indian gover;nment has resisted the pressure of the us on 

this front aoo convinced it saying it is not possible to give 

adequate security cover to these groups, given the complex 

situation existing there. But the us administration is not 

convinced by this explanation given by India. But nevertheless 

the u_s administration is not pressurising India to allow the 

\) 
visit of these groups, rather it is just prevailin;J over the D1dian 

government on this issue. 

The Bush administration even complirrented the then V.P. Singh 

government for indicatiD;J to allo\or the Annesty International t.eam 

to visit Kashmir and Punjab. "It is a demand the us had long 

been pressing on India". 38 

In fact, on June 28, 1990, the then V.P. Governrrent moved 

to counter international disapproval by nermitting Amnesty 

International human rights observation into Kashmir. l't could 

be recalled that "Amnesty had been banned from Kashmir during 

the si:x-m:>nth Kashmir uprisiiXJ.n Reports of rights abuses 

38 Hindustan Times (New Delhi), 29 June 1990. 
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by the Indian army in the region has been widespread, the 

39 Amnesty has alleged". 

(~wever, the US administration has not taken any adverse 

action against India on the basis of these reports. And also, 

it has not contemplated of cutting aid-ass !stance to India on 

the basis of these annual assessment undertaken by the State 

Department. But this year the Burton-Bill has been passed in the 

House of Representatives, the lower hoUse of the O:>ngress, "hich 

seeks over-the-board cuts of $24 million development assistance 

to India. However, the US administration has not reacteq to this 

amendmeflt so far and if the lhdian government prevails over the 

Bush administration, it could either be vetoes or revoked_:] 

It should be oorne in mind that the us employs a variety of 

means at itsdisl)osal to respond to human rights violations. This 

annual country reports is the among the various rreans, which 

is submitted to the congress by the department of state in 

co~liance "dth Sections 116 (d) (1 ), and 502 B (b) of the Foreign 

Assistance Act of 1961, as amended. These legislation reauires 

39 Facts on File, vol.SO, no.2591, (~w York), 
20 JUly l990. 
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human rights reports on all countries that receive aid from 

the us. Preparations of these annual reports constitutes an 

important elenent of the us foreign policy. The process \>dth 

its continuous and well-publicized attention to human rights, 

has contributed to the strengthening of an international human 

rights agenda. How these reports have heightened a"rareness in 

the world on human rights issues is. arq;:>ly stated. by Richaro 

Shifter, assistance secretary of state for Human Rights and Huma-

ntarian Affairs, who says that, "many cnuntries that are strong 

supporters of human rights are taking steps of their own to 

enage in human rights reporting and have established offices 

specifically responsible for international human rights policy. 

Even among countries Fithout strong human rights records, sensiti-

vity to these reports increasingly takes the form of constructive 

response, or at least a willingness to engage in a discussion 

of human rights policy. In calling upon the Department of state 

to prepare these reports, congress has created a usefUl instrum:mt 

for advancing the cause of human rights". 40 

In addition to this,the US administration also engages in 

traditional diplomacy, particularly with friendly governments. 

40 US Department of State, Country Reports 
on Human Rights Practices for 1990, 
(Washington, D.C.,1991),p.S. 
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Where frank diplomatic exchanges are possible and productive 

where there is limited opportunities for the US to exert signi

ficant influence through bilateral relations, it resorts to 

publil: statement conveying its concerns and calling attention to 

countries where respect for human rights is lacking. In a number 

of cases so far, the US administration has been errploy ing a 

mixture of both traditional diplomacy and public affirmation of

American interest in the issue. 

And also, the US employs a variety of means to encourage 

greater respect for human rights over the long term.- since 1983, 

the National Endowment for derrocracy has been carrying out 

programms designed to promote democratic practices abroad invol

ling the two major limited states political parties, labour 

unions, business groups and many private institutions, 

After discussing these above said thing, it would be 

't·:orth\o.-hile to analyse the sources of information the state 

Department collects and oollates "rhile preparing these report!'l. 

It collects informations from their variou~ embas~iPs abDoad, from 

the published reports of international non-governmental organisations 

like A1 and Asia watch etc., and from public actions and official 
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human rights bodies of inter-governmental organisations. 

By releasin:J these reports, the Department of state believes 

it 
that! increased awareness of human rights corrlitions around the 

world. 

Although, this human rights is a fundarrental factor in the 

A.r"OOrican foreign policy, nevertheless, it is balanced with 

fundamental intenests. This takes into account the country •s 

history, culture, current political environment and the us 

interest in that particular country. 

(:ince India is friendly with US, the us administration is 

dealing this issue 'd th India through frank diplomatic exchanges. 

And hence, it has not voiced its reported criticisms against 

India on this issue, and taken any official stand so far. While 

showing respect to the observance of human rights, it is balancing 

its other fundamental interests lies in India.) 

(Thus, it is found that in the 1990's the US administration 

has been takin<J a very different stance contrary to that of the 

conq ress. It has understood the magnitude of the human rights 

problems in India. A1 though, it has been exonerating lhdia 

on this issue, at the same time though Mild criticisms of the 
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handling of the situations in Punjab and Kashmir, it has sent the 

message home keeping India on its toe. It has been following 

the carrot and stick principle on this hwnan rights front. 

While the Bush administration is exhorting its oongress men 

to be critical of India's hwnan rights policy time and again, 

at the same time through diplomatic exchange and other official 

pronouncernen ts, it is praising India for its ·effective hand! ing 

of law and order problems in PUnjab and Kashmir. 

But the Human Rights watch, an organisation that nnnitors 

human rights abuses around the world, has criticised the Bush 

administrati·on in its comprehensive annual report for not 

making human rights on important enough factor in foreign 

policy decisions. The group said, that the administration put 

political interests above human rights and "misused the State 

Department •s Bureau of Human Rights to defend nations with poor 

rights record. The administration advanced the human rights 

cause, only when it is cost-free". 4:f 

41 Facts on File, vol.Sl, no.2666, 
(N~, York}, :n December 1991, p.980. 
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Recently, a fonner US ambassador to India, Harry BN:nes 

visited India on a low-profile scouting mission for Asiawatch. 

His pursuit was to put things in proper perspective and "it 

was not a straight jacket case of building pressure on India 

on its human rights record". 42 

Though the variety of other considerations guiding the 

US human rights policy in India in the 1990's have been given 

passing coverage, but nevertheless it needs further delineation 

and comprehesion to make it more analytical and empirical. These 

and 
factors/ considerations are as follows s 

Firstly, the US administration perceives India as a 

democratic state with liberal and secular traditions. In India, 

it seF's the full play of all dem::>C ratic institutions "lith a 

pluralist policy. And it thinks, no US national interest 

,."'uld be served by sunporting separatist novement in India. Arry 

American support for secessionists could lead to the balkanisation 

of India. And certainly, it would open the floodgates of insta-

bility, chaos and confusion in south Asia. Hence, the i:.":esulting 

42 The Telegraph (Calcutta), 3 January ·1992. 
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instability would be precisely of a kind that the US has long 

sought to avoid or contain. 

Fbr these reasons, US administration has supported the 

territorial integrity of India as well as ather South-Asian coun-

tries. And also, it has left the territorial disputes, such as 

the Kashmir question to the parties themselves to find out any 

amicable solution to it. Sifnificantly, on Kashmir, the US 

continues to support the idea of India and Pakistan resolving 

the problem within the framework of the Shimla Agreement of 1972. 

In a major shift of policy, the US administration no longer 

insists on India and Pakistan solving the vexed problem of Kashmir 

in accordance with the absolete and irrelevant UN Resolutions. 

'1h is is a turning point in the attitude of US on Kashmir. Although 

it treats Kashmir as a "disputed territory", nevertheless, it has 

found the UN Resolutions concerning Kashmir as redundant and 

anachronistic as it would not pave the -.,.,ay for a mutual amicable 

solution. This was furth,-,r reiterated by the US ambassador to 

Pakistan, who said that "the US treats Kashmir as a disputed 

t~rri tory and wants the issue to be resolved through a dialogue 

between India and Pakistan based on the Shimla accord". 43 

43 V.K. Dethe, "Kashmir Issue: US for SOlution under 
Shimla Agreement", 'l'irres of India, 26 February 1992, p.l. 
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Even this attitude of the US administration was categorically 

and unambigUoUslY saunded out to the Pakistan's minister of state 

for foreign affairs . : .. 1-bhanrnad Siddique Kanju, by the state 

Department, men he visited us recently. 'Ihe State Department 

in a read-out on the meetirxJ bet\Veen secretary of state, Jarres 

Baker and Pakistani minister, said the ''two reaffirmed thE: 

importance ?f India and Pakistan resolving their pronlems including 

Kashmir, in accordance ,,,ith the Shimla accord". 44 

J/ 
Even the us administration has sur-ported India's viel;·~ that 

the terrorists operating in Kashmir and Punjab, actively aided and 

abetted by the Pakistani agencies, are the Primary and principal 

violators of human rights of the innocent civilians in these 

states. The US administration has endorsed this view of India. 

Since Reagan period, the US administration has been treating the 

internc.tional terrorism as the biggest violator of human rights 

all over the world. Therefore, the US administration asked time 

and again to Pakistan not to be tempted to provide aid and 

sustenance to militants for disruptive activities in Punjab and 

Kashmir. "'lhis "'as c0nveyed by the US under secretary of state for 

44 Timps of India, 26 JUne 1992. 
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international security affairs, Bartholomew to the then external 

affairs rnicister, __ !-Jadhav si~- Solanki and foreign secretary, 

: · Muchkund Dubey during discussion last year". 45 

In recent years, Hashington has fully appreciated that 

abettment of terrorism would lead to hightening of tension and 

have a major impact on the security of the region. Even the us 

administration has warned the Pakistani authorities not to stoke 

terrorism in Punjab and Kashmir. Last year, the deputy assistant 

secretary of state, Teresita C Schaffer reiterated US concern 

over reported Pakistani governrrent support for terrorism. ~e 

said this thing at a special press conference for Indian and 

Pakistani correspondents in \-lash ington. She categorically stated, 

"reports of support for Kashmir tnil i tants continue, t,·e "t-·ould find 

any such activity dangerous and destabilis.ing." 46 

Administration officials amplif iro that \-Tarni ng in response 

to a question who asked, "reports of Pakistani aid to Ka--:hmir and 

Punjab extremists are rontinuing. Have you been in touch .,.lith 

the Pakistan government aoout this? Have you .,.,r it ten to them 

to stop this" • 4 7 

45 Times of India, 24 R>vember 1991. 

46 Times of India, 3 July 1991. 

4 7 Ibid. 
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The officials clarified that this is something that they 

have discussed with the Pakistanis before and that if this kind 

of things were happening, it is something they would consider 

to be very dangerous and destabilising. 

Secondly, US leverage over India, how ever remains limited. 

And given India's prickly nationalism, it is arguable how much 

American criticism would influence the Indian government's policies. 

It thinks, too mucy US pressure might simply poison relations and 

cause the Indian goverrurent to adopt a stubl:x:>In .·. determination 

to deal with these matters in its own way. It does not want to 

disturb the apple cart of the relations between India and us. 

I-bv;ever, on the e£herharrl, it believes since the Indians do pride 

themselves on their democratic process, simply highlighting of 

the human rights abuses might do the magic in bringing about 

nositive results. 

Thirdly, the US administration feels that it could use 

its influence in multilateral financing agencies like the vorld 

Bank and D1F to pressure India on observing basic human rights. 

It thinks, this approach might work if other d<)nors to India 

such as Japan and the EUropean countries could also be persuaded 
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to put pressure on India on human rights. But this is unlikely 

to happen. Japan and other European countries are concerned about 

the human rights situations in India, but they refuse to link aid 

to India with observance of human rights. Japan would continue 

to be wary of any direct conditioning of aid to human rights 

performance in India. 

Fourthly, the US administration believes that India's re~ponse 

to theinternational concerns over its hur.an rights performance 

would depend mainly on domestic political development and calcula

tions of political self-interest on the part of India •s leaders. 

Fifthly, the US administration ~~uld continue to desire to 

ret-1ard India for adoptil'X) nnre friendly foreign policy stances rather 

than confront n:~w Delhi over its human rights record. In recent 

years, there is a spurt of a new mood conducive to rrore friendly 

relations and greater understanding of the nation's economic 

and other problems including human' rights has been clearly 

emerging in the us. '!hough, there is no basic points of misunder

standing between India and US, still there are certain isc;ues on 

which Na"'.hinqton "'-'Ould like Ne,,• Delhi to rev~€\-' its stand, like 

the change of human rights violations in Kac;hmir. The US admini

stration feels that India should allo"': Amnesty International team 

to visit the border states since it has nothing to hide. 
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In the post-1990 era, the US policy has til ted infavour 

of India arrl the gradual policy· of the US is tilting a,,·ay from 

Pakistan. There is changirxJ climate in Indo-US relations, as 

are increasing militant to military contacts between the two 

countries. In the wake of Raj iv Gandhi •s assassination, the US 

has also made it clear its support for India's integrity and 

stability. In the words of Abid Hussain, India • s ambassador to 

Washington, "the Bush administration has indeed unfolded a policy 

of gro ... ,tng friendship with India. Even in the critical hours of 

the Gulf war, they did not give up the practice of seeking aid 

and assistance from India for they knew that India mo~t often 

represented the voice of ooncience. It does not treat India as 

- 48 
belonging to the hostile camp". 

Under the kickleighter proposals, the US "'rants to build 

up defence ties with India on a greater scale. This suits USA, 

which, on its parts views India as one of six regional powers 

centres of the world at the end of this decade. N::>tilithstanding 

the skirmishes and mis_understanding taking place on nuclear issues 

between Irrlia and us. 

48 K.T.R. Henon, "A new rrood favouring India in US", 
Times of India, 18 August 1991, p.l. 
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(Last but never the least, the US public opinion is averse 

to taking any actions against India on this human rights issue. 

'Ihey have instilled great hope· on the derrocratic and institutional 

policies of India with a free and fair press independent judiciary 

to remedy the alleged human rights violations. They have also 

fully realised the fact that the terrorists actively supported 

by Pakistan have been responsible in the major violations of 

human rights in India. So, also, the US rredia i~ taking very 

little interest on the allied human rights violation in India. 

Though, it is one of the major issues of Indo-US relations in the 

1990's the US media does not consider it as a big issue, rather 

it is underplaying this issue in sharp contrast to the wide 

coverage. given by the Indian press in recent times on this is sue 

lbw at present, it is preoccupied with the vexed nuclear issue 

bet,.,een India and us, the solution of which it seems, is eluding 

both of them. 

r-breover, the US media has understood the terrorist problem_c; 

India is facing in the trouble-torn state~ of Punjab and Kashmir. 

It treats International terrorism as thP. biggest nerpetpator of 

human rights of innocent chilians in India. Ho1--ever, if the us 
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in 
media gives too much importance to this/future, certainly India's 

standing and credibility in the capitol Hill would be diminishErl 

if not damaged. 

~ow after discussing aoo _Cl·,mplifying the }J_urnan riqhts issue 

in Indo-US relations in the nineties, one would certainly arrive 

at the conclusion that some anti-Indian congressmen like Burton, 

Gus Vatron, and Dante Fascell etc., are interested to take India 

into task on his human rights record and cut development assistance 

and ban unless India improves its human rights record. There are 

also some con;;rressmen 1 ike Solarz, who have appreciated 

India •s growing terrorist menace in the border states vis-a-vis 

human rights. eo the congress is divided over this issue, ; 

notwithstandin;r the passage of the BUrton-amendment in recent 

month. 

On the otherside of the spectrum is thu.t, the us administration 

has been taking a different stand cont;:·ary to the ccmgress on the 
• 

human ri~hts issue in India in the nineties. The US administration 

has fully realised and appreciated ~ndia 1 s stand on this very 

issue except asking Indi~ to review some of its pol:cies concPrning 

human rights. At present it is preoccupiPd \-:ith the nuclear issue 
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and India's signing of nuclear non-proleferation treaty (NPT). 

HOwever, at the same time, the US administration is not allowing 

India to have a cakewalk on this human rights front, with some 

congressmen prompted by the state Department are raising the 

ante of human rights violations in India at periodic interludes_. 

Though, the US administration does not intend punishing India 

on this issue, but nevertheless, it wants to rap the Indian 

government on this issue to bring India closer to the us, since, 

the US is interested for a mutual and strong relations with India. 

The US administration, as it appears, have an open mind on it 

and keeping its option open on this issue. It does not want to 

put all its egges in the humen rights basket so far as the Indo-

Us relations is concerned. 1-bt->ever, the US would feel uncomfortable 

without the human rights and nuclear issues so far as the Ihdo

American ties is concerned• 

The US administration has acauiesced if not agreed that 

India is a signatory to the International Bill of Human Rights. 

The Indian constitution "safeguards that in corporate the 

essentials of important international instruments relating to 
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hunan rights". 49 

Even India •s record on human rights has coree in for praise 

by several experts like A. N.Mavrorrmatis 1 from Cyprus, one of the 

members of the UN Panel on Hunan Right·s. He appreciated that 

"India has been able to maintain them despite a 

in the country". 50 The American government has 

difficult situation 

that India 
appreciated/ inh e-

ri ted its cornrrrl. tment to human rights from its freedom struggle. 

11 These have been en'UI!'Enated and enshrined in 46 Articles concerning 

fundamental human and civil rights in the Indian constitution". 51 

Ho,t•ever, these developnrnts have taken place at a time ,.hen 

human rights have become a pretext for foreign intervention in the 

domestic affairs of less powerful nations. During the cold war, 

human rights were used to coerce adversaries. But now that cold 

'J-Tar has ended, nations which do not fall in line to sUbmit to the 

new regional arrangements in the context of what is described as 

49 Hani Shankar Aiyar, "Human Rights in India", 
National J-erald O~w Delhi), 3 Deceooer 1991. 

so Financial ExPress (~Delhi),· 23-MarCh-1991. 

51 The Patriot (New Delhi), 21 February 1992. 
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the new world order, have become the targets. It continues 

to be the stick with which to beat the newly freed countries 

because some of these do not want to accept great power hegerrony. 

Fortunately, India has a credit t-.'Orthy record on huma.n 

rights. This has been universally recognized. But lately, this 

country too has com= under attack and all kinds of international 

agencies have begun accusing it of violation of human rights 

in Punjab and Kashmir. BUt, the US administration has refused 

to heed to these volley of accusations since it has understood 

the ground realities better than any other human rights organisa-

tions. 

And hence, against these backdrops, the human rights issue 

in Indo-us relations in the 1990's should be grasped and 

examined. '!he Bush administration has ueed this human rights issue 

as one of the slightly embarrasc;ing tactics, though not harassing 

tactics against India. Through this, it wants to send the signal 

to India and eypects Ne"' Delhi to decipher the right and clearly 

ex pres sed rreaning, that is for intensifying ties "'ith the US. 

A scholar has rightly said that "the us has a fe"· obsess ions, not 
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always easy to appreciate. N:>n-proliferation is one ,human 

rights is another. l't has harassed India for the fonner 

52 
and leaned lightly on India for the later'. This reflects 

the exact thematic thrust of the US approach on human rights 

issue in Indo-US relations in the 1990 •s to keep India guessing. 

52 Times of India (rEw Delhi), 26 May 1992. 



CHAPTER IV 

CONCLUSION : IMP A~ 

"My people have no food, no medicine, and we are being 

killed •••••• what do human rights mean? What does the 

United Nations mean? Hhy don't they do something?" 

(Dith Pran, refugee from Kampuchea, quoted in 

the Ne\-' York Tines, 12 October 1979) 
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Human rights, as both rhetoric and reality, has beoome so 

fashionable in recent years that a casual observer may sometimes 

assume that it was an invention of the Carter administration. 

H::>wever, looking at this from the perspective of political tradi

tions and cultures reminds us that questions of human rights 

have engaged thoughtful participants in many societies, in many 

parts of the world, for many centuries. This focus also suggests 

that the attitucl.es and values of nations are as much conditioned 

by history as by modern political theory or ideology. India, 

with its rich heritage of an endurirq civilisation, is one of 

the nore significant examples of how. current political issues, 

including human rights are inseparable from cUltural themes and 

continuities. 

Human rights is very mudl rooted in the lhdian culture and 

tradition since ages.• Indian political, social, philosophical 

and spiritual leaders like Subas Chandra Bose, Mahatma Gandhi, 

Sarojini Naidu, Vijaya Lakshmi Pandit, Indira Gandhi, Ram M:>han

Iby, Swami Day ana nda saraswati, swami Vi vekananda, Aurobindo, 

Jawaharlal Nehru, and Rabindra Nath Tagore have had advocated 

and championed the cause of human rights during their respective 

periods. H:>wever, their ooncept of human rights may not contain 
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the Western-style elements, but nevertheless, it enriched the 

Indian political tradition and ushered in awareness among the 

people and leaders. 

A plethora of human rights refo.z:ms have been introduced into 

modern Dldia since 1947. The constitution of 1950 guarante~ 

equality before law, the untouchability (offences) Act of 1955 

makes caste discrimination a criminal offense, the special marriage 

Act of 1954 and the Hindu Marriage and Divorce Act of 1955 rrake 

divorce easier and enforces mnogamy. The Hindu SUccession 

Act of 1956 gave women equal inheritance and other rights. 

Similar legislation in recent years has advanced the seculari

zation of civil l.aw and the rights of women, and introduced 

penalties for social discrimination. Electoral laws and regular 

national elections have made political rights a reality. 

~fuile in England, human rights are protected only by the 

ordinary law, in India, they have been made an integral part 

of the Indian constitution. The preamble to the constitution 

sets out the resolution of the people to constitute India into 

a sovereign, socialist, secular, democratic republic and to 

secure to its citizens justice, liberty, equality and fraternity. 

The ~reamble assumes the dignity of the individual as also the 
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unity and integrity of the nation. The constitution expreesly 

ordains that the state shall not make any law which takes away 

or abridges the fundamental rights conferred in part-III of 

the oonstitution which are enforceable by courts. There is also 

Directive Principles of state Policy (DPSP) ">hich confers economic, 

and social rights on the people and regards it as fundamental in 

the governance of the country. 

The Indian Parliament and state legislatures have atte~ted 

to secure the enjoyment of human rights by enactiDJ varioUs laws 

in accordance with the provisions of the constitution. For the 

enforcement of fundamental rights only the oonstitution provides 

for appropriate proceedings ur:xler Article 32, 226 and 227. The 

constitution makes the right to nove the SUpreme Court for the 

enforcement of rights which in itself is a fundamental right·· 

guaranteed by the constitution. The decisions of the Supreme 

Churt not only binds the parties but the law declared by it is 

binding on all courts in lhdia and all the organs of the govern

ment, according to Article 141 of the constitution. 

M:>reover, India has acceded to the UN convenants on lOth 

April 1979 without any reservation in respect of Article 4 of the 
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political convenant. "India has not yet been persuaded to ratify 

optional protocol which would have enabled citizens to .complain 

individually to UN Human Rights Cl:>mmittee. N:>r has India 

·withdrawn reservation regarding Article 9 of the political 

1 convenantn. 

And no ~~nder,all these political rights and civil liberti-

es conferred by the constitution of India on its people have 

been vividly protra~;ed by a survey undertaken in 1990 by the 

Freedom House, an independent non-prof it organization based in 

New York• that nnnitors political rights and civil liberties 

around the world. The Freedom House Survey Team Q:>ordinated by 

R. Bruce Mccolm has treated Irxiia as a 'free country• clubbing 

it with the us, lJK and other European countries. In its opinion, 

Indians have the democratic means to change their system of 

government. "Although political killings are not sanctioned by 

the governrrent, sectarian and separatist unrest has resulted 

in massacres, murders, kidnapping and toture. A National Security 

Act permits detention of security risks. 'Jhe judiciary is 

1 Sudhansu Kumar Dasgupta,"Implementation of 
Human Rights in Europe and India", i:!!_,Proceedings 
of the Seminar on leinP.ntation of Human Ri hts, 

calcuttaa Anerican Centre, December, 1981 ,p. e. 

• 
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independent, and civil and cri~~nal procedures are fair and 

generally open-Police brutality remain a problem, although 

cases brought to court against the police have been won by 

plaintiffs, and several policemen have been prosecuted for murder. 

In the troubled Punjab province, police are armed with special 

powers to combat terrorism, and there have been cases of innocent 

civilians casualties. Free. speech is protected and India has 

a lively private press that pUbli~hes diverse opinions often 

at variance with the government. Peaceful protests and derrons-

trations are generally allowed, though they sometimes require 

permias:Lcn. Iooia is a secular state, but often violent terrsions 

bet";een religions groups has led to massacres and injuries". 2 

The Freedom lbuse in !ts report has also said that in 

India domestic travel is generally free, e:xcept in some security 

areas, emigration and foreign travel are also allo"-~ed. It has 

also added that since India is a free country, '-'Orkers ere free 

to join any trade unions, but are not allowed to strike certain 

2 Freedom in the Worlds Political Rights 
and Civil Liberties, 1989-1990, 
rNew York 1 Freedom House, l990 ) , 
p.131. 
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essential industries. 

After gleaning throUJh these facts any serious observer 

would find that lhdia, true to its tradition and history, has 

been championing and advancing the cause of human rights not 

only for its people but also raised its voice against all types 

of discrimination and :tortur.e perpetuated on the people all 

over the world. Of late, India has been chairi>ioning the cause 

of human rights of the Blacks in &>uth Africa, where the minority 

White-regime is discriminating against the majority Biack Populace 

ost;ensibly on racial co.Rdderation depriving them of their legiti-

mate rights and privileges. Nbw India's principled relentless 

campaign against apartheid in South Africa has started bearing 

fruits, with S:mth Africa bracing itself for a democratic, free 

egalitarian arrl above all a new polity, w-here the racial discri-

mination would be a thing of the past. 

It had also extended its full-throated support to the 

indigenous Namibian people for their independence from the yoke 

of colonialism and imperialism. It has been extending all its 

moral, and political support to the Palestinian people for the 

creation of a separote homeland, which they have been denied by 

iiel. India is one of major~ international actors spearheading 

' 
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the carnpaig.n for restoring the Palestinians of their legitimate 

rights, which are snatched away by the recalcitrant Israeli. 

state. 

These are some of the examples to cite India•s leadership 

role in the furtherance of hurm.n rights around the world. And 

th·e sudden eruption of human rights issue in the "·'orld, particu

larly in the Indo-US relations in the 1990s has not cau;rht India 

and its leaders with their pants down. But nevertheless, this 

issue has sent the Indian press and its foreign policy into a 

tizzy with a flurry of activities taking place in the N:>rth Block. 

Hence, it would be imperative to delve deep into the reactions 

of the Indian press, its political establishrrEnt and the public 

opinion on this is sue in the context of Iooo-US relations, 

and prognosticating its loDJ-term impact. 

The press in India -has reacted to this issue both in a 

positive as ,_.ell as in a negative way. This issue "'hich was 

hardly mentioned in the Indian newspapers in the past, nrn..· in the 

post-1990 era, this is~ue is being given eYtensive and prominent 

coverage in the leading newspapers, journals, magazines, and in 

fact, it has heralded a great debate in India in the context of 

Indo-American ties. 
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one finds virtually an avalanche of newspaper reports and 

statements of the leading co~urnh.ists and editorials on this issue 

recently. This great debate and discuss ion .if· taken to its 

logical conclusion, would certainly catapult India into the leader

ship role charrpioning the cause of human rights in the world. 

There is a spurt of media reports doing the round in India 

which say that India is quite right in arguing, as it has done 

at the current session of the UN commission on Human Rights in 

Geneva that terrorist depredations result in many cases in the 

denial of the human rights of the silent majority. The killing 

of a large number of a candidates in Punjab prior to the aborted 

general election of June 1991, and the threat of violence to 

shoo voters away from the poll are cases in point. 

Although the Annesty International has a well-deserved 

reputation as a conscientious monitor of human rights, its latest 

report on India is unlikely to enhance its claim to total 

objectivity. To allege, for instance, that torturing suspects 

has become part of the police•s daily routine throughout the 

country and that police officers systematically cover-up torture, 

killing, and bribe or threaten·witness is to depict India as one 

of the most repressive countries, something which more discerning 
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critics are unlikely to endorse. To draw such a grime picture 

is to deny that a reasonably efficient judicial system is still 

in operation in lhdia, that there are non-partisan newspapers 

and human rights lobbies which are often accused by chagrined 

fellow citizens of being over active, and a plethora of politi-

cal organizations t-lhich act as a check on official highhandedness 

and vice-versa. The sweeping nature of Amnesty •s comments is 

also likely to raise questions about its methods of investiga-

tion, namely, whether it merely repeats what it hears or has a 

foolproof system of ascertaining the truth. 

Pakistan is straining its every nerve to harp on this 

human rights violations in Kashmir. This hysteria is only 

>-
meant to detract attention from Pakistan's pro~ involvement 

in terrorist activities in Punjab and Kashmir valley. 

The editorials of a resoected and largest circulated 

newspaper has criticised the various human rights organisation 

in India for their bei[l(J applying b·."O yardsticks ~rhil e judging 

the human rights abuses by the government on the one hand arrl 

the militants on the other hand. It points out that •various 

civil liberties organisations which are quick to point out the 

violation of human rights by the security forces in Punjab and 
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which tend to rraintain an eloquent silence on the murder of 

the innocents such as .. Man Cllanda, the All India Radio station 

Chief in Patiala of Punjab, would do well to ponder the question 

whether a civilised dialogue is possible with elenents which 

are essentially uncivilised. The Indian state is left with no 

alternative but to continue with armed action against secessio-

nist groups in Punjab and Kashmir" • 3 

Recently, an eminent political columnist has come out 

with a series of articles condemning the biased human rights repo-

rts published on India by various human rights agencies. He 

is of the vietr that • some human rights organisation have e~sed 

themselves to the charge of having taken a one-sided view of the 

situation in India, they have wllly-nilly become an intrinsic 

part of Pakistan •s propaganda offensive against the country". 4 

The credentials of one of the co-authors of the May 5, 1991 

report by Asia Watch entitled, "Human Rights in India-Kashmir 

under siege• have corre into question in India. AccordiiXJ to a 

3 Times of India (~w Delhi), 29 May 1992. 

4 Subhash Kripekar, "Human Rights-I : Pak Propaganda 
Unlikely to Pay-Off", Times of India, 28 January 1992, 
p.l. 
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human rights observer, • investigations by government agencies 

reveal that a Jawaharlal Nehru University scholar was found in 

possession of a large annunt of foreign exchange and some 

incriminating documents suggesting his having links with Pakistan. 

He is also associated "'·ith Asiawatch". 5 Even a copy of a letter 

sent by the JNU researCh scholar, Shahbuddin, to Firdaus Kashmir! 

of Hiz~e-Islami praises Patricia Grossman who wrote the report 

with James A. Cbldstone. The extract is as follows, "Patricia 

has done good work. The resolution which was passed by the 

American Senate on Kashmir about 15 days back was drafted by 

Patti. Earlier, she had won over several Senators during briefing 

sessions. The m::>st important session continued for seven hours 

in which Patricia replied to a series of questions convincingly. 

In this l:>riefitx;, John was representing agency from London and 

Patrie! a from America" • 6 

But the nexus that has been established aopears to convince 

N:>rth Block of the kind of contacts that nr~vail in a free society 

like India. At a different level foreign diplomats who understand 

India conunent that • Indian society is far too free for its own 

6 Thid • , p .1 • 
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good•. 7 'lhey don •t iJ'Cl)ly that there should be constraints inposed 

but only stress for greater vigilance. 

The Indian press has criticised the Asiawatch for legit!-

mising terrorist killings in Punjab and Kashmir. It has taken 

the curious position that •security forces in Kashmir on combat 

duties are legitimate military targets, subject to direct attacks 

by militants and that such killings do not violate the laws of 

war if they occur in combat or ambush and are not the result 

of the perfidy" • a 

H::wever, it is argued that norma.ll.y when war is declared 

combatants can be deemed to be legitimate military ta.rgets for 

the enemy. But in Kashmir, no war has been declared and hence,Asia-

watdl •s refere.l)$e ~:tx> the laws of war is misplaced. 

The Indian press has also castigated the reports of the 

London-based Amnesty International, which has been taking biased 

7 Ibid., p .1. 

8 Subhash Kripekar, "Asiawatch Report: An Attempt 
to Legitimate 'T'errorist Killings", Times of India, 
10 February 1992, p.1. 
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and prejudiced stand against India and simultaneously condoning 

the nefarious and heart-shatterirq activities of the militants 

operating in Punjab and Kashmir. Amnesty insists on using the 

phrase "armed separatists" for the militants. But India absolu

tely is disagreeing with this nomenclature exhalting their 

status and diluting the principled stand of the Indian government 

on the terrorists, since they could best be called as mindless 

terrorists armed ~I the Pakistan agencies to carry out subversion 

activities in India. 

Amnesty International and Asiawatch have committed the 

blunder of totally ignoring the role of Pakistan in Punjab and 

Kashmir. B::>th the organisations maintain studied silence and 

do not speak a word in their reports about the action taken by 

the Indian government against erring security personnel. Both 

ignore the widespread killings of innocent persons in Punjab 

and Kashmir. These killings are carried out to make up people 

terrified enough to succumb to the terrorists • diktats and 

to make them feel resentful arxl disenchanted with the state for 

not being able to provid~ sufficient nrotection against the 

attack on their life and property. All these facts purportedly 

find no mention in the reports of these tlolO premier organisation. 
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a terrorist 

Although the people of India call a terrorist/-'-Amnesty ___ . · 

International "chooses to elevate a terrorist to an•armed 

separatist 'in its nomen clature". 9 It also makes the outrageous 

and gratuitous contention that under president •s rule in a 

state, the Armed Forces special powers Act gives authority to 

security forces to shoot to kill with irrmunity from prosecution. 

This is not true as this Act does not give a licence to the 

security forces to kill anyone. !-breover, it is used by law-

enforcing agencies in the disturbed conditions and the persons 

are liable for actions. 

on the atherhand, the Indian government has assar:ted that 

a case of disinformation and fabrication of allegations against 

the security forces has been highlighted by the press Council 

of India, an autonomous body headed by JUstice R. s. sarkaria. 

The council investigated the allegations of rape of 23 women at 

Kunanposhpora on February 23, 1991. Its sub-o:>mmittee found 

that the women had been tutored ~r coerced into making statements 

derogatory to their own honour and dignity. The home ministry 

says "this cruel exploitation of simple women through demeaning 

' 10 
self-abuse is itself a deplorable human rights violations". 

9 Times of India, 29 January 1991. 

10 Ibid., 
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This cormnittee also has said the m::>tives of the militants 

are not for to seek. Their mentors in Pakistan have failed 

miserably to internationalise Kashmir issue on the strength of 

the wholly obsole.te and worn-out UN resolutions. Pakistan believes 

that they can attract greater world attention if the Indian 

security forces can be accused, Do matter how falsely, of atro-

cities and violations. A well-know political columnist is of 

the view that, "like a gust of fresh air the report of a committee 

of the press council has effectively dispelled the motivated 

miasma of vi11f !cation and '\r.1Qrse built arourrl forces engaged in 

the unenviable task of combating Pakistan backed terrorism and 

secessionism in Kashmir". 11 

The press council of Dldia has appealed to human rights 

group to be more investigative and to check all sides more care-

fully before they jump to firm conclusions. It has also advised 

the army to meet the challenge of deliberate denigration more 

effectively and credibly than seems to have been the case:.' so 

far and it has to do in srinagar, not in Jammu or ~w Delhi. 

India must widely publicise thi3 report in foreign larrls ,.-here 

a lot of gratuitous talk about violation of human rights in 

Kashmir goes on. 

11 Inder Malhotra, • Political Comrr.entary: Dirty Tricks 
against the Arl'IT.:{", Times of India, 18 July 1991. 
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~1hile the Indian press has taken strong exception to the 

biased and one-sided reports on the human rights violation 

in India, at the sane time, they urge the Indian government to. 

counter all these allegations at all levels and respond to their 

accusations point-by-point. There is a strong feeling that 

government should stop being dismissive about Amnesty International 

and Asiawatch •s reports on Irrlia, and should be ready to begin 

a dignified and sincere dialogue if only to bolster its own 

credibility and genuinely demonstrate its concern for the weaker 

sections whose rights are usually trampled· upon by the 'criminals 

in uniform·•. 

The rredia also feels that it is no surprise that gun-totiD:;:J 

bands have no use for democracy, it does not at all follow that 

a government regponding to the challenge posed by them can over

look its obligation to maintain the rule of law. Having armed 

itself with extraordinary powers under special legislation 

devised to rope with endemic violence, the executive can not 

how expect any indulgence when it cuts corners as it has been 

evidently doing in Punjab and Kashmir. It goes without saying 

that a government claiming to operate in a democratic consti

tutional framework has to meet far more rigoxt>us standards of 
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performance than any group of individuals, particularly the 

terrorists who are wedded to the cUl. ture of guns. 

It is true that international concern for human rights 

should not resu!t in any violation of the principle of soverei-

gnty enshrined in the UN charter as · ·· Perez de CUellar said 

in his last report as UN 9:'!cretary General, that violations of 

human rights unquestionably imperil. peace but disregard of the 

sovereignty of states would spell chaos". The danger however, 

is that the plea of sovereign jurisdiction may appear to the 

rest of the world as a self-serving play to avoid accountability 

unless a government is willing to permit legitimate first-hand 

assessments by reputable organisations operating with a sense 

of responsibility India •s record in this respect leaves much 

to be desired because of the questions arisiDJ from its refusal 

to admit teams from Armesty International and Asiawatch. Worse 

still, the horne ministry has indulged in misrepresentation of 

their stand, putting in the process an even greater strain 

" on its credibility. Given in this context, protestations about 

soveriegnty are unlikely to be taken seriously by the world 

leaders, - ~w Delhi needs to bear in mind" •
12 

12 Tines of lhdia, 2 March 1992. 
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'!here is some section of the media who, to some extent, 

j usti£y the government stand in denying permission to these 

human rights o~anisations, since there is every possibility of 

misjudgements, wrong interpretations and other undesirable 

repercussia~s. 

But nevertheless, the press believes that the tirre has 

come to allow such investigative organisations to operate more 

freely, if only to ensure that they present a more balanced 

picture. !he most encourag in;J thing about Anne sty International 

is that in the recently-concluded South Asia Media Workshop, 

organised by the Amnesty International in Kathmandu of Nepal, 

is striving for a better image and trying to make the world a 

safer place to live in. :rt is said that "with its freshly e.xten-

ded mandate, Amnesty can project itself in India as a fair and 

impartial activist organisation by taking a hard look at the 

murderous activities of armed oppos.ition groups and those of 

unscrupulous security force personnel. It might, then stand a 

better chance of functioning onenly in India" •13 

13 SUbhash Kripekar, "Amnesty International Striving 
for a Better Image", Times of India, 4 .JUly 1992, 
p.7. 
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As far as India is concerned, Amnesty has called upon 

armed opposition groups in Punjab and Kashmir to observe basic 

humantarian standards. 'lbe condemnation of terrorist groups 

by Amnesty has come often the recent barbat:ic beheading of 

Man Olanda in Punjab nine days after he was kidnapped by the 

Babbar I<halsa International, a terrorist outfit in Punjab. At 

the same tine, Amnesty contends that government more so in a 

derrocracy like India, should remain fully accountable for hwnan 

rights violations by its police and security personnel. 

During the two-day workshop in Kathmandu beginning from 

3rd July to 4th July 192, a researcher, Yuonne Terlingen, made 

effective use of Indian media response to .Amnesty's report on 

India to severely criticise the Indian government. She quoted 

extensively from news magazines and newspapers to drive home 

the point that "the horre minister • s reaction to the Amnesty report 

on rape and custodial deaths in India should have been one of 

horror and disbelief and not one of government not reauiring 

foreign agencies to deliver sermous on human rights". 14 

14 Times of India, 5 July 1992. 
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Even . '· Terlingen has quoted ~orge Verghese saying that 

•for shame lies not in admission of blemishes but in continuing 

to mask the truth. 15 Self-deception does not pay". Moreover, 

Kuldip Nayar has endorsed Amnesty •s conclusion that torture 

is a daily occurence in India and it Should make every Indian 

sit up and wonder any society has become s0 inpervious so 

cynical. 

Meanwhile, Armesty International has suggested a 1 C>-point 

programme to corrbat torture in its 1992 report on torture, rape 

and deaths in custody in India realeased on 9th July. 'lhese 

include adoption by government of an official policy to protect 

human rights, investigating impartially all allegations of torture, 

bringing the perpetratOrs.:. to justice, strengthening safegual:ds 

against torture, informiDJ detainees of their rights, providing 

torture victims with medical treatment and rehabilitation and 

investigating causes and patterns of torture. 

Hbwever, Amnesty International has clarified that it does 

not intend to work against any government. It says, •we ~~rk 

only against human rights violations, not against governments. 

15 Ibid. 
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We neither sUpport any political, social or economic system. 

We apply a single human rights standard to all oountries".16 

M::>reover, in its recent ,.,-orkshop, the Aimesty International 

has chastised the US for human rights abuses in three areas -

police brutality, the Haitian reftlfjee crisis and death penalty, 

which it says •are jeopardising rights • protection around the 

world" •17 Referring to the recent los Angeles riot, it has 

condemned us for its police excess, which self-styledly call 

itself as the'cradle of liberty' 

The myth describing America as the cha:rrpion of the human 

rights in the ~rld, was derrolished, in the recent racial-riot broke 

out in los Angeles. '!his riot which flashed from Los Angeles 

and spread to mmy other parts of the country left at least 

58 dead and 2 300 injured just in los Angeles • Be~ ides, property 

"'ith $717 million was damaged. "For decades, the American leader

ship has delive~d moral lectures to the lo'Orld about human rights 

and derrocracy. But today America looks naked to the rest of us, 

16 Times of lhdia, 5 JUly 1992. 

17 Times of India, 6 JUly 1992. 
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its superior credentials blurred by the burning fires of los -

Angeles, its senrous soundil)J hollow. Anerican leaders who are 

so eloquent in citing problems of other countries, are mute 

when it comes to their baCkyand". 18 

Thus, los Angeles was caught in the chasm of racial warfare. 

Behind all this was a California couJ:'t verdict - delivered on 

April 29, 1992 - that acquitted four white policemen charged for 

usin; ~cessive force against R::>dney king, a mack motorist, 

while he offended the trafic rules in }1arch last year. The 

court judgement was seen to be tainted with racial feelings. 

This led to widespread protests "'•hich eventually deteriorated 

into a riotous situation. A scholar is of the vi~r that if 

this is not checked, resentzrents will grov' against the Anericans 

"who claim to champion the cause of human rights all over the 

. 1-" 19 wor a • 

On the los Angeles riots, Aimesty said, "the record on 

police brutality is appalling. It is one of a number of current 

18 Seema sirohi, "us Hypocrisy unmasked", 
Mainstream (New Delhi), 20 June 1992,p.l3. 

19 SUshant Kumar Mishra, "Race Riots in·Americaa 
Symbol of CUltural Domination", Mainstream, 
27 June 1992, pp.29-)0. 
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human rights standards in the US that undermine its credibility 

18 in promoting rights interesationally". 

It is a severe indictment of the US policy vis-a-vis its 

minorities in particular and cones at a time "'-hen it se~ks to 

steamroll third "-'orld countries including India into submission 

on the basis of grossly exaggerated charges of hUill3n rights 

violations. 

After analysing the Indian press response to the human 

rights reports as India, it is found that while the media has 

accused of these human rights organisations such as Amnesty 

International and Asiawatdl for being soft towards the crimes of 

the terrorists, On the othemand, it exhorts the government 

to come clean on these reports and pursue a vigorous·, well -

orchestrated strategy to steer clear all t.b·eseallegations. 

It has also urged the government to allow the human rights groups 

to visit Punjab and Ka~hmir since India has nothing to hide. 

On the otherhand, the Indian political establish1112nt has 

reacted sharply to these multitudes of reports accusing India 

18 Times of India, 6 July 1992. 
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of human rights abuses in Punjab and Kashmir. The Union Home 

Minister, S.B. Chavan has set the ball rolling in criticising 

all! these biased Asiawatch and Aimesty reports on human rights 

abuses in Dldia saying these reports are biased and m:>·tivated, 

aimed at propping' up terrorist groups and absolving their 

inhuman crimes. He said, "the government is appalled by the 

partisan,even motivated approach of these t~~ organisations. 

We have nothing to hide, and we are not insensitive to these 

issues. If there is anything wrong doing by the security force 

personnel, the law must take oourse and guilty must be punished. 

Even defence personnel are open to sc-rutiny for their action. 

There is no ctUestion of all of shielding anyone. But at the 

same time there is no question of allo\odng any foreign human 

rights groups to visit India unless it was prepared to give a 

balanced picture".19 

In the same vein, the J&K Governor, Girish Sa=<ena has also 

criticised the rrotivated reports of these human rights groups 

saying they have taken an extremely prejudiced view about the 

19 Times of India, 28 January 1992. 
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human rights situation in Kashmir~ ~ says, "what they are saying 

is that if militants kill security personnel, it does not amount 

to murder. ~e militants are trying to provoke retaliatory firing 

in densely populated areas so that innocent people are killed and 

human rights activists raise a shindy about it•. 20 Even the ex

governor of Jammu & Kashmir, Jagrrohan has echoed the same senti

ments of that of Saxena, saying the culture of Kalashnikov can 

be met by the culture of Kalashnikav, thus underlining the 

need to hold firm in Kashmir against the merchants of terror, 

secession and n&yhem actively sponsored by pakistan. 

The Prime Minister of India, p. v. Narasimha Rao has been 

extremely forthright on the prevailing carrpaign for human rights. 

While addressing the historic first-ever summit of the Security 

Council in January 31, 1992, he explained that India had profound 

respect for those who were crusading for the protection and 

preservation of human rights. He particularly made the mention 

of India's 5,000 years-old record of non-invasion and non-annex

ation of alien territories with the shining example of a powerfUl 

monarch like 'Asoka' turn~ ng into an apostle of non-violence. 

20 Times of India, 10 February 1992. 
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He pointed out, "I am fully conscious of the obligations of the 

state in preserving human rights as contrasted with terrorist 

and secessionist elements killing innocent citizens with impunity. 

What is ~eally being suggested is perhaps to delineate the para-

meters that harmonise the defence of national integrity with 

respect for human rights. In this regard, India is ever willing 

to discuss and contribute in the endeavour". 21 

He also said that India cannot countenance a situation 

where all human rights are reserved for the practitioners of 

terrorism. Governments dealing with these menace are arraigned 

day and night on grounds of violations of human rights real 

He also articulated the views of India 
and imaginary, mostly the latter/saying that contents and 

nature of human rights are concH tioned by social, traditional 

and cu 1 tural forces that form different societies. He also 

urged the UN to move towards creating an uniform international 

norms for ht1Il1Cin rights and said such norms should not be unila-

terally defined and set-up as an absolute pre-condition for 

interaction between states and societies in the political and 

economic spheres. He hailed for giving"stress e~ good governance 

21 Indian Express (New Delhi), 1 February 1992. 
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and development hold the key for the improverrent of human rights"~ 2 

At the Cornrronweal th . ~£ads of Government ~eting ( CHOGM) 

in Harare, the Indian Prime Minister •opposed the ouestion of 

linking foreign aid to issues like human rights record and good 

governance".23 This aspect has been clearly emphasized by Amnesty 

International at its recent workshop in Kathmandu, dissociating 

itself from any such .... ·linkage between aid and human right. It 

is not expected to give a green signal before a developing 

country can receive financial and technological aid from the 

West. But nevertheless, of late, these human rights organisa-

tions have accruired awesome power to embarrass governments that 

do not abide by international humantarian standards. Amnesty 

can not and does not impose sanctions but it has the po.,.-er to 

influence public opinion, to rattle governments. 

Picking up the threads "'hich the Indian Prime Minister 

left, the President of India, R. Venkatraman has eypressed serious 

concerns at att~ts by industrialised north led by us to impose J 
non-economic conditionalities like good governance and observance 

of human rights in rendering assistance to the developing countries. 

In his views, it is not possible to frame norms for human rights 

by an outside party on the basis of its unilateral perception. 

22 ~ statesman (N!w Delhi), 1 February 1992. 
23 Times of India, 16 October1991. 
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India found these trends on the part of the developed "x:>rld highly 

disturbing. India believes that developrrent needs must be accorded 

primacy of place as poverty remaim the greatest threat to world 

peace and dignity of the individual. In this respect India's 

commitment to human rights and democratic ideals is self-evident. 

Speaking at a banquet in l'l:!w Delhi in honour of the visiting 

Namibian President, Sam Nujoma, in February 24, 1992, the Indian 

President clarified that "we ~·ill continue to focus attention on 

human rights eyerywhere but this complex and important issue can· 

not be made into a mechanical formula and applied in widely varying 

s ituation"~ 4 

To top it all, getting alarmed by the distu.rbing reports 

of the human rights groups pointing a needle of suspicion to 

India, the government has made up its mind to set up its. own 

human rights comnission. It is about time India set up its 

own human rights comnission "to investigate and adjudicate, 

complaints of violations of human rights, particUlarly the civil 

25 rights of groups or classes of people". 

2 4 Hindu~ tan Tirres, 2 5 February 1992. 

25 SUbhash Krip~er, "Human Rights: Plan to 
set up O:>ITmission", Times of India, 
5 February 1992, p.l. 
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However, it should be borne in mind that there are already 

comnissions for the welfare of the scheduled Castes and tribes, 

for women, for minorities, and for backward class. In addition 

to these commissions, India have non-governmental human rights 

commissions, which are functioning freely. 'nlis proposed oommiss ion 

would project itself as the authentic organisation in natters 

pertaining to human rights. Every efforts should.be made to make 

it impartial and objective so that its credibility is maintained. 

l't is a pity that the Kashmir! people driven out by the 

militants have become refugees in their own countz:y and boneless · 
/ 

in home. The Amnesty International and Jl$ iawatch have maintained 

silence on this exodus of Kashmir! Pandits from the valley. The 

government has taken the sal utory step of setting up its O'-tl 

official human rights pe.nel to look into these biases and preju-

dices a.J"OOng other things. 

While underlining the need for setting up of India's rn.:n 

human rights commission, the Prime Minister, Narasimha Rao, while 

addressing a Press Conference in ~w Delhi said, that lhdia 's 

record in respect of human rights has been good. ~ said, "I· 

agree excess have taken place. They have been looked into and 
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necessary steps taken. ~~ are prepared to judge ourselves before 

someone judges us from a distance. Our conscience is clear and 

26 . 
our hands clean•. 1-bwever, he has cautioned against giving 

much importance to human rights at the detriment of development 

which he considers as the •super right • of the people. 

Thus, the government •s decision to set up this human rights 

commission is certainly an acknowledgement, though belated, of 

the importance the issue has accruired in recent years. Internati-

onally, human rights violations not only figure at the top of 

the agenda, national sovereignty can no longer be credibly used 

by govemnents as a shield to protect themselves against criticisms 

of their human rights record. In India, too, a"·areness of the 

importance and inalienable nature of human rights and civil 

liberaties has spread to sudh an extent that it is no longer 

possible to justify their violation in the name of defending a 

larger cause. This new-found heightened awareness of human 

rights by Indian citizens could be best judged from the series 

of 'letters to the editors• and articles sent to the newspapers 

and journals by the readers, academicians, human rights activists 

26 Hindustan Times, 1 July 1992. 
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diplomats aoo politicians, which is virtually flooding the 

editorial cabins, creating a human rights m:>vement in India. 

More significantly, critics of the state~~!s highhandedness 

in say, Punjab, Kashmir and Assam, can no lon:;rer be fobbed off 

by the sirrple traditional device of pointing to the underrocratic 

-

and cruel conduct of militants or secessionist groups. Ther~ore, 

it is argued that, the gover~nt 's decision not to permit orga-

nizations such as Amnesty International and Asiawatch to send 

teams to India has not gone down too well with a significant 

section of national and international public opinion. N:>r has 

the oontraposition of excesses committed by militants to these 

perpetrated by the security forces. And irx::reas ingly enough, a 

credibility gap has developed in this vital area. By setting up 

this human rights commission, the government of late, has recog-

nized this credibility gap and the embarrassment it has caused. 

By deciding to set ·up this oommiss ion, the government in the 

process has begun mounting a damage control eyercise to salvage 

its tarnished irrege internationally and botch up all human rights 

allegations back home. 

Jqainst these backdrops, the impact of human rights issue 

in Indo-us relations in the 1990s should be st\Xlied. Next to 
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nuclear non-proliferation, human rights issue would dominate the 

agenda of Dldo-US relations till the turn of this century. One 

find!! a considerable disquiet as evident from discussions in 

congress al:out human rights issues raised by international as 

well as Indian activia.ts. It will not help to brush these 

concerns aside, rather they have to be addressed with patience 

and wisdom to convince the congressmen and US policy makers and 

opinion-shapers. 'lbere is also an emerging trend in the us of 

the increasing influence of human rights and civil liberties 

groups on national dec is ion-reeking on the capito:.l Hill and the 

impact on determining their policies to~,·ards the accused states. 

In the light of these developments, a scholar has observed that 

"from the US pt=>rspective, the main problem area between the t,.oo 

countries is nuclear non-proliferation. ~yt to that, is human 

rights, specifically the governmental inaction on allegdly 

widespread abuses in Kashmir•.27 

India must rise to this occasion and thwart the .::evil designs 

of Pakistan to intemationalise Kashmir issue by propagating 

alleged human rights abuses in Kashmir by India. Pakistan is 

27 Bhaskar Menon, "India and uss Iookil'XJ for their 
Souls", Times of India, 13 July 1992, p.6. 
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aiming to take up this issue by escalating tension in the valley 

and linking it with the question of human rights in Kashmir. 

India must understand the wide ~ort of the statement the UN 

secreta.cy General, B:>utros Gbali has made that "human rights is 

today on the top of the UN agenda and if necessary the world body 

will take action to prevent abu~e of human rights" .-2 8 

'lberefore, the human rights issue should not be allowed 

to become an irritant in the Indo-US relations, "which has recently 

29 looked up". India must pursue its national interest by nanaging 

this contradiction in Indo-~ relations. Even while they both 

profo.undly disagree on this issue, it should be sorted out through 

constant dialogue to contain their differences. India instead of 

confronting Washington on this issue, rather should convince the 

US administration. Indian policy makers should not play to the 

gallery of some section of domestic public opinion which ceaselessly 

has been :::SoreaJidng to teach America a lesson, as it would be 

counter-productive·pur~uance of national interest should be 

lhdia •s singular foreign policy objective. '1b counter the 

28 Indian Express, 10 February 1992. 

29 N.c. ~non, "Indo-us ties look up", 
Hinduqtan Times, 2 April 1990. 
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the allegations of human rights violations and protect India •s 

national interest, India must play a cautions role. ~ achieve 

these twin objectives, n India must play a smart game of interna-

tional bridge. It would have to recognise its O'l:··n limitations 

to begin with. It has a weak hand, its card play must be good. 

It would then have to weigh its partnership and alliances in the 

30 short, medium and long tenns•. 

The differences on this issue should be whittled down 

before they bemme political roadblocks to the advancement of 

Indo-us relations as of late US is seeking to prevent Pakistan 

from aiding and aEetting secessionists in India's border provinces 

and from trying to internationalise the Kashmir issue. 

The US claims that the principal goal of the foreign policy 

is •to promote the increased observance of interisationally 

?1 
recognized hwnan rights by all countries':- But nevertheless, it 

is one of the main political planks of the US to further its 

national interest in some way or other. This fact is further 

30 

31 

Gautam Adhikari, n Recru.;em for N::m-AligllJTe nt: 
Pursue ·National Interest", Times of lhdia, 
26 May 1992. 

us Department of State, • Report on Hwnan Rights 
Practices in Q:>untries Receiving us Aia: 
(Washington, D.c. ,1979), p.6. 
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highlighted by an US official who said "it is in our national 

interest to pro100te democratic processes in order to help 

build a world environment rcnre favourable to respect for 

human rights and hence more conducive to stability and peace"~2 

one interesting thing is found that while the us has been 

busy harping on the human rights violations in the terrorist-

infested states 1 ike Punjab, Kashmir, and N:::>rth-ea.st parts, 

at the same time it is least interested about the alleged human 

rights abuses in naxal-belt areas like Andhra Pradesh, Bihar, 

Madhya Pradesh and Orissa, as it does not serve the us national 

interest. 

It wants to browbeat the Indian goverlllrent on this. issue, 

expecting India to kowtow the US policies in different internati-

onal foras. It is certainly not the sacred intentions of the 

us to promote and protect human rights throUJhout the \o.'Orld, 

rather it is smart diplomatic manoeuvre on the part of the US 

32 us Department of state, O:?untry Renorts on 
Human Rights Practices for 198A O.;a~hington,n.c., 
1989), p.4. 
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administration to carrouflage its self-national interest using 

the instrument of human rights to embarrass the __ erring nation-

states through its cloak and dagger policy. 

A s c:holar has argued that "perhaps the best role for the 

United States in the Indian situation is to refrain from political 

rhetoric indicative of a certain partisanship and to recognize 

that econofidc conditions are a key to the evalution of political 

circumstances in the inmediate future. 33 

This human rights issue should not be allowed to spill over J 

to ~p.oJl the emerging new-found bonhomie and camaradarie between 

lhdia aod us, notwithstanding the sharp differences over the 

nuclear-nonproliferation issue. It is said thct the outstanding 

feature of Indo-American relations has been their roller-coaster 

character. There have been many ups and downs, with the downs 

being ~rore oonspicuous and apparently rrore n~rs\--rorthy than 

the ups. Echoeing this sentiment a western scholar has said, "of 

all the major countries, Iriiia is the..:·one "':hose relations "-ith the 

3 3 Ralph Buul tj ens, "1-llman Rights in Indian 
Political CUlture", in I<enneth w. Thompson,ed., 
'I'he 1-bral Inroeratives of Human Rights: A world 
survey (i'Tashlngton, D. c., l980), p.l21. 
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US have been the roost baffling. The story since 1947, ~hen India 

became independent, is one of mutual irritation and missed 

opportunities. 34 

Another Irxlian scholar has expresed the same sentinents by 

saying that "it has for long been a continuing It¥stery to all 

well-wishecs of India and the United states Why the two major demo-

cracies in the world should have had a relationship that was seldom 

waDn, often O:>olly correct, and at times downright pr:fddy ·". 35 

lbwever, the same scholar has sounded an optimistic note by 

stating, "Dldia and America have been tryirx;] to know each other 

for quite some tirre. There have been sporadic, brief flashes of 

understanding but nothing enduring enough to cut through the 

preponderent bulk of well-entrenched ·- stere~types. It is forgotten 

that such •aberrations are al110st always in the political sphere)iardly 

tftle ideal arena for 
endengering cultural togetherness. Politics, after all, is the 

product of perceived self-interest. And the interests of India. 

and America are bound to vary considering the wide gulf that separate 

them in a variety of fields". 36 

34 New York Times, 2 February 1982. 

35 N.c. Menon, "Dldo-US ties look up", 
Hindustan Times, 2 April 1990. 

36 N.c. Menon, "seats of Learning-!", Hindustan Times, 
29 April 1991. 
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It is true that the two countries are distant from each 

other and neither poses a direct military threat to the other. 

Despite this, the Indo-American relationship has been "nore 

troubled than tranquil, nore competitive than cooperative, nore 

characterized ~ misperceptions and misunderstanding than accurate 

and considerable attention to the needs and concerns of the other". 37 

Though, this human rights issue is one of the problem areas 

in Indo-US relations, it is not seen as that a big issue in America, 

as it is perceived in India, on the context of the Indo-US 

relations. As long as the nuclear non-proliferation issue is not 

resolved with India, the us wQ_n•t treat this human rights issue 

as a big issue in Indo-us relations. '!be us public opinion and 

media are currently busy putting pressure on India to sign the 

discriminatory and uncomprehensive nuclear non-proliferation 

treaty {NPT) or to make India agreeing to the idea of making the 

South-Asia a nuclear free zone on a regional basis. Unlike this 

NPT issue, human rights issue can not at any way hamper the 

37 Norman G. Palmer, .The united States and India: 
The Dimensions of lhfluence o~w York, 1984) I 
p.l. 
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' emerging Indo-US relations, since the us, of late, has understood 

the gravity of this issue in India. Ho\oJeVer, this human rights 

plank lo10uld be used by the us policy ne.kers tirre and again to 

embarrass India internationally to serve its own inrest, unless 

India takes some measures to turn the tide. otherwise this issue 

would hang like an albatross around the nedk of India in the 

context of alleged human rights violations in Punjab and Kashmir. 

This issue wouldcontinue to surface periodically in the Indo-US 

dialogue and bilateral discussion as this issue has become a new 

buzzword for the American public, the policy makers and its 

European allies. To refute the array of criticisms of some inter-

national human rights organisations, to convince the us adminis-

tration and to "ripe a'-'ay sone of the lingering doubts of Alrerica, 

India should l:::le seized ,.r!th this issue giving high accent on it 

and steer clear all doubts and allegations in the conte:Yt of the 

Indo-us relations in the years to come. To achieve these objectives, 

India should consider taking the following steps on a war-footing 

basis: 

Firstly, India should consider permitting the international 

human rights organizations to visit Kashmir and Punjab for an on-

the spot assessment since India has nothing to hide. Even, Arrerica 
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has taken strong exception to lhdia •s not allowing these organi

sations to vis it lhdia •s border states. r us administration has 

been urging India to review its stand on this issue, since, it 

feels India being an open and free society it has nothing to hide. 

'nle dominant sections of Indian public opinion favours this idea, 

as it is COill'licating the matter and ~rnishing the image of 

India outside. It is the need of the hour to review this stand 

and in the process, remove an unnecessary irritant in the Indo-US 

relations on this issue. 

Secondly, India should strengthen its lobby in the Washington 

since lobbying does the magic there. India does not have any 

lobby there where as the Kashmir militants and Pakistan have 

·strong lobbies there, which are relentlessly dishing out false 

informations illl'licating India on the issue of human rights 

violation in Kashmir. India should learn from this mistake and 

reroove this harrlicap as soon as possible. A lobby should be 

set up on the capitol Hill to blunt the edge of these allegations 

and present .a:~ true picture there. The lobby should be activated 

to win over·the American public, media, bureaucrats, politicians 

congressmen and decission-rnakers. 
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Thirdly, India must nt>Unt a massive diplomatic onslaught 

to counter the false propaganda and allegation of human rights 

abuses by anti- India elenents. The Indian embassy in the Washington 

should be asked to give primacy to this issue and forcefUlly present 

India •s case there before the US officials and poople. In addition 

to this, all the embassies of India in the western capitals should 

be activated and their diplomatic skills honed up to counter 

the disinformation onslaught of the Pakistani agencies and 

various anti-India forces. So far, India has not been able to 

come of age in articul~i.n9 and refuting the allegations of 

human rights violations, in Washington and other major European 

countries. 

Fourthly, instead of getting scared by the adverse annual 

human rights reports of the Amnesty International, state Department 

and Asiawatch, India should cooperate ... ·ith them and present India •s 

case forcefully before them. India should respond to their 

queries and questions, and refute the allegations point-by-point 

giving documentary evidences. ~ cooperating with these human

rights organisations and answering their queries, a strong signal 

would be sent to the US and other western countries that India has 

nothin;J to hide. ::rt would also take the wind out from the Pakistani 
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s@.ils on this issue. They would stand discredited before the 

world opinion with eggs on their face. 

Fifthly, India must put up a brave front in the UN and its 

different foras to refute the allegations of human rights 

violations. India must highlight the democratic safeguards 

available in India to protect and improve the human rights 

conditions, by supplying literature, reports and datas to them. 

India should take other friendly UN members into con£ idence and 

organise seminars and syuposiums there at the UN headquarters to 

drive the point home. 

Sixthly, India should expedite setting up the human rights 

commission, which is aimed at looking into the hwnan rights 

violations. After its set up, India must send the reports of 

this commission to all the foreign state capitals including the 

US and give prominent coverage on international media. '!he -external 

affaira ~ministry should ovemaul its policy options and treat 

this human rights issue as one of its elements of India's foreign 

policy like that of the us. 

Seventhly, India should highlight the prevalent ground 

realities in Kashmir and Punjab, as the ,.·estern countries are 
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not well aware of the unfortunate delays in courts dealing 

, ... ith cases of human rights violations. But "'hat is l~st 

sight of is that the delays affect both the terrorists and 

the security forces personnel equally. It is not as i£ cases 

involving security personnel are disposed of speedily and those 

with terrorists allowed to languish. India should highlight 

this cas~ in the US and make it convince that both security 

personnel and terrorists arrested have the same protection of 

law. Both have civil rights and the right to defend themselves. 

Even where artY!{ officers : or jawans are punished by court martial 

procedures, the verdict of normal courts has to be sought. Lt 

should bighlight that the government is not insensitive to excesses 

by security personnel. Even a human rights cell in the home 

ministry has already been set up to roonitor all allegations of 

human rights violations. This is being done to facil !tate quick 

inflow of information and prompt remedial action. Similiar cells 

are proposed to be set up in PUnjab, and Kashmir so that facts 

are collected quickly in N9w Delhi. The voluminous data 

furnished by the home ministrf to the external affairs ministry 

on allegations levelled by Amnesq International, Asiawatch 

and other human rights organisations to show that action was 

t~en against erri~g personnel found gull ty arxl that court 
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inquiries were in progress to ascertain the truth in many other 

caseS, should be sent to the diplomatic miss ions abroad so 

that they can rebut charges made in the media and other fora. 

This effort should be made so that the charges of large-scale 

violations of human rights in India, particularly in Kashmir and 

Punjab do not stick. 

Last but never the least, India must siege this opportunity 

and emerge as the pioneer on this issue as giving respect to human 

rights has been one of the age-old traditions of our In:lian 

society, which is duly recognised and respected in the constitution. 

It wo·n 't be an exaggeration to say that hunan rights and Indian 

rich cultural heritage are synonynous in terms as India has been 

the land of non-violence, and peace since ages. 

But in the changed world scenari~, the things are changed 

and praxis dramatically shifted. l>tlo could have imagined that 

the c::ombatants of the cold war would have the temerity to give 

India a lecture on human rights? India preached to them the 

principles of non-violence and peaceful coexistence and they are 

now threatening India with a cut in economic aid unless India's 

performance on human rights front sho"'S improvement. lhdia can 

not and should not ignore the issue of human rights merely because 
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the pressure is coming from the Western countries including the 

US, whose own record may not be above reproach like Caesar's ~ife. 

Ind!"ad:~eaders have been in the forefront of battles against 

the violation of hunan rights, so should lhdia now be on the 

defensive and argue that because the country is faced with 

secessionist -or terrorist movements, this issue can wait till 

Irxlia is able to control them? This line of thinking is falla-

cious and is frought with dangerous consequences. In no way, 

can India lose the battle on the ground in Kashmir, Punjab, 

or Assam, but India can lose it in New Delhi arrl abroad by 

mishandling the situation. 

But nevertheless in the changed global structure, the 

US certainly would be feeling quite uncomfortable without its 

twin nuclear and human rights unden•ea,rs. lfnce India must trea·d 

cautiously since it has got very limited elbow rooms to manoeuvre. 

But for a vibrant and flourishing Indo-us relations in the coming 

days, India and America should not allow this human rights issue 

to throw a spanner into the wheels of D'ldo-US ties and act as a 

stumbling block between them, siilce India like the US, is comnitted 

• 
~· to the rule of law, free elections as a regulator of political 
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process, civil liberties, hurran rights, pluralist institutions, 

a free and powerful judiciary, enlightened public opinion, 

free and vigorous press and above all improvement in the quality 

of life for its people through reform and along evolutionary 

paths. 
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